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PREFACE

Northern and Arctic regions are of special importance in the Earth’s system because they are among the
last pristine environments, and are known to be highly sensitive to environmental and climate change. These
areas also maintain a variety of natural archives that are suitable for basic and applied quaternary research.
Evidenceof longer-termnatural climatevariability, i.e. over thepast interglacial-glacial cycles, exists in icecore
records (e.g. Petit et al. 1999) and in Quaternary deposits (e.g. Svendsen et al. 2004). The urge to deepen the
understanding of the Holocene climate derives from the most recent global warming, and therefore a number
of studies have been targeted at investigating decadal to millennial climate variability in northern andArctic
regions. Such studies are using instrumental records and monitoring installations to examine the recent past,
and natural climate archives, such as tree rings and lake andmire deposits, to go further back in time.However,
global change is more than climate change. For example, long-distance transportation of contaminants into
the Arctic as a major environmental threat, and the relationship between humans and the changing Earth’s
environment are key issues under international investigation at the moment (e.g.ACIA 2004).
Environment and climate change issues have been typical subjects of FinnishArctic and Subarctic research

over the past few decades.A geochemical baseline study on “Barents Ecogeochemistry” led by the Geologi-
cal Survey of Finland (Salminen 2005) is one example of such work, together with active climate research
examining both long- and short-term fluctuations (e.g. Helama et al. 2002, Seppä & Birks 2002, Lunkka et
al. 2004).
This publication is based the workshop “Quaternary studies in the northern andArctic regions of Finland”

organized by the Finnish National Committee for Quaternary Research (INQUA) at Kilpisjärvi Biological
Station, Finland, on 13–14 January 2005. This nationalworkshop sought to bring together an interdisciplinary
group of people working on different scientific issues in the Finnish Arctic and Subarctic region, as well as
other similar regions. It aimed to engage biologists, geologists, geographers and archaeologists in studying
global change and the relationship between humans and the changingEarth’s system. Papers in this publication
represent a selection of the scientific outcomes of the workshop in the form of presentations and discussions
(see Ojala 2005 for the full content of the presentations). Paperswere reviewed by Professors Matti Saarnisto
andMatti Eronen, and their contribution is gratefully acknowledged. Roy Siddall kindly revised the language
of many of the articles in this publication. Finally, the Finnish National Committee for Quaternary Research
expresses its special gratitude to the Geological Survey of Finland (GTK) for supporting the publication of
the workshop papers in this GTK Special Paper, volume 40.

Antti E.K. Ojala

Espoo, 2.9.2005
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Introduction

TheRidnitšohkkafell is located in thenorth-western
extremityof theEnontekiödistrict, inFinnishLapland,
adjacent to the Norwegian border (Fig. 1). The alti-
tudes of the summits of Halti and Ridnitšohkka fells
are 1 328 m a.s.l. and 1 317 m a.s.l., respectively, and
they are the highest summits in Finland. This region

differs in many respects from other parts of Lapland.
The bedrock primarily consists of allochthonous
sheets of early Palaeozoic rocks that were thrust
south-eastwards over the Fennoscandian shield and
a thin Cambrian sedimentary sequence during the
Caledonian orogeny, some 400–500 million years
ago. The allochthonous sheets dip gently towards
the northwest and extend for only about 10–20 km

Geological Survey of Finland, P.O. Box 96, FIN-02151, Espoo, FINLAND
E-mail: heikki.hirvas@gtk.fi, petri.lintinen@gtk.fi, antti.ojala@gtk.fi, heikki.vanhala@gtk.fi
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Hirvas, Heikki, Lintinen, Petri, Ojala, Antti E.K. & Vanhala, Heikki, 2005. Geo-
logical characteristics of theHalti-Ridnitšohkka region, Enontekiö, Finland.Geological
Survey of Finland, Special Paper 40, 7–12, 6 figures.
At present, the harshest climatic conditions in Finland are found at the highest fell

summits of the Halti-Ridnitšohkka area, north-west of Enontekiö municipality in Lap-
land. The summit region of Ridnitšohkka is an extensive area representing morphologi-
cal features related to recent periglacial activity. The basal till at the summit plateau is
devoid of vegetation cover and displays patterned ground features. At the end of July
during several summer seasons, frozen ground conditions have been found in the till
at a depth of 0.85–1.9 m. Typical morphological features of the slopes are solifluction
terraces and lobes. The eastern flank of Ridnitšohkka has the most extensive area of
permanent snow (3 km2) in Finland.
The present thickness of the snowfield is about 6 m, and according to radiocarbon

dating of plant remnants found in the snow at a depth of about 4 m, the age of the snow
is only a few decades.According historical records and aerial photographs, the snowfield
has existed for at least one hundred years, but during the last few years the size has con-
siderably diminished. During deglaciation of the Weichselian ice sheet the ice terminus
retreated to the south, leaving small mountain glaciers in the area. The most distinct
morphological feature is the cirque on the eastern flank of Kovddoskaisi. The valley
glacier that occupied the Kovdajohka valley is well indicated by a set of more than ten
end moraines. Surface boulders and stones of olivine gabro type, originating from the
Halti fell, also indicate the extent and ice-flow direction from north to south, i.e. opposite
to the main ice flow direction of the Scandinavian ice sheet in the area.

Keywords (GeoRefThesaurus,AGI): periglacial features, patterned ground, permafrost,
till, solifluction, end moraines, cirques, Enontekiö, Finland

GEOLOGICALCHARACTERISTICS OF THE HALTI-RIDNITŠOHKKAREGION,
ENONTEKIÖ, FINLAND

by
Heikki Hirvas, Petri Lintinen,Antti E.K. Ojala & Heikki Vanhala
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into Finland from theNorwegian border (cf. Simonen
1980, Lehtovaara 1995). The Kilpisjärvi-Halti area
contains all of the Finnish peaks that have elevations
greater than1000mabove sea level.Relativelybroad,
steep-sided valleys separate the higher peaks from
one another, resulting in the greatest topographical
relief to be found in Finland, with 200–500 m differ-
ences in elevation between summits and valley floors
being typical. The most extreme example is on the
north-easternflankofKovddoskaisi,with a steep rock
face more than 500 m high. Various morphological
features in theHalti-Ridnitšohkka area are indicative
of extensive periglacial activity.
After thedeglaciationof theScandinavian ice sheet,

one valley glacier and three cirque glaciers existed in
the area. At present the area is characterised by the
harshest climatic conditions in Finland, as indicated
by the largest permanent snowfield, 3 km2 in size, and
anextensivearea representingmorphological features
related to periglacial activity. Climatologically the
regionbelongs to theareaofdiscontinuouspermafrost
delineated with the presence of palsa mires (King &
Seppälä 1987).

Halti-Kovdajohka valley glacier

During thedeglaciationof theWeichselian ice sheet
in the Halti region, the terminus retreated roughly

Fig. 1. Location of the study area in Lapland, Northern Finland. Three distinct cirque forms and ten end-moraines
are marked in the figure, providing morphological evidence that cirque glaciers and valley glaciers existed after the
deglaciation of the Weichselian ice sheet in the Kovddoskaisi-Halti-Ridnitšohkka area.
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from north to south.After the deglaciation of the ice
sheet a valleyglacier occupied theKovdajohkavalley
(Kujansuu 1967),which so far has been the only val-
ley glacier known to be active in the present territory
of Finnish Lapland (Tanner 1915). The valley glacier
flowed from Halti towards south via the Kovdajohka
valley as a six kilometre long tongue, producingmore
than ten end moraines at the altitudes of 830–930 m
a.s.l. (see Fig. 1). The end moraines vary in size and
morphology, the southern most ones being distinc-
tively greater in size and representing a steeper-sided
ridge-likemorphology than thenorthernones (Fig.2).
The most prominent end moraine extends across the

whole valley, being about 900 m in length, 4–5 m in
height and 50–60m inwidth. In both till material and
surface boulders, the end moraines and their adjacent
areas are rich in olivine gabro originating from Halti
(Kujansuu 1967, Hirvas 1968). Boulders of olivine
gabro type do not exist outside of the end moraines.
Olivine gabro is found in bedrock only in theHalti fell
area,whichevidently shows that thevalleyglacier has
flowed from north to south. This direction is opposite
to the main south to north ice flow direction of the ice
sheet in the area before deglaciation.
Three distinct cirque forms provide morphological

evidence that cirque glaciers existed after the degla-

Fig. 2. End moraine in Kovdajohka valley. The ice flow direction is from left to right. (Photo: P. Lintinen, 1991)

Fig. 3. The most prominent cirque in Finland, located in the north-eastern wall of Kovddoskaisi, adjacent to Lake Piht-
susjärvi, about 6 km south-west from Ridnitšohkka. The location is marked in Fig. 1. The backwall of the cirque is about
300 m in height and 500 m in width. Perennial snow is found in the cirque. The photograph was taken at the end of July
2004. (Photo: H. Vanhala, 2004)
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ciation of the ice sheet in the area. Two of the cirque
glaciers existed on the eastern flank of Ridnitšohkka
fell and the third on the north-east slope of Kovd-
doskaisi fell (Fig. 3).

Ridnitšohkka snowfield

A continuous snowfield is present at elevations of
between 1270–1180m a.s.l. on the northern and east-
ern flanks of Ridnitšohkka fell. The earliest written
recordsdocumenting thepresenceofa largepermanent
snowfield near the summit of Ridnitšohkka date from
the latter part of 19th century (Stjernvall 1892). The
snowfield hasmost probably existed since the earliest
descriptions.Aerial photographs taken in 1960, 1969,
1975, 1979, 1985 and 1991 show that the snowfield
has had approximately the same size and shapeduring
the last 30 years. At the beginning of August 1991,
one continuous snowfield had a maximum width of
600 m and a length of nearly 5 km (Fig. 4). Drilling
at the deepest locality, chosen by ground penetrating
radar sounding, revealed a depth of 6.2 m.
The density of the snow and ice samples drilled

from the snowfield varied between 540 – 670 kg/m3,
which according to Patterson (1994) is typical for
perennial snow, or firn.An icy surface rich in organic
material, remnants of grass, was found at the depth
of 4.05 m. This evidently represents the remnant of
an earlier surface of the snowfield with wind blown

plant remains, which were revealed by AMS radio-
carbon dating (Ua-2886) to be of recent age. The high
radiocarbon activity of the studied sample was equal
to the radioactivityof the atmosphere during 1957–58
and indicated that the plants had been living when
atmospheric nuclear explosion testswere conducted.
Independent and somewhat surprising support for the
young age of the surface was the finding of pieces of
styrofoam(“styrox”) togetherwith theplant remnants.
In Finland the application of styrofoam as a thermal
insulating material in building construction became
commonafter 1952.According toHirvas et al. (2000),
the turnover time of the snow and ice in the snowfield
must be relatively short, only a few tens of years.
During the winter, snow accumulates on top of the
snowfield,whereasduring thesummer thebaseofsnow
and ice melts, resulting in streams that run between
frost weathered bedrock and the snowfield.
Comparing thepresentextentof thesnowfieldat the

end of July 2004 to observations conducted at the end
of July1991and to theaerial photographs taken in late
summer1991, thesizeandshapeof thesnowfieldhave
decreased considerable. In the area of the former large
snowfield, a few smaller separate snowfields existed
at the end of July 2004 (Figs. 4 and 5). One possible
reason may be that during several recent winters the
snow cover in the Kilpijärvi-Halti region has been
exceptionally thin (oral communication by Finnish
Border Guard, Kilpisjärvi base).

Fig. 4.An oblique aerial photograph from the eastern slope of Ridnitšohkka at the end of July 1991. (Photo: P. Lintinen,
1991)
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Patterned ground and permafrost

Patterned ground devoid of vegetation, including
sorted and unsorted polygons and stone stripes, are
typically found in the summit areas and on the flanks
of fells in the research area. On the summit plateau
of Ridnitšohkka, the gently sloping till cover exhibits
well developed sorted polygones free of vegetation
at the altitude of 1 290 m a.s.l. The disposition of
overturned boulders and stones, and the presence of
patches of disaggregated till material on top of some
boulders, indicates that periglacial processes are
actively operating in the area. Drilling with a port-
able Cobra-percussion drill equipped with a 25 mm
flow-through bit was carried out at two sites on the
summit plateau on 29–30 July 1993. The two sites
were situated in patterned ground and spaced about
twentymetres apart.The individual drilling siteswere
situated in the centre of polygons that were devoid
of vegetation cover. In both cases the surficial part
of the till cover was extremely wet and easy to drill.
The penetration ceased at depths of 1.97 and 2.0 m.
In both cases the drill bits contained 7–10 cm pieces
of frozen till containing numerous subparallel, gently
dipping laminae of 1–2 mm thick ice (Hirvas et al.
2000).At the same site, in earlyAugust 2004, frozen
till was noticed at the depth of 85 cm (Vanhala et al.
in press).

Solifluction terraces

A series of distinctive solifluction terraces have
developed on slopeswhere the till cover is somewhat
thicker. On the eastern flank of Ridnitšohkka, at an
elevationbetween970–850m, therearesome30nearly
subparallel till terraces, ofwhich the largest are up to
4 m high and more than a kilometre in length (Hirvas
1968,Hirvasetal.2000).Theuppermostpartsof these
till terraces are free of plant cover and very rocky,
whereas lower down they are covered by vegetation
and have a typical lobate morphology (Fig. 6). The
solifluction terrace/lobes, lowest in altitude, coincide
with a line of springs, which may be an indication
that the deeper parts of the till sequence are frozen
and therefore rain and melt waters do not infiltrate
deeper into the till.

Conclusion

TheHalti-Ridnitšohkka region is unique in Finnish
Lapland in termsofaltitude, relief,bedrockandglacial
geology and periglacial processes. Subsequent to the
deglaciation of the Scandinavian ice sheet, a valley
glacierand threecirqueglacierswereactive in thearea.
At present, on the summit plateau of Ridnitšohkka
fell, active periglacial processes operate on a layer of
perennially frozen till, resulting in patterned ground
devoid of vegetation. The most extensive permanent

Fig. 5. An oblique aerial photograph from the eastern slope of Ridnitšohkka at the end of July 2004. The greyish area
adjacent to the snowfields is the zone of bare rocks and block fields free of lichen and moss, recently exposed from the
snowfield. (Photo:A.E.K. Ojala, 2004)
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snowfield in the territory of Finland exists on the
eastern flank of Ridnitšohkka, together with great
number of solifluction terraces, hundreds of meters
in length, some of which are still active.
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APPLICATION OF ELECTRICALAND ELECTROMAGNETICMETHODS IN
STUDYING FROZEN GROUNDAND BEDROCK – RESULTS FROM RIDNITŠOHKKA,

NORTHERN FINLAND
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Vanhala, Heikki, Suppala, Ilkka, Lintinen, Petri, Hirvas, Heikki & Ojala, Antti
E.K., 2005. Application of electrical and electromagnetic methods in studying frozen
ground and bedrock – results from Ridnitšohkka, Northern Finland. Geological Survey
of Finland, Special Paper 40, 13–22, 8 figures and 2 tables.
We present results from the use of resistivity soundings and airborne electromagnetic

techniques for mapping frozen ground and permafrost in the Ridnitšohkka fell area in
NorthernFinland.Permafrost isaverytypicalphenomenoninArcticandAntarctic regions.
In regionswhere permafrost alternateswith seasonal frost, the permafrost typically exists
discontinuously. Especially in coastal areas and near lakes and glaciers, the thickness
of the active layer and permafrost vary considerably. In Finland, the northernmost part
of the country is regarded as a discontinuous permafrost area. The southern limit of the
discontinuous permafrost is usually delineated by the southern limit of distribution of
palsa mires. The only direct evidence of perennially frozen minerogenic soil, or ground,
in Finland is from the Ridnitšohkka study area.
Thegroundresistivitydata indicated that the till cover in thesummitareaofRidnitšohkka

is frozen to a depth of several metres. The thickness of the thawed till, the active layer, at
the endof July2004was close toonemetre.The electrical structure derived fromairborne
electromagnetic data was very similar to the structure measured by ground resistivity
soundings. This finding may extend the use airborne EM techniques in regional scale
permafrost studies in regions of thin or discontinuous permafrost.

Keywords (GeoRefThesaurus,AGI): permafrost, frozenground, till, bedrock, geophysi-
cal methods, electrical sounding, resistivity, electromagnetic methods, Ridnitšohkka,
Enontekiö, Finland

Introduction

Permafrost, perennially frozen ground, is typical in
Arctic andAntarctic regions.Almost a quarter of the
Earth’s land area is coved by permafrost. In Canada
and Russia, half of the land area is permafrost cov-
ered. The active layer of permafrost is its annually

thawing top layer. The active layer is characterised
by strong annual changes in soil properties, includ-
ing oversaturated water content during summer
seasons and volume changes in freezing conditions.
The thickness of permafrost may be up to several
hundreds of metres while the thickness of the active
layer is always less than twometres. In regionswhere
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permafrost gradually alternates with seasonal frost,
the permafrost typically exists discontinuously in
favourable locations. Especially in coastal areas and
near to lakes and glaciers, the thickness of the active
layer and permafrost varies considerably evenwithin
short distances. In Arctic regions a vast number of
dwellingsand industrialbuildings, roadsandconstruc-
tions related to the oil industry, mining and so on have
been built on frozen ground. In such locations, even
partial melting of the permafrost can cause serious
problems for the infrastructure and environment due
to the failure of foundations.
The presence of palsa mires is indicative of perma-

frost in Finnish Lapland (Fig. 1). The southern limit
of discontinuous permafrost is often delineated by
the southern limit of distribution of palsas (Seppälä
1997). It can be traced across northernmost Finland
from just north of Lake Inari through Hietatievat and
furtherwestwardsata latitudeof68°25’to theSwedish
border (King&Seppälä 1987, Seppälä 1997). Inpalsa
mounds the lowthermaldiffusivityofpeat restricts the
active layer thickness during summer seasons. Con-
tinuous evaporation due to themoisture content in the
active layer helps the frozen core of a palsa mound to
remain frozenover thesummerseason.Theonlydirect
evidence of perennially frozenminerogenous soil and
ground inFinlandhas resulted from thedrillingof a till
layer at the summit of Ridnitšohkka fell (Hirvas et al.
2000, Hirvas et al. in press). Morphological features
related to frost processes, such as distinct solifluction
lobes and vegetation-free patterned ground, suggest
that the frost action is intense in extensive areas in fell
summits and on the highest slopes and valley floors.
In Peera, where the Kilpisjärvi road runs through a

palsa mire, the minerogenic ground is expected to be
frozen throughout the year due to the snow-free road
surface allowing the cold to penetrate to deeper layers
than with snow-covered soil surfaces (Saarelainen
1990). Indirect geophysical evidence also points to
the existence of permafrost in the minerogenic layer
underlyingpalsamounds inPeera (Vanhalaetal.2001,
Vanhala & Lintinen 2002).
Theobjectiveof this studywas to testhowtheextent

and internal structureof seasonalorperennially frozen
ground can be mapped by geophysical techniques,
namely airborne electromagnetic (EM) and ground
electrical measurements. The selected research area
was the summit and western flank of Ridnitšohkka
fell. The summit areawas chosen because perennially
frozen conditions have been shown to prevail there in
the till layer for a period of several years, pointing to
the existence of permafrost in the mineral soil.
The applicability of electrical and EM techniques

in mapping frozen ground and permafrost is based on
the increase in the electrical resistivity of the ground
as it freezes. In unfrozen conditions, the electrical
resistivity of soil and bedrock mainly depends on the
concentration of dissolved charged ions in the pore
water and on the porosity and in unsaturatedmaterials
on the degree of saturation.
Resistivity also depends on the temperature, so that

in a case of purewater, a decrease in temperature from
+25 oC to+1 oC roughlydoubles theelectrical resistiv-
ity. Below the freezing point, the increase in resistiv-
ity due to decreasing temperature is much stronger.
According to Scott and Kay (1988), the resistivity
of silt, sand and gravel increases by a factor of ten
when the temperature decreases from zero to –5 oC.
For fine-grained sediments, clay and clayey till, and
for peat, the increase was only five-fold, or slightly
less (Hoekstra & McNeill 1973, Scott & Kay 1988).
The rock data presented by Olhoeft (1978) and Scott
and Kay (1988) include biotite gneiss and basalt, the
former displaying the same kind of behavior as sand
and gravel, i.e., a ten-fold increase in resistivity (from
about5000Ω·m to50000Ω·m) alongwith adecrease
in temperature from zero to –5 oC. For basalt (Olhoeft
1978), the respective increase in resistivity was about
100–fold (from 5000Ω·m to 500 000Ω·m). Inwater-
rich materials, clay and peat, the resistivity increased
steadily with decreasing temperature, but in the case
of clayey till, silt, sand and gravel the temperature-
resistivity curve flattened around temperatures of –8
to –10 oC. The resistivity data discussed above are
presented in Table 1. For comparison, typical Finnish
values for sediments, peat and rocks are presented.
The Finnish resistivity values for unfrozen materials
are up to ten-fold higher than the values presented

Fig. 1. Amap showing the area of palsa mires, i.e., the area of sporadic
permafrost, (Seppälä 1997) and the location of the Ridnitšohkka study
area in Northern Finland.
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Fig. 2. Elevation model of the Halti-Ridnitšohkka area based on DGPS and radar data measured during the aerogeophysical survey (200 metres line
spacing). The locations of the ground profiles (L3 and L6) and the three east-west trending airborne lines (AEM), which are discussed here in detail,
are marked in the upper right figure. The map area is 10 x 10 km2. The vertical scale is strongly exaggerated, the elevation difference between the
highest summits and the valleys being about 500 metres. In the photo from line L_3, the electrode layout for resistivity soundings is illustrated.

ref. soil/rock type resistivity (Ω⋅m),
+10oC/***

resistivity (Ω⋅m), –5oC

(1) gravel 400 4 000
(2) 1 000–2 000
(1) sand 80 1 500
(2) 500–1 000
(1) silt 30 500
(2) 80–200
(1) clay 20–30 50
(2) 30–60
(1) clayey till 30 100
(2) till 200–500
(1) peat 100 500
(2) 80–140
(1) basalt 2 000 50 000
(1) gneiss 5 000 500 000
(2) gabbro, granite, gneiss, mica

schist, quartzite 10 000–20 000

Table 1. Resistivity values for common soil and rock types: (1) Hoekstra and McNeill (1973), Scott &
Kay (1988), Olhoeft (1978), (2) Peltoniemi (1988), ***no temperature data, apparently room tem-
perature (+20 oC).

by Hoekstra & McNeill (1973), Scott & Kay (1988)
and Olhoeft (1978). No data for frozen Finnish soil
and rock material are presented, but apparently the
behaviour resembles that presented in Table 1.
Field resistivity soundings results fromapalsamire

atPeera innorthernFinlandshowadifferenceof10- to
100-fold between unfrozen and frozen peat (Vanhala
2000, Vanhala et al. 2001, Vanhala & Lintinen 2002).
In laboratory testscarriedoutat theGeologicalSurvey
ofFinland, anearly100-folddifferencewasmeasured
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forsea icesamples (700–2000Ω·m)andwatersamples
melted from the ice (20 Ω·m). No temperature data
are, however, available from either case.
In rocks containing metallic minerals such as sul-

phides,magnetiteorgraphite thedominatingelectrical
conductivity mechanism changes from electrolytic
and the effect of freezing on the electrical resistivity
disappears.
So, the electrical image to be excepted due, for

example, to the ground having a frozen top layer is a
section with a high-resistivity top layer. The fact that
the groundwater table, the thickness of the sediments
and the electrical resistivity of the bedrock are not
usually known makes the interpretation generally
complicated. In the case of saturated sediments, the

range of resistivity is typically fairly narrow and the
effect of freezing on the resistivity can be expected to
be distinct. In the case of bedrock, however, the range
of resistivity iswide, reaching from tens of thousands
of Ohm-metres in intact rocks to tens of Ohm-metres
in highly fractures rocks, and even lower in rocks
containing metallic minerals.

Study area

The Ridnitšohkka fell is located just north of 69oN
in the north-western extremity of the Enontekiö
municipality (Fig. 1), some 40 km north-west from
Kilpisjärvi. It is adjacent to Halti, the highest fell in
Finland situated on the border between Finland and

Fig. 3.A geological map (Lehtovaara 1995) in the upper left; an airborne radiometric map in the upper right (total radiation in units of ppm); an air-
borne conductivity map (3.1 kHz apparent resistivity, LFA) in the lower left; and an airborne apparent depth map (3.1 kHz, LFS) in lower right. The
mapping flight date was 20 July 2002, the line spacing 200 m and the nominal flight altitude 30 m. Ground profiles L_3 and L_6 and flight profiles
547, 548 and 549 are marked. In the lower maps, areas with a flight altitude higher than 70 m are marked by blue transparent shading. The map area
(in the lower maps) is 5x5 km2.
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Norway. The altitude of the Ridnitšohkka fell is 1317
ma.s.l.The study areas are located at altitudes of 1290
m a.s.l and 1000 m a.s.l.
Thebedrockof theKilpisjärvi-Halti areaconsistsof

Archean basement and sheets ofCaledonian orogeny
trustedonto thebasement andautochthonous latePro-
terozoic–Cambrian sediments lying on the basement.
Thelowermostpartof theCaledonian, theDivalGroup,
starts with a thin layer of conglomerates on the base-
ment.Theconglomeratesarecoveredbyasequenceof
sand and clay stonesup to150metres thick.TheDival
Group is overlain by parautochthonous Jerta Nappe
dolomites, shales and quartzites (Lehtovaara 1995).
The Dival and Jerta Group rocks are overlain by an
allochthonous far-transported Kalak nappe complex,
which in Finland can be divided into thee flat-laying
overthrusted nappe units. From bottom to top, they
are Nalganas, Nabar andVaddas Nappes (Lehtovaara
1995).TheNalganasNappe consistsmostly of arkose
quartzites, and theNabar Nappe of serisite quartzites,
mica gneisses, amphibolites and pegmatites. The top
of it is monotonous garnetmica gneiss. The third and
uppermostNappeconsistsofasuccessionofultramafic
- mafic rocks - dunite, troctolite and olivine gabbro
- and a sheeted dolerite complex (Andréasson et al.

2003) (adikegabbroafterLehtovaara1995).Thisunit
belongs toVaddasNappeand togetherwithsillimanite
gneiss, palingenic granite and zoisite amphibolite
forms the Halti-Ridnitšohkka complex.
The study sites (Fig. 2) are situated on the gabbroic

part of the Halti-Ridnitšohkka complex (Fig. 3). The
Ridnitšohkka gabbro sill unit is composed of gabbro
sills of varying thickness (from tens of centimetres to
tens of metres) and interlayers of garnet-sillimanite
gneisses (Sipilä1992,Lehtovaara1987).Thegneisses
occur as fragments or concordant layers between the
sills.Their thickness issimilar tosills, fromcentimetres
to tens of metres. The number of gneiss interlayers is
low near to the peridotite–olivinegabbro cumulates,
but increases by up to 30–40 percent further from
the contact. In the radiometric map (Fig. 3) theHalti-
Ridnitšohkka complex is characterized by a low to
very low radiation level,while thegarnet-mica-gneiss
of the Nabar Nappe sheet delineates as a distinctively
highly radiating unit. The higher-radiating anomaly
inside the gabbro sill unitmay arise from a high pro-
portion of gneiss inclusions.
The summit of Ridnitšohkka is relatively flat and

dips gently to the northwest. Most of the summit
area is composed of fragmented angular rocks,which

Fig. 4. Resistivity sections (see Figures 2 and 3) based on the dual-frequency airborne electromagnetic (AEM) data,
1D smooth inversion. Flight line 548 crosses the ground resistivity line L_3 (indicated by a red circle). Note the
partly discontinuous low-resistivity layer at a depth of a few metres at the top of the fell, but in deeper levels on the
lower slopes.
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occasionally alternate with more unbroken bedrock
outcrops.Close to the summit also exists a till covered
area about two square km in size. The till surface is
composedofunsortedpolygons,whosediametervaries
from 0.5 to 1.0m. These polygons are free of vegeta-
tion and are therefore evidently caused by active frost
and thawactionandareevidenceofpresentperiglacial
processes.On thesteeperslopes themorphologyvaries
from elongated polygons to stone stripes, all show-
ing a preferred downward direction. In the area of
relatively symmetrical polygons the soil is composed
of till, which, according to earlier observations, is at
least 2 m in thickness (Hirvas et al. 2000).
The second study site is situated at lower altitudes

on thewesternslopeof theRidnitšohkka, atanaltitude
of 1000–1010 m a.s.l. At this study site the ground
surface is composed of till and dips aboutfive degrees
to the west. In the northeast part (upper slope) of the
resistivity profile, the morphology of the till surface
comprises polygons of 0.5–0.9 m in size. The centre
parts of the polygons are covered with moss, and
they are about 0.2–0.3 m above the intersections of
adjacent polygons.

Methods

Two till areaswere selected for representativestudy,
with an altitude difference of about 300m.According
to the polygonal surface morphology the activity of
frost and thaw action was expected to vary consider-
ably. In middle part of each survey profile a test pit
was dug by spade in order to record the physical
and chemical characteristics of the till. Temperature
profilewasmeasuredwith a thermometer in thewalls
and bottom of the study pit. Chemical characteristics
of soil/till samples were measured by ICP-MS after
0.01MBaCl2 extraction (solid liquid ratio 1:10). The
pHwas also measured after 0.01MBaCl2 extraction.
Cation exchange capacities were calculated as a sum
of base cations (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+) and acid
cations (Al3+, H+). Grain-size distributions were
determined with a combination of wet-sieving and
sedigraf analysis. These analyses were performed
in order to evaluate the correlation between soil/till
characteristics and electrical properties.
Geophysicaldata includedairbornemappingcarried

out on 20 July 2002 (electrical resistivity, magnetic
and radiometric data), ground resistivity soundings
performed in July 2004 (July 22–26) and laboratory
resistivity measurements of till samples taken from
the sounding sites togetherwith the resistivity sound-
ings. The laboratory samples were duplicates of the
samples taken for chemical analysis. The resistiv-
ity soundings were performed using the AGI/Sting

multi-electrode system (Wenner array, 1m, 2m or 3m
electrode spacing and 24, 42 or 56 electrode ground-
ings) and the data inverted to 2D resistivity sections
(Loke & Barker 1996).
The airborne data were acquired by the dual-fre-

quencyAEMsystem ofGTK using aCessnaCaravan
aircraft. The nominal line spacingwas 200m and the
nominal flight altitude 30m.The airborneEMsystem
(AEM-99)usesdual-frequencyverticalcoplanarcoils.
The two frequencies are 3005 kHz and 14368 kHz.
The coil pairs are mounted on thewingtips so that the
coil spacing is 16.96 metres. The measured quantity
is the ratio Hh

sec/Hh
pri, expressed as parts-per-million

(ppm), so that Hh
sec and Hh

pri are the horizontal com-
ponents of the secondary and primarymagnetic field.
Measurements include in-phase and quadrature com-
ponents (in-phase and 90° out-of-phase with respect
to the primary magnetic field). A detailed described
of the measuring system is given by Poikonen et al.
(1998)
The in-phase and quadrature maps are the first step

in the visual interpretation of the AEM data. They
give direct information on the characteristics of the
conductivity distribution of the ground. Transform-
ing the EM data into the apparent resistivity (ρa) of
a half-space (Peltoniemi 1982) is the simplest mod-
elling technique. It assumes homogeneous ground
and gives the resistivity (the apparent resistivity, ρa)
of this ground and depth to the top of this ground
(apparent depth). Apparent resistivity and apparent
depth maps are calculated separately for the high and
low frequencies. Especially in areas characterized by
low resistivity, visual interpretation of the apparent
resistivity and apparent depth maps is fruitful. In this
study the second step ofAEM interpretation was 1D
layered-earth inversion (a smoothmodel norm-based
inversion). In the 1D layered-earth model the earth is
composed of layers each having a uniform resistivity.
The 1D conductivity structure, i.e., the resistivity of
each layer, is soughtby regularized inversion.Thegoal
is to find for every data point the minimum-structure
model that best fits the measured data.

Results

The airborneEMdata from theHalti-Ridnitšohkka
areaarecharacterizedbya low-resistivity feature.The
resistivityvalues in the low-frequencyairborne (LFA)
apparent resistivity map (Fig. 3) are mostly between
100–400Ω·mand the low-resistivityanomaly roughly
covers the mafic-ultramafic Halti-Ridnitšohkka
complex. The corresponding apparent depth values,
indicating the depth to the low-resistivity layer, are
typically from a few tens of metres to 90 metres.
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At the top of the fell, the 1D inversion of theAEM
data (Fig. 4) gives a model consisting of a 10 metres
thick high-resistivity (thousands of Ohm-meters) top
layer and a 30 – 40metres thick low-resistivity (~100
Ω·m) layer beneath it. The three resistivity sections
in Figure 4 suggest a discontinuous low-resistivity
layer that is close to the surface in the summit area,
but deeper on the lower slopes of the fell. The 1D
inversion results coincide with the apparent resistiv-
ity and apparent depth maps from the same site and
it seems that this structure (a low-resistivity layer at
a depth of tens to a hundred metres) is typical for the
whole Halti-Ridnitšohkka complex area.
The ground resistivity soundings give amuchmore

detailedimageof thesubsurfaceresisitivitydistribution
than the airborne EM. In the summit area of the fell,

a typical electrical structure derived from resistivity
soundings was (from top to bottom):
• 0.5–1 metres thick, ~10 kΩ·m, top layer
• 3–6 metres thick, 30 – 100 kΩ·m, interlayer
• 0.5–5 kΩ·m bottom layer
The 0.5–1 metres thick top layer describes thawed

till (active layer). The water table was close to sur-
face, typically at a depth of 20–30 cm, in the summit
area, and the resistivity values of around 10 kΩ·m for
unfrozen saturated till are extraordinarily high. They
are, however, very similar to the laboratory resistivity
values presented inTable2.The slightly lower labora-
tory values may arise from the lack of boulders in the
laboratory samples.
Comparison of the airborne data and ground resis-

Fig. 5. Resistivity section (2D model) based on ground resistivity soundings (Wenner, a = 3m, 56 electrode ground-
ings), Line L_3, top of Ridnitšohkka fell, 1290 m a.s.l., 23 July 2004. The detailed section from 96-114 m has been
measured using one-metre electrode spacing (a = 1m). In the detailed section at right, temperatures measured in the
pit are presented.

Fig. 6. Resistivity section (2D model) based on ground resistivity soundings (Wenner, a = 2m, 42 electrode ground-
ings). Line L_6, western slope of Ridnitšohkka fell, 1000-1010 m a.s.l. (NE end), 26 July 2004.
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tivity results is problematic because of the regional
nature of the former and the very detailed nature of
the latter. However, at the site where the flight line
and ground line cross each other (see Fig. 3), the re-
sults are very similar (Fig. 7). The structure is similar
(high-resistivity top layer and low-resistivity layer
beneath it) and the resistivity values comparable.
The resistivity of the top layer is markedly higher
in the ground section, but this may result from the
different line directions, or from the different time of
measurement (AEM in 2002, ground in 2004).Addi-
tional reasons are the smoothAEM inversion and the
differences between the ground andAEM techniques.
The AEM-99 system is at its best between 1 and
100Ω·m,butcompletely insensitivewhen theresistiv-
ity is over 10 000 Ω·m.
Observations made in a pit dug on the resistivity

line L-3 revealed the high-resistivity middle layer

(30 – 100 kΩ·m) to be frozen till. Figure 5 gives an
example (line L_3, distance 140m) where the frozen
till was detected at a depth of 0.85 m. The measured
temperature, decreasing from +8.7 oC at the surface
to +0.8 oC at the bottom of the pit, supports the frost
observation (Fig. 5, see also Fig. 8). Another frozen
groundobservationon this linewasmade at adistance
of 40 m. There, with an iron bar, the frozen till was
detected at a depth of 1.5m.Ten years earlier, in 1994,
Hirvas et al. (2000) found frozen till and ice there at
a depth of 1.9 m. This observation was made at the
same time, the end of July, and at the same place,
approximately the middle of line L_3. Because of
inaccurate positioning in 1994, the exact location of
thedrillingsite is,however,notknown.Themaximum
difference between the latter observation of this study
(40m) and the one made by Hirvas et al. (2000) was
estimated to be less than 20 metres.
The high-resistivity layer, reflecting the frozen till,

seems to be discontinuous. At the beginning of line
L_3, where the line crosses a gabbro outcrop, the re-
sistivity values are 10 – 20 kΩ·m, i.e.,markedly lower
than those for frozen till. A similar “low-resistivity”
feature was also detected in the middle of the line
between the distances of 90–110 metres. The reason
for the latter low-resistivity feature isnotknown,but it
may be due to a thinner till layer on the more conduc-
tive bedrock. The resistivitymeasured for the gabbro
outcrop is close to the resistivity values measured for
the samples in the laboratory (Table 2).
Resistivity sounding results from the second test

site, situatedat1000–1010ma.s.l. on thewesternslope
of the fell, differ from those measured in the summit

Fig. 7. Comparison of airborne and ground results, resistivity sections,
Line L_3 (ground) and lie 548 (airborne EM) (see Figure 3 – lower left,
and Figure 4).

R-1, depth (cm)
1290m a.s.l.

resistivity
Ω·m

pH CEC
meq/kg

<0.06mm
% p

<0.002mm
% p

0 – 3 1460 5.0 0.62 30.8 7.4
3 – 10 4610 5.1 0.65 32.0 8.5

10 – 15 6750 5.1 0.78 30.1 7.1
15 – 20 5295 5.1 0.76 23.1 5.8
20 – 40 5178 5.1 0.75 25.4 6.2

R-2, depth (cm)
1005m a.s.l.
0 – 3 2213 4.9 6.59 25.6 6.0
3 – 15 2065 5.0 8.21 25.3 6.7

10 – 20 1974 5.0 8.66 23.2 5.8
30 – 40 2310 4.9 8.55 24.4 6.3

bedrock (gabbro) Outcrop, beginning of the line L_3, ρ=8-15 kΩ·m. K=420*10-6 SI. D=2.87 kg/m3

Table 2. Laboratory results for till samples from the summit plateau of the Ridnitšohkka fell (R-1, 1290m a.s.l., middle of line
L_3), and from the western slope of the fell (R-2, 1006 m a.s.l., middle of line L_6): Electrical resistivity, pH, cation exchange
capacity (CEC), the fines content (∅ <0.06 mm) and clay-fraction content (∅ <0.002 mm) in weight percentages. Temperature +4
oC for the till samples and +20 oC for the gabro samples. The gabbro sample was saturated with tap water (80 Ω·m).
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Fig. 8. Temperature-depth profiles from the summit area of the Ridnitšohkka fell (L3, 1290 m a.s.l.) and from the
western slope (L6, 1005m a.s.l.).

area. At the lower site the high-resistivity top layer
and the very-high-resistivity middle layer are miss-
ing. Comparison of the resistivity sections from the
top of the fell and from the lower slope leads to the
conclusion that the lower site is unfrozen throughout.
The fact that the laboratory resistivity values (Table
2) are similar to those of the field values further sup-
ports the above conclusion, aswell as the temperature
distributions in Figure 8.
Electrical resistivity values presented inTable 2 are

in agreement with the field data: the mean laboratory
values for the till samples are 4700 Ω·m (summit
area) and 2100Ω·m (western slope of the fell),while
the comparable field values, i.e., the apparent and
inverted resistivities describing the uppermost till
layer, are 7000–30000 Ω·m and 1000–10000 Ω·m,
respectively.Atbothsites, the resistivity ishigher than
the corresponding values in Southern Finland. The
cation exchange capacity (CEC) of the till samples,
0.62–0.78meq/kg at the top and 6.59–8.66meq/kg on
the lower slope of the fell, at least partly explains the
difference in the resistivity values. Namely, CEC is a
measureofcharged ionsweaklyadsorbedontomineral
and soil particle surfaces and those weakly adsorbed
ions, in addition to the free charged particles in the
pore water, are largely responsible for the electrical
conductivity of sediment.

Conclusions and discussion

Based on the results of the resistivity survey and the
other field and laboratory investigations, the till cover

in the summit area of the Ridnitšohkka fell seems to
be frozen to a depth of several metres. The resistivity
sections clearly indicate a one-metre thick unfrozen
top layer, the active layer, and a3–5metres thickhigh-
resistivity layer beneath it. The high-resistivity layer
has been interpreted as frozen till.Thehigh-resistivity
layer is underlain by a low-resistivity layer, which
has been interpreted as unfrozen bedrock. No drilling
data are, however, available and the interpretation of
the high-resistivity – low-resistivity boundary is not
unambiguous. To produce more reliable estimates
of the thickness of the frozen layer, reference data
– drillings, refraction seismic or gravity – are needed.
Results from the testarea situated300metres loweron
thewestern slope of the fell strongly suggest unfrozen
conditions there.
Thecontactbetween theoverburdenand thebedrock

is sometimes difficult to detect with methods based
onelectrical conductivity.For example, the resistivity
of unsaturated coarse sediments can be close to that
of bedrock. In this study, the resistivity of frozen till
varied from a few tens of thousands of Ohm-metres
to about 100 000 Ω·m. The resistivity of unfrozen
bedrock lies within the range of frozen till, or lower.
The resistivity of frozen bedrock seems to lie within
the range of frozen till, or be higher (Table 1). On the
other hand, the uppermost layer of the bedrock on the
Ridnitšohkkafell ishighly fracturedandweathereddue
tointensivefreezingand thawing,whichdecreasesboth
the frozen and unfrozen resistivity values. Whether
the bedrock is highly fractured in the till-covered ar-
eas is, however, not known.As seen in Figure 5, the
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very-high-resistivity top layer describing the frozen
till underlies a low-resistivity layer. The resistivity
of this deeper layer is between 400 Ω·m – 1000 Ω·m
when derived from ground resistivity soundings, and
50Ω·m – 500Ω·mwhen derived from theAEM data
(see Fig. 7). These values indicate highly fractured
bedrock, or bedrock in which the electrical conduc-
tivity is slightly increased due to metallic minerals.
Sulphideminerals have been reported tooccur only as
accessoryminerals in thegabbrosills (Sipilä1992),but
near the contact with cumulates, several metres thick
layers containing graphite and sulphides have been
found (Sipilä 1992). The sills typically dip 20o–50o
towards the cumulate unit (Sipilä 1992). The fact that
the dips of the electrical conductors in the airborne
resistivity sections are very much the same supports
the possibility that they originate frombedrock layers
having electrically conducting minerals, possibly the
same type of graphite and sulpide-bearing layers as
detected near the contact.

If the increasedconductivity isdue tometallic
minerals, no evidence is availablewhether the rock is
frozen or not. If, instead, the conductivity of the rock
is increased due to fracturing andweathering, the low
resistivity refers to unfrozen rock.

The similarity between the results of the air-
borne and the ground measurements indicates that an
airborneelectromagneticsurveycouldbeanapplicable
method for studying the surface parts of permafrost
regions.
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Introduction

The potential of using distal (downstream) lacus-
trine sediment sequences in reconstructing the fluc-
tuations of Holocene glaciers has been recognized in
various studies in Sweden and Norway (e.g. Karlén
1976, 1982, Nesje et al. 1994). It is based on the
identification and dating of physical characteristics

DATING OFTHE HOLOCENE GLACIER VARIATIONS IN THE HALTI-RIDNITŠOHKKA
REGION BASED ON DISTALLACUSTRINE SEDIMENT CORES

Ojala,AnttiE.K.,Valpola,Samu,Hirvas,Heikki,Lintinen,Petri ,Vanhala,Heikki&
Nenonen,Jari,2005.Datingof theHoloceneglaciervariations in theHalti-Ridnitšohkka
region based on distal lacustrine sediment cores. Geological Survey of Finland, Special
Paper 40, 23–32, 7 figures.
Palaeomagnetic dating of sediment sequences from lakes Pihtsusjärvi and Haltijärvi in
NW Finnish Lapland provided a preliminary chronological framework to study the pal-
aeohydrological andglacierhistoryof theHaltiFell area.Bothsediment recordsexhibited
a stable primary component of the NRM direction, which allowed us to compare NRM
records between the study lakes and the Lake Nautajärvi reference curve chronology.
The Lake Pihtsusjärvi sediment sequence was found to cover the last ca. 10 000 years,
whereas the Lake Haltijärvi sequence covers only the last ca. 5000 years. The physical
properties of these downstream lacustrine sequences provided evidence of post-glacial
activity of the Halti Fell ice tongue. The results indicated that the Halti glacier was ac-
tive soon after the continental ice sheet had retreated from the area at around 10 000-
9000 years ago, during which theGovdajohka valley end-moraineswere formed. In ad-
dition, the bottom age of Lake Haltijärvi sediment core and Lake Pihtsusjärvi sediment
stratigraphy indicated minor, short-term neoglacial activity in the Halti Fell vicinity
between ca. 3000 BC and the Holocene thermal maximum (ca. 5500-3500 BC) in the
Fennoscandian region.
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in the sediment stratigraphy, as was carried out by
Karlén (1976, 1982) in Sweden. He systematically
investigated down-core variations in loss-on-igni-
tion (LOI) and relative X-ray density (i.e. mineral
rich vs. organic rich sediment content) in numerous
downstream sedimentarybasins, and interpreted their
variations in termsof glacier retreat andadvance.This
relationship is not always straightforward, especially
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when the glacier is very close to the study lake basin
(Karlén, 1982), butKarlén (1976, 1982) and Leonard
(1986) have proposed that most mineral matter from
erosion (and possibly also washing from the glacier)
is transported into distal basins during or soon after
the formation of end moraines. In addition, some of
fine-grainedmineralmaterialmay be deposited under
the glacier and mobilised during glacier retreat, and a
sediment yield may vary considerably between years
depending on the spring runoff intensity.
The purpose of the present study was to adopt

Karlén’s (1976, 1982) approach and investigate gla-
cier variations in the Halti – Ridnitšohkka fells area
at the end and after the last regional deglaciation in
northernFinland.The so-calledHalti glacier has been
recognized as the only independent glacier in Finland
that has been active since the disappearance of the
Scandinavian continental ice sheet at approximately
10 000 years ago (Kujansuu 1967,Hirvas et al. 2000).
Evidence of its post-glacial advances is supported by
a series of well-defined end-moraines in the Govda-
johkka valley a few kilometres south of Halti fell.
However, the ageof these end-moraines has remained
unresolved, aswell as their relevance to theHolocene
climate history in northernFinland.The present study
aimed to settle this matter using downstream lacus-
trine sediment sequences from lakes Haltijärvi and
Pihtsusjärvi. We applied basic methods for recording
sedimentphysicalparameters (LOI,mineralmagnetic
parameters, and detailed sediment stratigraphy dated
withapalaeomagneticdatingmethod)aiming torecon-
struct the glacial and post-glacial palaeohydrological
history of the Halti area. We suggest that evidence
of advances and retreats of the Halti glacier may be
obtained from the continuous sediment records of
these lakes, which are then combined with previous
moraine stratigraphic investigations byHirvas (1968)
and Hirvas et al. (2000).

Study area
The region investigated is located in NW Finnish

Lapland in the municipality of Enontekiö, close to
Swedish border and only some 40 km from theArctic
Ocean (N69°15’, E21°15’) (Fig. 1). It is characterized
by high relative differences in altitude, including
the highest summits in Finland, Halti (1328 m) and
Ridnitšohkka (1315m), and broad valleys in between
high-peaked fells. Numerous lakes and rivers are
situated in these valleys, including the present study
lakes Pihtsusjärvi and Haltijärvi. The bedrock of the
area consists of Caledonian amphibolite, muscovite
gneiss, and garnetiferous mica gneiss (Nabar sheet)
overthrusted on theArchaean basement. In Halti and

Ridnitšohkka fells this unit is overlain by dunite and
gabbro (Korrovarri sheet), respectively (Lehtovaara
1994, 1995).
The deglaciation of NW Finnish Lapland began

about 11 500 years ago (Kujansuu 1967, Johansson&
Kujansuu 2005). Unlike in southern Finland, where
the continental ice sheet terminated at theBaltic basin
and diminished quickly through a calving process,
deglaciation inNWFinnishLaplandwas substantially
slower and occurredmainly as gradual thinning of the
ice sheet. The highest peaks of the fell areawere first
exposed from underneath the ice cover as nunataks,
whereas valleys were covered with separate bodies
of dead ice as deglaciation proceeded. It is evident
that some of these lobes of ice and cirque-like basins
have functioned independently after separation from
the continental ice sheet (Kujansuu 1967). Halti
Fell ice tongue is probably the best representative
of a post-glacial valley glacier in Finland. Arching
end-moraines in theGovdajohkka valley,which also
contain dunite boulders that are exclusively found
fromHalti-type, suggest that theHalti Fell ice tongue
probably advancedand retreatedon several occasions
after the retreat of the continental ice sheet from the
area. It extended four to five kilometres south from
Halti Fell at the maximum stage. The stratigraphy,
number and locations of endmoraines set up by these
glacierfluctuationshavebeenfurtherstudiedbyHirvas
(1968) and R. Koskinen (personal communication,
2005). There are 6 continuous and larger scale mo-
raine arches in the area, and 7 to 9 scattered minor
features based on fieldwork and aerial photographic
interpretations.
Lake Pihtsusjärvi has an excellent position to study

hydrological and erosional changes caused bymove-
ments of the valley glacier of Halti in post-glacial
times. The lake has two separate parts, a southern
basinandnorthernbasin,whichhavemaximumdepths
of 13.6 and 20.6 metres, respectively. The southern
basin of the lake is of particular interest in this study,
because it is located some 2 kilometres south of the
end moraines and there is a small creek running into
the basin from the Govddajohka valley. It basically
traps all the material that is and has been transported
southwards viaGovddajohka creek during the last ca.
10 000 years. The other site in the present study, Lake
Haltijärvi, is located 5 km north of Lake Pihtsusjärvi
and is substantially smaller andshallowerwithamaxi-
mum depth of 6.6 m. It is, however, located directly
below the fell Halti and has probably been the last
area exposed from underneath the valley glacier of
Halti. LakeHaltijärvi lies at an altitude of 922ma.s.l.,
whereas Lake Pihtsusjärvi is almost 200metres lower
(739 m a.s.l.). The shorelines of both lakes are very
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rocky and the catchments are covered by grassland
and shrub-type vegetation.
The study area is located in the hemi-arctic region

between the North Atlantic Ocean climate and the
Eurasian continental climate. The mean annual tem-
perature isaround-3°C, thewarmestmonthbeing July
(ca. +10 °C) and the coldest January or February (ca.
-15 °C). The mean annual precipitation is around 500
mm,ofwhichmore than half falls as snow. Thewinter
snow coverusually appears inOctober anddisappears
in early June (Alalammi 1987). The only area that has
been reported to maintain a year-round permanent
snow cover in Finland is located in the eastern corner
of the study area, on the eastern slope ofRidnitšohkka
Fell (Hirvas et al. 2000). The study lakes are ice-free
for about 3 months during the summer.

Materials and methods

Resultsof thisstudyarebasedonpalaeolimnological
and sedimentological investigations of the sediment
sequences retrieved fromlakesPihtsusjärvi andHalti-
järvi. Coring of the lakes was carried out with a light
piston corer operated with a series of 2-metre-long
rigid aluminium rods in April 2004 (Fig. 2). Coring
was conducted at the deepest point of LakeHaltijärvi
(6.6 m), which is situated some tens of metres
on the SW side of the lake centre (Finnish grid:
1510919/7689120).Altogether,3parallel setsofcores
were taken, Ha1 (115 cm), Ha2 (134.5 cm), and Ha3
(120 cm), which covered the maximum thickness of
sediment that could be penetrated with light-weight
equipment. In Lake Pihtsusjärvi, the coring was tar-

Fig 1. Map showing the location of the study area with coring sites in Lakes Pihtsusjärvi and Haltijärvi marked with
stars. Curved black lines in the upper-right of the picture represent Govdajohkka valley end-moraine formations (as
investigated by R. Koskinen, personal communication). (Photo:A.E.K. Ojala, 2004)
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geted at the north side of the southern basin (Finnish
grid: 1511175/7683549) (Fig. 1). Two parallel cores,
Pi1 (189 cm) and Pi2 (196 cm), were taken from the
depthof13.7metres, justsouthof the littoralzonedelta
seeninFigure1.Sampleswerepreventedfromfreezing
and stored at cold room temperature (+4 °C).
Lengthwise split sediment cores were described

according to the Troels-Smith classification (Troels-
Smith 1955), paying special attention to the presence
and location of characteristic clay layers,whichwere
usedas“markerhorizons” tocorrelatebetweenparallel
cores.Magnetic susceptibility (κ)was thenmeasured
at 0.5 cm resolution from the cleaned and levelled
fresh sediment surfaces using a Bartington MS2E1
sensor. This is a measure of the concentration and
grain-size of magnetic minerals in the sediment and a
potential indicatoroferosion-relatedprocesseswithin
thecatchment (e.g. Snowball&Sandgren2001).Loss
on ignition (LOI) was determined at 1 cm resolution
bykeeping theoven-driedsamples (105°C, overnight)
in a furnace at 550 °C for 2 h.
Cores Ha2 and Pi2 were continuously sampled for

palaeo-andmineralmagneticmeasurementsat2.5-cm
intervals using 7 cm3 polystyrene cubes. The cubes
wereorientedaccording to thesample tubeandpressed
perpendicularly into the levelled sediment surface.
Natural remanent magnetization (NRM), including
declination, inclination and intensity, was measured
with a 2G-Enterprises SRM-755R tri-axial SQUID
magnetometer at the Geological Survey of Finland’s
palaeomagnetic laboratory. First, pilot samples from
different stratigraphical units of both lakes were se-
lected for stepwiseAF demagnetization (0 to 120mT
peakAF), aiming to test the stability of the NRM and
the carrier of the remanence. Second, all sample cubes
were measured for NRM, then demagnetized along
three axes with a 20 mT peak alternating field (AF)
and measured again. Following these measurements,
samples were subjected to anhysteretic remanent
magnetization (ARM), isothermal remanent magne-
tization (IRM) and saturation isothermal remanent
magnetization (SIRM) to determine the carrier of the
remanence and to study stratigraphical variations in
magnetic mineral concentration and grain sizes (e.g.
Snowball & Sandgren 2001). ARM was induced to
all samples with a biasing direct field of 0.05 mT
superimposed on a peak alternating field of 100 mT.
AF demagnetized samples were then submitted to
IRM acquisitionwith a Molspin pulse magnetizer by
increasing the strength of the magnetic field stepwise
from 25 to 1500 mT. The remaining samples were
exposed to a 1000 mT maximum field, which was
considered to represent a point of saturation (SIRM)
in most samples. IRM and SIRM were measured

with a Molspin spinner magnetometer. In addition, a
backfield IRM at 100mTwas induced and measured
again with a Molspin spinner magnetometer. The S-
ratiowas determined as IRM-100mT/SIRM1000mT(Stober
& Thompson 1979).

Results and discussion

Correlation and dating of the sediment cores

Lengths of the sediment cores from Lakes Halti-
järvi and Pihtsusjärvi, respectively, ranged from 115
to 134.5 cm and from 189 to 196 cm. In both lakes,
stratigraphic characteristics as well as susceptibility
logs indicated that parallel cores were very much
alike, allowing a reliable core-to-core correlation
within both basins. This indicates that there are sta-
ble and continuous sedimentary environments in the
coring locations, and that the coring itself proceeded
undisturbed. Both facts are fundamentally important
for the study of sediment physical parameters and the
dating of sequences. In addition, mineral magnetic
parameters and LOI correlated well with the visual
sediment stratigraphy.
Stepwise IRMacquisition andAF demagnetization

Fig. 2.Coring of Lake Pihtsusjärviwith a light piston corer inApril 2004.
(Photo:A.E.K. Ojala, 2004)
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of NRM behaviour of the pilot samples are plotted
in Figure 3. These curves indicate that ferrimagnetic
minerals (most likelymagnetite) carry approximately
95% of the remanence in Lake Haltijärvi sediments
(Thompson & Oldfield 1986). Pilot samples Ha2–29
andHa2–66 are largely demagnetized in theAF field
of 100mT, and have median destructive field (MDF)
values of 33 and 38 mT, indicating magnetic behav-
iour typical of fine-grained (SD and PSD) magnetite
(Kingetal.1982,Thompson1986).Sampleswerealso
saturated (SIRM) in fields less than 200 mT, which
also indicates magnetite dominance as a magnetic
mineral (King et al. 1982, Thompson 1986). Pilot
samples Pi2–47 and Pi2–133.5 from Lake Pihtsus-
järvi, however, remain unsaturated in the highest
IRM field (1200 mT) and are more resistant to high
AF-demagnetization. They also have MDF values
of 57 and 73 mT. In addition to magnetite, Lake
Pihtsusjärvi sediments probably contain some canted
anti-ferrimagneticmineral orminerals (e.g. hematite)
thatarecarryingapproximately15%of the remanence
(Thompson 1986).
The stabilityof theNRMdirectionwas investigated

with Zirderveld orthogonal vectors plotted for pilot
samples based on AF demagnetization spectra. All
pilot samples in both lakes exhibited a stable primary
component of the NRM direction, as given in an ex-
ample fromLakePihtsusjärvi cubePi2-133.5 (Fig. 4).
This allowed us to compare NRM records between
the study lakes and the Lake Nautajärvi reference
curve (Ojala & Tiljander 2003) for constructing a
palaeomagnetic chronology.
Thechronologyof theLakeNautajärvipalaeosecular

variation (PSV) reference curve (i.e. master curve) is
based on the counting of lacustrine varves, and it has a
cumulative dating error of less than 1% for the entire
10 000-year sequence (Ojala &Tiljander 2003). PSV
curves for the sediment sequences of lakesHaltijärvi
and Pihtsusjärvi are plotted and compared with the
Nautajärvi master curve in Figures 5a and 5b. Even
though their resolutionsdiffer from thereferencecurve
resolution, they show many of the dominant swings
in NRM direction previously identified in Finland,
Sweden and the British Isles (Turner & Thompson
1981, Snowball & Sandgren 2002, Ojala & Tiljander
2003).According toNRMmeasurements,LakeHalti-
järvi sediment deposits appear to cover only the last
ca. 5000 years, whereas Lake Pihtsusjärvi sediment
depositsextendbackabout10 000years.These results
are based on NRM investigations of single cores,

Fig. 3. IRM acquisition and NRM demagnetization behaviour of the pilot samples Pi2-47 and Pi2-133.5 (from Lake
Pihtsusjärvi), andHa2-29andHa2-66 (fromLakeHaltijärvi) indicate thatfine-grainmagnetite is themajorcarrierof the
remanence inLakeHaltijärvi,whereasLakePihtsusjärvi sediments contain someamountof “harder”magneticmineral
or minerals. M/Mmax is the normalized intensity and MDF represents the median destructive field of NRM.

Fig. 4. Orthogonal Zijderveld projections of the stepwiseAF demagneti-
zation of NRM calculated for the pilot sample Pi2-133.5. The magnetic
signal is dominated by a strong and stable primary component of the
magnetic direction.
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however, andmust be taken as preliminary at themo-
ment. The final age-depth transformations for lakes
Haltijärvi and Pihtsusjärvi will be based on repeated
NRM measurements on a new set of parallel cores
from both lakes. These cores were retrieved using a
heavy piston corer inApril 2005.

Sediment lithostratigraphy of the Lake Haltijärvi
sequence

The sediment stratigraphy of Lake Haltijärvi can
be divided into 3 lithostratigraphic units (Fig. 6). The
topmost sediment (0–10 cm) is composed of light

Fig. 5a. Palaeosecular variation curves, declination and inclination, of LakeHaltijärvi correlatedwith the varve-dated
(AD/BC) reference curves from Lake Nautajärvi, central Finland (Ojala & Tiljander 2003).

Fig. 5b. Palaeosecular variation curves, declination and inclination, of Lake Pihtsusjärvi correlated with the varve-
dated (AD/BC) reference curves from Lake Nautajärvi, central Finland (Ojala & Tiljander 2003).
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homogeneous gyttja that has a high water content
because it has not yet been compacted. Susceptibil-
ity is decreasing downwards in this unit, whileARM
andSIRMare increasing, suggesting a decrease in the
concentration of magnetic minerals but an increase
in their grain size.
The middle unit of the Lake Haltijärvi sediment

sequence (10–120 cm) possesses themost interesting
stratigraphic fluctuations. Four depths (ca. 15–20,
45–50, 65–70, and 90–100 cm) are characterized by
approximately5cm thicksectionsofdarkerand lighter
bands in the sediment, which can also be detected
in mineral magnetic parameters and LOI. Often, the
darker band lies below the lighter one, and there is a
sharp contact in between. Preliminary investigations
suggest that the lighter bands are composed of clayed
mineralparticles,whereas thedarkeronescontain sul-
phic material and possibly darker minerals.Although
the chemical and mineralogical analysis of these lay-
ers is still ongoing, one could suggest that there is a
sedimentological forcing factor that is driving their
rhythmic fluctuations. This phenomenon is likely to
be related to catchment erosion and an allochthonous
sediment yield into the basin.Below the depth of 120
cm the sediment is composed of gyttja clay and clay
thathasnoclearstructures.Thehigherconcentrationof
magneticminerals indicate a different sedimentologi-
calenvironment from thatabove,possibly representing
the early stages of the basin having a vast amount of
redeposited mineral material.

Preliminary results from palaeomagnetic dating of
the Lake Haltijärvi sediment sequence raise an inter-
esting question about the age of the basin.As approxi-
mately equally long sediment cores (ca. 130 cm)were
retrievedwith theheavypistoncorer in2005compared
with spring 2004, it is likely that the cores presented
here cover the entire sediment sequence deposited in
Lake Haltijärvi. If the age, ca. 5000 years, for Lake
Haltijärvi turnsout tobeofgoodaccuracy in replicated
NRMmeasurements,what is the reason for such a late
development of the lake? Looking at other palaeocli-
mate records inSweden,FinlandandNorway, itwould
appear very unlikely that the valley glacier of Halti
would have survived un-melted during the so-called
Holocene thermal optimum (HTM) in Fennoscandia
(ca. 5500–3500 BC) (Koç & Jansen 1994, Seppä &
Birks 2001, Snowball et al. 2004). One possibility is
that that the remains of the old glacier were covered
by a vast amount of melt-out till during the last stages
of theglacier’s evolution, and then slowlymelteddur-
ing the next thousands of years, finally forming the
Lake Haltijärvi basin. More likely, there was minor
neoglacial activity in the Halti Fell vicinity between
ca. 3000 BC and theHTM,which allowed the devel-
opment of a local glacier or a round-the-year remnant
of snow and ice in the place where Lake Haltijärvi is
presently located. Such a mass of snow and ice then
slowly scraped earlier sediment deposits from Lake
Haltijärvi, but did not have enough critical mass to
advance and form visible end-moraines. According

Fig. 6. LakeHaltijärvi sediment lithostratigraphy, LOI andmineral magnetic parameters for the 140 cm long sequence
Ha2. The left-hand side susceptibility curve from the core Ha1 shows the excellent correspondence between parallel
cores within the lake.
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to the Lake Haltijärvi results, the neoglacial activity
lasted for a short period of less than a thousand years
between approximately3500BC and3000BC,which
correspondswell to other studies ofHolocene glacier
variation in Norway and Sweden (e.g. Karlén 1988,
Matthews et al. 2000).Karlén (1988) reported a series
ofmid-Holoceneglacieradvances innorthernSweden
between 5100 and 4500 uncalibrated radiocarbon
years ago, whereas Matthews et al. (2000) suggested
the existence of small glaciers in southern Norway
post-5200 cal.BP. In addition,Hyvärinen &Alhonen
(1994) have reported that this period (ca. 6000–5000
years ago) was characterized by very low (up to
4 metres lower) water levels in lakes in western
Finnish Lapland due to severe dryness. As a con-
sequence, considerable erosion and redeposition of
materialmayhaveoccurred ina lakesuchasHaltijärvi
during and after these fluctuations.
The only insitu deposits found in Lake Haltijärvi

have been formed during the last approximately 5000
years.Therhythmicsedimentstratigraphyandstability
of NRMdata suggest continuous and stable sedimen-
tation in LakeHaltijärvi over this period. Thiswould
mean that no local glacier has appeared in the Lake
Halti vicinity during the so-calledLittle IceAge, even
if many other Fennoscandian glacier advances seem
to be associated with this historically known colder
period.However, rhythmicstratigraphicfluctuations in
theLakeHaltijärvi sediment sequencesmaybe related
to the Late-Holocene climate fluctuations recorded in
numerous local glaciers in Norway and Sweden (e.g.
Karlén 1988, Matthews et al. 2000).

Sediment lithostratigraphy of the Lake Pihtsusjärvi
sequence

The sediment stratigraphy of Lake Pihtsusjärvi
is presented in Figure 7. The preliminary dating re-
sults for the base of this sequence, ca. 10 000 years,
corresponds well with previous deglaciation history
investigations from the area (e.g. Johansson & Ku-
jansuu 2005). The sequence can be divided into three
lithostratigraphicalmainunits,ofwhich theuppermost
unit (0–10 cm) is very similar to the uppermost unit
of the Lake Haltijärvi sequence. However, there are
no detectable changes in either the concentration or
grain size of themagneticmineral, butLOI has a clear
declining trend between 0 and 20 cm.
The middle unit of the Lake Pihtsusjärvi sequence

(10–180 cm) could have been further divided into
several subunits based on the physical properties of
the sediment. There is considerable fluctuation in the
measured parameterswithin this unit,which are seen
in susceptibility logs, in particular. The susceptibility
maximum peak at the depth of 93 cm has an age of
ca. 5000 years and is probably related to neoglacial
activity detected in the Lake Haltijärvi vicinity. The
concentration of magnetic minerals increases with
depth between 140 and 180 cm, being three times
higher in the lower part of the unit and having a high-
frequencyvariability.Bycontrast, theS-parameterand
SIRM/ARM ratio remain unchanged, suggesting that
magnetic mineralogy and grain size is not changing.
Susceptibility maximum peaks in the lower parts of
this unit are worth special attention, because they

Fig. 7. Lake Pihtsusjärvi sediment lithostratigraphy, LOI and mineral magnetic parameters for the 140 cm long
sequence Pi2.
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probably reflect advances and retreats of the Halti
Valley glacier and the formation of the Govdajohka
end-moraines. There are 6 maximum peaks in the
susceptibility curve of the Lake Pihtsusjärvi sedi-
ment sequence Pi2 between 140 and 180 cm, which
can be detected visually as 0.5–20 mm thick layers
of mineral matter. This number, plus some minor
peaks, agrees well with the number of continuous
(plus some scattered) end-moraine formations ap-
pearing in the valley as investigated by R. Koskinen
(personal communication, March 2005) from aerial
photographs. We suggest that these mineral matter
laminae originate from erosion during or soon after
the formation of endmoraines, and possibly also from
washing from theglacierduring its retreat.Thiswould
mean that the Halti glacier was active soon after the
continental glacier had retreated from the area, at
around 10 000–9000 years ago (8000–7000BC), and
the Govdajohka valley end-moraines were formed
during this ca. 1000-year period. To further support
this hypothesis, we investigated the size, structure
and exact locations of these terminal moraines with
ground penetrating radar during the field season in
April 2005, but the work is still in progress.
Thebaseof thecore, thelowermostunitbetween180

and 196 cm, is composed of massive clay (180–190
cm) representing a local short-term glacial lake and
classical varved clay deposits (190–196 cm) as a
consequence of continental ice sheet retreat from the
area towards the south. It is likely that there was no
large-scale ice lake in the area, but that meltwaters
were instead temporarily blocked in front of the con-
tinental ice that was retreating downhill (Johansson
& Kujansuu 2005).

Conclusions

The first stage of palaeomagnetic investigations
indicated that it is possible to successfully apply pal-
aeomagneticdating toLakePihtsusjärvi andHaltijärvi
sedimentsequencesand thencompare their resultswith
the Nautajärvi master curve chronology. Both lakes
exhibited a strong and stable primary component of
NRM, and contained fine-grained magnetite as the
dominant magnetic mineral. Palaeomagnetic dating
results and detailed age-depth curveswill be finalized
after the analysis of parallel sediment cores that were
taken with a heavy piston corer in spring 2005.
Thepreliminaryageof theLakeHaltijärvi basin (ca.

5000 years) turned out to be themost surprising result
of the present study andwas interpreted as an indica-
tion of minor neoglacial activity between the HTM
and ca. 3000BC. Lake Pihtsusjärvi sediment deposits
were found to cover the last ca. 10 000 years.

This study demonstrated that information can
be gained on the activity of a local glacier such
as the Halti valley glacier by using downstream
sedimentary basins as archives of hydrological
changes. Advances and retreats of the Halti glacier
were visible in Lake Pihtsusjärvi deposits as layers
of mineral material. According to the preliminary
results, the Halti glacier was active soon after the
continental ice sheet had retreated from the area at
around 10 000–9000 years ago, forming the Govda-
johka valley end-moraines.
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Introduction

Saivos are round lakes or ponds with clear water,
typically of a considerable depth and generally oc-
curring in connectionwith glaciofluvial systems.Ac-
cording toSámi legends (Paulaharju1922), only lakes
with no distinct surface flow or discharge streams can
be considered saivos proper. They receive theirwater
from underwater springs and water also flows out of
themintobedrock fractures.Thesaivosare impressive
erosional features,oftenborderedbyblock-ladensteep
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In western Finnish Lapland there are circular and hollow-like canyon lakes known

as “saivos”, the most famous of which are Pakasaivo and Äkäsaivo. The water depth of
Pakasaivo is 60 metres, and with the steep cliffs rising above the water level, the total
depth of the hollow is over 100metres. The saivos are polygenetic. They are situated in
fracture zones, where the bedrock was already deeply eroded in preglacial time. During
the glaciations, the glacial erosion also played a role in the formation of the canyons,
but the most important factor by far was the erosion caused by the whirling meltwater
stream. The hollow of Pakasaivo was formed in the initial phase of deglaciation, when
meltwater erosionwas the main subglacial process. The erosional stagewas followed by
deposition, when the Pakajärvi esker accumulated at the base of the meltwater conduit.
Äkäsaivo probably deepened as a subglacial meltwater stream was flowing through
it during deglaciation that predated the Late Weichselian glaciation. The till-covered
esker sequences in the area are probably related to the same deglaciation. During the
final phase of the last deglaciation, waters discharged from the ice-dammed lake cover-
ing the Muoniojoki river valley, first through Äkäsaivo, and then shifting to Pakasaivo.
The waters that discharged from the ice lake only completed the subglacial meltwater
erosion, but not significantly contributing to the formation of the saivos.

Key words (GeoRef Thesaurus, AGI): lakes, canyons, fracture zones, erosion, water
erosion, subglacial environment, meltwater channels, Muonio, Finland

shores or almost vertical rockwalls.Geologically, the
saivos are not a uniform type of feature, but at one or
more stages their formation has been influenced by
the meltwater action of the continental ice sheet.
In the western part of northern Finland, in the

vicinity of the Ylläs fell range, there are two well-
known saivos, Pakasaivo and Äkäsaivo. They are
located about 120 km north of theArctic Circle. It is
an almost uninhabitedwilderness region between the
western Lapland mountain region and Muonionjoki,
the river on the border between Finland and Sweden

39
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Fig. 1. Location of the study area. 1 = Saivo lakes, 2 = Late Weichselian esker chain, 3 = EarlyWeichselian esker
chain, 4 = mountain or hill and 5 = Lakes and rivers.

(Fig. 1). The local people have known of these excep-
tional landscape features forcenturies.Sacrificialgifts
have been brought to these lakes, and veneration has
been shown by naming sacrificial stones (seitas) on
their shores (Kotivuori & Torvinen 1993). The saivo
lakes continue fascinate people up to present time,
and these lakes have become popular attractions for
geotourism.

Description and studies of the area

Multiple glacial advances and retreats have been
described in the Äkäsaivo and Pakasaivo region (670
37 ‘00’’Nand23047’45’’E) (Hirvas1991).TheEarly
Weichselian till bed and till-covered eskers provide
evidence of an ice flow from northwest to southeast.
Pakasaivo and Äkäsaivo are located on the northern

edge of the ice divide that existed at the end of the
Late Weichselian glaciation. The last flow direction
of the continental ice sheet was towards the north-
northeast. The regionwas deglaciated approximately
10 000 years ago (Johansson & Kujansuu 2005).
In the vicinity of the saivos, there are glaciofluvial
features typical of the supra-aquatic area, such as
sharp-crested, steep-sided and winding esker ridges,
alternatingwithgorgesandchannels, erodeddeep into
the glacial deposits, in places even into the bedrock.
These features are evidence of the action of abundant
meltwater generated by themelting of the continental
ice. Pakasaivo,which is about one kilometre long and
in places only tens of metres wide, is a canyon lake
located in a bedrock fracture zone (surface 218 m
a.s.l.).At the southern end, its shores are fairly gentle
and stony. In themiddle, the shores get steeper and the
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lake narrows between 20 – 25metres high rockwalls.
At the northern end, the lake widens into a circular
hollow, surrounded by steep rock walls and 120-140
metres in diameter. Due to the cubical fracturing of
thegraniticbedrock(Lehtonen1981), thecliffsaround
Pakasaivo form step-like levels, separated by vertical
walls (Fig. 2).
Äkäsaivo is a closed canyon lake (surface level

237 m a.s.l.), formed in a north-south fracture zone
branchingout from theÄkäsjoki rivervalley.The lake

is bounded by steep, 30 metres high walls of till and
bedrock (Fig. 3). Erosional remnants similar to tor
formations rise on the shores, separate from the rock
walls. The most special feature is the Seitakivi, a 20
metres high, pillar-like rock formation. It is known
to have been a sacrificial site of the Sámi people
(Kotivuori & Torvinen 1993).
In the summer of 2000, the Geological Survey of

Finland carried out basic mapping of Quaternary de-
posits and related studies in the Yllästunturi region.

Fig. 2. At the northern end of Pakasaivo, the steep rock walls rise up to 40 metres above the surface of the lake.
(Photo: P. Johansson, 2000)

Fig. 3. Äkäsaivo with the surrounding steep rock walls in the Äkäsjoki river valley. (Photo: P. Johansson, 2000)
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The depth of Pakasaivo and its bottom topography
were studied by echo sounding from a boat (equip-
ment Furuno FE-881 MK II) (Johansson 2003). The
sounding profiles show the water depth at the south-
ern end and narrow middle of Pakasaivo to range,
on average, between two and five metres and in the
basin-like depressions between eight and ten metres.
At the circular northern end of the lake, the bottom
dives to a depth of tens of metres only a few metres
from the shore, and in its middle the soundings show
the depth to be 60 metres (Fig. 4). From all direc-
tions, the submerged rockwalls slope steeper than 50
degrees towards the centre of the lake. The bottom
is bedrock and a gyttja layer over seven metres thick
and blocks that have tumbled down from the steep
canyonwalls. Preliminaryobservations indicated that
the gyttja is composed of fragments of ligneous and
herbaceous plants, such as leaves and pine needles
(A. Ojala, personal communication 2005). The total
depth of the canyon, including the 30-40metres high
rock walls on land, is over 100 metres, making it the
second deepest lake in northern Finland (Karlsson
1986, Johansson 2003). Pakasaivo is classified as a
meromictic lake, as it undergoes incomplete mixing
of its water column during spring and autumn over-
turn periods (Wetzel 1983). The thermocline, or the
layer between the epilimnion and hypolimnion, is at
a depth of five to ten metres. Here an abrupt change
in the oxygen content occurs, and the hypolimnion is
oxygen-free and sulphurous.A study by the Lapland
Regional Environment Centre in 1993 showed the
oxygen content of the water to be 9 mg O2/litre at a
depth of five metres and only 0.8 mg at a depth of ten

metres. Deeper down, the water was oxygen-free (P.
Räinä, personal communication 2005).

Subglacial environment of formation

The formation of Pakasaivo and Äkäsaivo was a
resultof several geological processes.Fracture zones,
formed between intact parts of the bedrock millions
of years before the Ice Age, controlled the location
and form of the saivos.As a result of glacial erosion
over several glaciations, the bedrock around the
fracture zones was eroded into depressions. During
the last deglaciation, the meltwater from the inland
ice formed a subglacial meltwater system, where the
water flowed with great force in the direction of the
pressure gradient towards the ice margin in the north.
Pakasaivo is related to the glaciofluvial system that
crossed the top of the nearby Karhulaki hill (370 m
a.s.l.), creating glaciofluvial erosion and deposition
features on the hillslopes (Johansson 2003).
Early during deglaciation, the glaciofluvial action

wasmainlyerosion.ThecanyonofKeinokursu,which
is incised into Karhulaki in the direction of the melt-
water tunnel, was formed. It is over four kilometres
long, 50 - 150 m wide and 30 m deep. The tunnel
continued in the direction of the fracture zone across
Pakasaivo (Fig. 5).At the northern end of Pakasaivo,
a powerful subglacial meltwater whirl, evidently of
long duration, was formed in the meltwater stream.
The whirl ground a deep, pothole-like hollow into
the broken rock.Although the walls show no distinct
surfaces ground by the water whirl (cf. Shaw 1996),
the form and exceptional depth of the saivo are clear
evidence of the subglacial meltwater whirl. West of
Pakasaivo, in northern Sweden, there are canyon-like
valleys known as kursu valleys, major erosional fea-
tureseroded intobrokenbedrockbyenormousmasses
ofmeltwater. It is probable that themeltwater streams
have also found theirway into the same fracture zones
in the bedrock during earlier deglaciations (Saarnisto
1991). Rudberg (1949) and Olvmo (1989) suggested
that the kursu valleys were formed subaerially. In
the cases of Pakasaivo andKeinokursu, the subaerial
alternative is not possible since the subglacial esker
ridges related to these canyons could only be formed
at the base of the ice in a completely water-filled con-
duit, where the meltwater stream, subjected to high
hydrostatic pressure,was in balancewith the pressure
caused by the surrounding ice sheet (Clark &Walder
1994,Brennand 2000). Evidence of subglacial origin
is also evident in the fact that the meltwater stream
did rise uphill (cf. Shreve 1972, Röthlisberger 1972,
Nye 1973).
As the deglaciation proceeded, the location of the

Fig. 4. Longitudinal profile obtained by echo sounding of the Pakasaivo
canyon lake. The pothole-like hollow is 60 m deep.
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subglacial meltwater tunnel shifted to the north of
Pakasaivo. This happened before the decrease in the
meltwater pressure due to the thinning of the ice sheet
caused the formation of an esker on the tunnel floor
(cf. Lundqvist 1979,Ashley et al. 1991,Clayton et al.
1999).ThePakasaivocanyonmusthavebeencovered
by the ice even earlier, since this is the only way the
sediments transported by the glacial river could have
been kept from accumulating there.As a result of the
subglacial accumulationprocess, thealmost40metres
highPakajärvi eskerwas deposited on the shore of the
Pakajärvi lake about 500metres fromPakasaivo (Fig.
5) and continued in the direction of LakeKangosjärvi
(Fig. 1). The Pakajärvi esker is part of a meltwater
system from the last deglaciation that starts at the ice
divide of central Lapland and continues north towards
the ice margin (Johansson & Kujansuu 2005).
The features of Äkäsaivo and surrounding slopes

also reflect powerful meltwater erosion. Most prob-
ably it was also subglacial based on rock walls that
were worn by whirling water, and the pillar-like ero-
sion remnants. In the Äkäsjoki river valley, north of
Äkäsaivo, there are scattered glaciofluvial sand fields
without a distinctmorphology typical of eskers. They
are not related to the other glaciofluvial formations
from the last deglaciation in the area.

Erosion caused by the discharge from the ice
lakes

During the last stageof deglaciation,meltwaterwas
dammed in front of the retreating ice sheet and the
Muonio Ice Lake was formed (Kujansuu 1967). At
its largest the ice lake covered an area of about 800
km2 on the Finnish side of the Muonio river valley.
From the lake, spillwaysofvarious agesandat various
altitudes led eastwards to the Ounasjoki river valley
(Kujansuu 1967).After the retreat of the icemargin to
thesouth-southwest from theÄkäsjoki rivervalley, the
water of the ice lake pushed into the valley. For some
time theÄkäsjoki river served as an ice lake spillway,
and themeltwater flowed southwards causing erosion
inÄkäsaivo.Glaciofluvial and tillmaterials deposited
in the valley were transported away, and the erosion
continued down to the hard bedrock.
Due to the retreat of the ice margin, the ice lake

spillway shiftedwestwards to theneckof landbetween
Pakasaivo and Pakajärvi. In Pakasaivo, the erosive
action of the water stream was more powerful than
in Äkäsaivo. Water discharged from the ice-dammed
lakefirstbrokeoff thePakajärvi esker, and thenplung-
ed into the hollow of Pakasaivo (Fig. 5). The rock
wall bounding it in the north served as a threshold,

Fig. 5.Glaciohydrographic history of the Pakasaivo area.A=Route of the subglacial meltwater stream during its early
stage, B = Route of the subglacial meltwater stream during its late stage, C = Spillway during the ice lake stage.
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controlling the water level of the ice lake behind it at
a level of 238 metres. As the water was discharged
across the threshold, a 20 metre high cataract was
formed. In fact, the form of the steep northern shore
of Pakasaivo resembles a cataract lip and the deep
hollow of the lake itself may be a plunge pool lake
formed at the base of the cataract (Johansson 2003).
The water rushing into the hollow possibly yielded
vertical vortices that caused a turbulent plucking ac-
tion. Similar deep hollows created by the discharge
of ice-dammed lakes are also found for example in
the Channeled Scabland in the state of Washington,
USA (Baker 1978, 1987).

Conclusion

With regards to their formation, the saivo lakes of
Pakasaivo and Äkäsaivo in western Finnish Lapland
are polygenetic. They are located in major fracture
zones of the bedrock,where the rockwas deeply frac-
turedbetween intactblockssincepreglacial times.The
direction of the fracture zones had a clear influence
on the orientation of the saivos. In the formation of
Pakasaivo and Äkäsaivo, glacial erosion also played
an important role, but the most important erosional
factor was the pressurized meltwater stream flowing
in the subglacial conduit and the powerful subglacial
whirling it caused. The location of Pakasaivo is also
caused by the route of a subglacial meltwater system,
stemming from the lastdeglaciation and running from
south tonorth.NearÄkäsaivo,no tracesofameltwater
system of the same age are found. The nearest eskers,
at Nivunkijärvi and in the Lainiojoki valley, belong
to a meltwater system in the northwest-southeast di-
rection that is older than the last deglaciation.Along
with the eskers, the sand fields in the Äkäsjoki river
valley and Äkäsaivo may be related to the same sys-
tem.At least they are situated in the same northwest-
southeast line,which is parallel to the older direction
of glacier flow (Hirvas 1991). This line crosses the
Ylläs-Lainiotunturi mountain range. In the mountain
area, no eskers or other signs of glaciofluvial action
are found, which may be due to the strong relief of
the terrain. Erosional features formed by a meltwater
stream may exist here, but they have been covered
under soil deposits accumulatedby the lastglaciation.
Äkäsaivo is an exception, as the canyon is too deep to
be covered.During the last stage of the last glaciation,
the water discharged from the Muonio Ice Lake only
finished thework of the subglacialmeltwater erosion.
In Pakasaivo, it had a considerable effect on the shape
of the hollow and the steep cliff on its northern shore.
Thepowerful streamcleaned the slopes andbottomof
the saivos from accumulated rock fragments.
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Introduction

The identification, classification and description of
glacially-derivederosionalanddepositional landforms
havegreatsignificanceinregionaldeglaciationstudies.
The pattern of the former flow of glacial meltwaters
can be reconstructed by studying the morphology of
theglacialmeltwaterchannels(Kujansuu1967,Sugden
et al. 1991, Johansson 1995, Glasser et al. 2004).As
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A glacial geomorphological investigation into the deglaciation of the Paistunturit fell

area inNorthernFinnishLapland is synthesised in this article.Glacialmeltwater drainage
characteristicswere studied through aerial photograph interpretation and the resultswere
utilized in mapping various stages of deglaciation of the Scandinavian ice sheet in the
Paistunturit area. Landforms created by glacial meltwater erosion and deposition were
identified and classified and the resultswere applied in describing the paleohydrography
of the melting ice sheet in the study area. Because the study area is supra-aquatic and
periglacial processes and wind erosion have had little or virtually no effect on the land-
forms since deglaciation occurred, the glacial landforms are especially well preserved.
The vegetation cover is sparse and therefore the landforms can be easily observed from
aerial photographs. The ice sheet margin receded towards the south and southwest in
the study area. The gradient of the retreating margin of the ice sheet was determined to
be 3/100 and the annual downwastage of the glacier surface 1.7–3m. The glacier snout
retreated 60–100 m yv-1. On the basis of the vertical and horizontal components, the
deglaciation of the study area was estimated to have lasted between 200–300 years.
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tion, glacial features, paleohydrology, meltwater channels, lateral channels, Paistunturit,
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stated by Kujansuu (1967), the mode of deglaciation
and the glaciological state of the ice sheet are best
reflected, in addition to lateral drainage channels, by
the evidence of both depositional and erosional sub-
glacial activity. Parts ofFinnishLapland aswell as the
Paistunturit fell rangehaveremainedsupra-aquaticand
the glacial landforms have undergone little rework-
ing through periglacial processes and wind erosion
since deglaciation (Kujansuu 1992, Eronen & Haila
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1990). Because the vegetation cover is sparse, aerial
photograph interpretation is relatively easy.
Although the deglaciation of Finnish Lapland has

been previously studied in great detail, little research
concerning the the deglaciation of the northernmost
areas of Finland and especially the Paistunturit area
of theUtsjoki region has been done. This is partly due
to the remote location of the area. The geology and
geomorphologyof thenorthernmostFinnishLapland,
the Utsjoki and the Inari region, have been studied by
Tanner (1915), Mansikkaniemi (1967, 1970, 1973),
Hyvärinen & Eronen (1975), Heikkinen & Tikkanen
(1979),Seppälä (1971,1980),Porola (1981),Honkala
(1982) and Riipinen (1994). The glacial history of
the Paistunturit fell range has been investigated by
Syrilä (1964, 1970),Karzcewski (1975) andKaitanen
(1969, 1989). Nevertheless, the deglaciation history
of the Paistunturit fell range has not previously been

studied to the same extent as presented by Koskinen
(2000). This article synthesises the results obtained
in the study.
A great abundance of melt water channels, such as

overflow channels, exists in the study area. Because
the study area is located directly south of theYounger
Dryas ice-marginal formations, the Tromso-Lyngen
formation,whichwas formed11680–10150BP(Erik-
stad 1998), thePaistunturit area has great significance
in the deglaciation history of the northernmost areas
of Finnish Lapland.

Study area and methods

The investigated Paistunturit fell area is located
in the Precambrian granulite fell zone of the Utsjoki
region of northernmost Finnish Lapland. The granu-
lite complex consists of separate blocks divided by

Fig. 1. The location of the reseach area
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bedrock fracture zones (Tanner 1938, Meriläinen
1976). The gently sloping mountain area, referred to
as “the upland peneplain” (Mikkola 1932), is bound
to the west by the Teno River valley and to the east
by the Kevo Strict Nature Reserve. Only a few sum-
mits with altitudes exceeding 600m exist in the area
and the general height is 300–400 m above sea level
(Kaitanen 1989). The southern boundary of the study
area is 69º 30’ 41” N, the northern boundary 69º 42’
30N, the eastern boundary 26º 29’E and thewestern
boundary 26º 03’E (Fig. 1).
Mapping of glaciated terrain traditionally consists

of the identification of landforms according to origin
and age (Benn&Evans 1998,Evans 2003). Themain
method used in the study was aerial photograph in-
terpretation. Surface landforms created bymeltwater
erosion and deposition were identified and classified
from 45 black and white aerial photographs of 1:30
000 and 1:15 000 in scale. The identification and
classification of the glacial meltwater channels was
carried out according to their size, shape, gradient,
location and positionwith respect to the ice sheet, and
its margin, relationship with depositional formations
and the visible tone or shading of the landforms on the
aerial photographs. Other criteria used in identifying
themeltwater channels included underfit drainage, an
abrupt initiationand termination, ahangingposition, a
convex or undulating long profile, and the crossing of
waterdivides, i.e. erosionanddepositionhadoccurred
on a upward sloping plane (Price 1973).
The meltwater channels were classified on the

basis of distinctive channel morphologies into lateral
drainage channels, submarginal channels, overflow
channels, subglacial channels and extramarginal
channels.The identifiedfeatureswere transferredonto
a map at a scale of 1:50 000. Fieldwork carried out
during two field seasons in the late summers of 1998
and 1999 involved verifying the aerial photograph
interpretation and obtaining information on the size,
shape, location, elevation and composition of the
studied formations.
Special emphasis was placed on carrying out level

and gradient measurements on the lateral drainage
channels from the aerial images to determine the
direction of the flow of the meltwaters at the glacier
margin, the surface gradient of the retreating ice mar-
gin and the rate of deglaciation. The measurements
enabled determination of the annual rate of retreat
of the glacier snout in the mountain area. The final
deductions of the terminal positions of the retreat-
ing glacier margin were carried out on the basis of
observations and measurements gathered from the
erosional and depositional landforms, and especially
the lateralmeltwater channels and overflow channels.

Evidence of ice dammed lakeswas utilized in the de-
lineation of the various stages of retreat of the glacier
margin. Subglacial paleohydrography was studied
by examining the landforms attributed to subglacial
meltwater flow.

Results

Deglaciation of the study area beganwhen the sum-
mitsof themountainrangebegan toemergeasnunataks
above the surrounding ice sheet in the northern and
north-eastern corner of the study area. The highest
peaks, Kuivi (640.5 m) and Kaimmioaivi (618.9 m),
were the first summits that emerged from under the
ice.According to Kaitanen (1969), the surface of the
ice sheet was only 100–200mabove the highest sum-
mits before the retreat of the ice margin began from
the Younger Dryas End Moraines. Kaitanen (1969)
also suggested that during the last glacial maximum
the ice sheet was only slightly thicker and glacial
erosion was weak. Abundant evidence in support of
Kaitanen’s findings of theweakness of glacial erosion
exists in the area in the form of bedrock residuals,
so called “Tors”, in the thickness of the weathered
bedrock and in the general lack of landforms gener-
ated by glacial erosion, such as drumlins and flutings
typical of Inari basin southwest of the Paistunturit fell
range (see e.g. Mikkola 1932, Kaitainen 1969, 1989,
Karczewski 1975).

Proglacial drainage

The ice masses melted slowly at the beginning of
thedeglaciationbecauseof theprevailingcoldclimatic
conditions and reduced precipitation levels. The re-
duced precipitation levels resulted from the reduction
in the moisture-bearing capacity of the surrounding
atmosphere due to the lower temperatures. Likewise,
the aerial extent of the nunataks emerging above the
glacier surfacewas small and therefore the amount of
solar radiationabsorbedbythedarkernunataksurfaces
was low and its heating of the surroundings had little
or no effect on the ice melt rates. The peaks of the
summits were eroded by fluvial erosion, periglacial
processes and wind and glacial erosion. Melting was
restricted to the surface of the glacier and meltwater
flow to marginal and englacial drainage routes (see
e.g. Johansson 1990, 1994, 1995).
Judging from the abundance of drainage channels,

meltwater had been present at the glacier margin and
underneath it since the early stages of deglaciation.
Therefore, the glacier ice had been above the pressure
meltingpointand thequantitiesofmeltwaterhadbeen
sufficient to produce channelized drainage.Although
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the climate was cold and a moisture deficit existed
during the early stages of deglaciation, the conditions
did not resemble those of modern polar continental
ice margins where sublimation exceeds precipitation
and where ablation mainly consists of sublimation
(see e.g. Fitzimons 2003).
As the meltwaters found their way through passes

between the peaks of the highest summits, overflow
channels were formed. The overflow channels show
evidence of severe fluvial erosion with the channels
typically incised through the surficial deposits to the
bedrock. Steep-walled and relatively short channels
are often located in preglacial bedrock fracture zones
(see e.g. Penttilä 1963, Kujansuu 1967, Syrilä 1970,
Abrahamsson1974,Johansson1990,Kujansuu1992).
Most of the overflow channels are located at altitudes
between 400–500 m; they typically open up in the
direction of the inclination of the ice sheetmargin, i.e.
towards thenorth-eastandnorth,withsomeexceptions
that can be attributed to differences in the direction
of retreat of the glacier margin caused by the bedrock
reliefanddifferencescausedbybedrockfracturezones
that guided the flow of the meltwaters.

The Kuivi ice lake

A small marginal ice-dammed lake was formed
between the glaciermargin and arch-like ridges of the
Kuivi and Guovdoaivi fell during the nunatak phase.
Evidenceof themainly supraglacial bodyofwater can
be found in the form of deep spillways leading east,
north-east and north through passes at the summit of

Kuivi and south-western flanks of Guovdoaivi fell.
Theoverflowchannelswere formedas themeltwaters,
that had collected behind the nunataks burst through
the passes between the summits. Because the upper
slopeswere exposed to heavy erosion during the early
stages of deglaciation, evidence of shore marks has
been destroyed. Another explanation for the lack of
shore marks is the short life-span of thewater bodies.
Therefore, shore marks were not developed at all.
As theKuivi icelakewasmost likelypartlysupragla-

cial, it is hard to estimate its total areal extent. The
oldestof theoverflowchannels, i.e. thefirst routeof the
meltwater flow through the summit passes, is located
in a bedrock fracture zone on the summit ofKuiviFell
at the altitude of 560m (Fig. 2). The eastward flow of
themeltwatersbecamepartly subglacialon theeastern
flank of theKuivi fell as the meltwaters flowed under
the glacier margin eroding a deep subglacial chute.
The water level in the lake gradually sank as the ice
sheet margin thinned and the eventually new outlet
channelswere eroded at the altitudes of 500, 490, 480,
470, 455, 450, 440, 337.5 and 335 m.

Lateral drainage

Apart from the overflow channels, meltwater chan-
nels are rare in the summit areaswhich, as mentioned
earlier, were exposed to heavy erosion during the
nunatak phase of the deglaciation. Simultaneously
with the recession of the icemargin, the surface of the
ice sheet successively sank. Themeltwaters flowed at
the edge of the glacier margin at the beginning of the

Fig. 2. The oldest of the overflow channels, i.e. the first route of the meltwater flow through the summit
passes, is located in a bedrock fracture zone on the summit ofKuivi Fell at the altitude of 560m a.s.l. (Photo:
R. Koskinen, 1998)
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melt season, when frozenbed conditions existed as a
resultof the coldwave penetrating the thin ice-margin
during the winter accumulation season. Cold-based
ice, however, occurred only at the verymargin of the
glacier.Because of the presence of permafrost during
the deglaciation phase, it is likely that the meltwaters
also excavated routes in the ice itself rather than in
the frozen bedrock or the frozen till overlying the
bedrock. Later during the melt season, the meltwater
flow became submarginal. Gradually, the subglacial
channels, or chutes, opened up and the melt waters
began to flow underneath the margin and towards the
bottom of the glacier following the steepest hydraulic
gradient. The chutes run at right angles across the
lateral drainage channels. Regarding the gradient of
the glacier margin and the vertical intervals of ice-
marginal lateral channels on the upper parts of the
summits, having an averagevalueof 1.7m, theglacier
margin retreated 60m per year towards the south and
south-west at the beginning of the deglaciation phase.
Gradually, more and more nunataks emerged above
the surrounding ice sheet.
As the deglaciation progressed, the glacier margin

became more undulating due to the influence of the
local reliefon themodeof retreatof theglaciermargin.
A series of gently downward sloping lateral drain-
age channels was formed as the meltwaters flowed
between the mountain sides and the glacier margin
(Fig. 3). The lateral channelswere formed during the

spring and summer melt seasons and the meltwater
routes alternated between marginal and submarginal;
thus simultaneous erosion of marginal and submar-
ginal channels has been possible. It is also possible
that meltwaters used the same routes during more
than one melt season. Although the lateral channels
reflect the gradient of the glacier margin and the rate
of downwastage, the proposal of their annuality (e.g.
Mannerfelt1945,1949,Sissons1958)should therefore
be treated with caution.
The large seriesof lateral channels typical of central

Lapland is rare in the study area as a result of the less
favourable topographic conditions in relation to the
direction of retreat of the glacier margin. The best
developed series of channels in the Paistunturit area
are generally located at altitudes between 350–450m
on southern and south-eastern slopes having gentle
gradients, on mountain sides facing the glacier mar-
gin and overlaid by relatively thick till cover (Table
1). Kaitanen (1969) made similar observations of
the complete lack of lateral drainage channels above
the altitude of 500 m. Drainage channels are rare on
north-eastern and eastern slopes, on the flanks receiv-
ing less insolation. Meltwater channels are found
on the eastern flanks only in valleys that open up
towards the north, except for the channels located on
the eastern flank of the Kuivi fell. The length of the
channels varies between 300–1200m and they begin
and terminate abruptly. The drainage channels vary

Fig. 3. Lateral meltwater channels on the southern flank ofAkuvaara fell. (Photo: R. Koskinen, 1998)
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in size, shape and depth depending on their altitude.
On the upper slopes the lateral channels are usually
shallow, one- or two-sided, their shape is irregular
and, because of destruction caused by solifluction,
the channels are difficult to identify and classify from
aerial photographs (see e.g. Syrilä 1964, 1970). On
slopes with steep gradients the channels resemble
stony terraces.
Thelateraldrainagechannelsbecomelargerand their

vertical intervals growon the lower parts of theflanks.
The growth of the vertical intervals resulted from the
influx of meltwater leading to increased erosion rates
as the ice melt rates increased during the deglaciation
phase.Also, as the ice surface remains steepest in its
marginal parts and the gradient decreases gradually
towards the center of the ice sheet, referred to as the
ice divide, the gradient of the surface was less at the
time the first nunataks emerged above the ice sheet.
Therefore, the gradient of the lateral channels on the
upper slopes is smaller than on the lower flanks. The
erosional energy of the meltwaters flowing off the
surface of the ice sheet margin or along side it was
also weaker during the nunatak phase than later on
during the deglaciation because of the lesser gradient
of the margin.
As the channel gradients become larger, the lateral

channels grade into submarginal and eventually sub-

glacial channels (Fig. 4). It is common that the lateral,
submarginal and subglacial channels form aweb-like
networkon the lowerflanks and reliable identification
and classification of the channels therefore becomes
difficultandsometimes impossible (seee.g.Hyvärinen
& Eronen 1975).According toKujansuu (1967), this
is typical for channel series formed onmountain sides
facing the glacier margin, as for the channels series in
the study area.Active solifluction processes compli-
cate channel identification and classification.

The problems of the eskers

Regarding the gradient of the glacier margin of
3/100 and the vertical intervals of ice marginal lateral
channels on the lower flanks, having an average value
of3m, theglaciermargin retreatedapproximately100
m per annum as the retreating glacier margin reached
the central and southern parts of the study area. The
gradienthasbeensufficient tomaintainslowmovement
of the ice masses towards the margin, thus prevent-
ing the ice masses from becoming semi-stagnant or
stagnant. Although the glaciological state of the ice
sheetwasdeteriorating, a sharp-crestedesker, theSid-
nokoveaja esker, was deposited in the central part of
the study area. The segmented eskerwas deposited as
subglacial tunnel fill and therefore recorded the route

Fig. 4.A series of lateral and submarginal meltwater channels on the southern flank ofAkuvaara fell at the altitude
between 350-460 m. The series consists of approximately 31 channels that can best be classified as being strictly
lateral at altitudes between 420-460 m. The vertical intervals of the lateral meltwater channels on the upper part of
the flank are 1.7 m. The average interval between the channels on the lower part of the flank is 2.5 m. The average
gradient of the channels is 3.2/100 (Copyright Topografikunta, permit n:o 55/2005).
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of subglacial meltwater flow at the glacier bed (Benn
& Evans 1998).As the ice movement rates gradually
decreased, the subglacial tunnels might have been
able to remain stable foryears.Because thedeposition
occurred uphill, the esker comprises both erosional
and depositional sections and therefore has an up-
and-down grading long profile. The direction of the
water flow in the conduit was from the west towards
the east or north-east. The direction of thewater flow
and the hydraulic gradient in the pressurized conduits
was controlled by the ice surface gradient and to a
great deal by the form of the bed. The esker path, the
subglacial tunnel in which the esker was deposited,
follows the routes perpendicular to the equipotential
surfaces on the glacier bed (Shreve 1985, Benn &
Evans 1998).Deposition most likely took place close

to the marginal zone of the glacier. Clear evidence of
temporal changes associatedwith the formationof the
esker exists in the form of sections comprised of Nye
channels, i.e. channels incised into the substratumfol-
lowed by depositional sections. Deposition probably
occurred because of a temporal fall in discharge in the
channel and on ascending planes as the pressure in the
conduit fell. Erosion of the substratum resulted from
theuphillflowof themeltwaters.According toBenn&
Evans (1998), the presence of channels presented by
Nye (1973) implies that the subglacial conduit was a
relatively stable feature of the glacier bed as the wa-
ter flow was consistently focused on the same route.
This occurs in places where bedrock topography has
a great role in defining the route of discharge, as is
the case in the study area. Also, as stated by Shreve

Area Location General
Altitude Author Average Vertical

intervals
Average
Gradient

Sodankylä 67º N 27º E 190–220 Tanner (1915: 647) 1,5 m 2–4/100

Sodankylä 67º N 27º E 180–200 Tanner (1915: 647) 0,7–1 m 2–4/100

Sodankylä 67º N 27º E n. 200 Tanner (1915: 647) 0,52 m 2–4/100

Sodankylä 67º N 27º E 220–240 Tanner (1915: 647) 0,8 m 2–4/100

Yllästunturi 67º 30’ N 24º E 500–600 Tanner (1915: 647) 1–2 m 2–4/100

Tankavaara 68º N 28º E 350–450 Virkkala (1955: 411) 2,5 m 2/100

Laanila 68º 30’ N 27º E 400–500 Penttilä (1963: 37) 1,6 m 1–4/100

Utsjoki 69º 30’ N 26º E 380–440 Syrilä (1964: 340–341) 2 m 2–3/100

Marastotunturi 69º N 26º E 350–470 Piirola (1967: 31) 2 m 4/100

Enontekiö 69º N 22º E – Kujansuu (1967: 68, 87) n. 2 m 1,7–2,7/100

Lainiotunturi 67º 30’ N 24º E 500–600 Kujansuu (1967: 68, 86, 87) 2 m 2/100

Yllästunturi 67 30’ N 24º E 350–450 Kujansuu (1967: 68, ,86) 3–3,7 m 2,2/100

Pyhätunturi 67º 30’ N 24 ºE 380–460 Kujansuu (1967: 68, 87) 3 m –

Aakenustunturi 67º 30’ N 24º E – Kujansuu (1967: 68, 87) 1,9–3,2 m –

Utsjoki/ Paistunturit 69º 30’ N 26º E 380–460 Syrilä (1964: 340, 341–342) 2 m 2–3/100

350–450 Syrilä (1970: 22, 26), 0,5–2,5 m 1–5/100

350–450 Koskinen (2000: 68–69, 88, 92) 1,7–3,0 m 3/100

Lainiotunturi 67º 30’ N 24º E 380–590 Abrahamsson (1974: 159, 167) 2,4 m 3,7/100

Kukastunturi 67º 30’ N 24º E 380–400 Abrahamsson (1974: 159) 2–3 m –

Äkäslompolo 67º 30’ N 24º E 380–590 Abrahamsson (1974: 159, 168) 1,7 m 4/100

Saariselkä 68º N 28º E 150–600 Piirola (1982: 268, 276) 1,63 m 4/100

Saariselkä 68º N 28º E – Johansson (1988: 550) 1–2,5 m –

Saariselkä 68º N 28º E 280–480 Johansson (1995: 27–29) 1,2–3,5 m 1,5–3/100

Vuotso 68º N 27º E – Kujansuu & Hyyppä (1995:
48–49, 61) 1,53 m 2/100

Table 1. The average vertical intervals and gradients of the lateral drainage channels in Finnish Lapland (Abrahamsson 1974,
modified by the author).
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(1985), the gentler the ice sheet surface gradient, as
is the case in the study area, the more the esker path
will be influenced by topography.
Another esker, theAkuharku esker, stretches across

the southern part of the study area. Syrilä (1970) sug-
gested that during the time the Akuharju esker was
deposited the ice sheet would have been stagnant
throughout its marginal parts.Because the both exist-
ingeskerchainsweredepositedonanupward-grading
plane it isunlikely that theglacierwould havebecome
stagnant in itsmarginal parts (glaciologically dead) at
the time the eskers were formed. The waters flowed
subglaciallyunderhydrostatic pressure inpressurized
conduits. If the ice sheet had been dead, such condi-
tions could not have existed.
In the light of the results gained in this investiga-

tion, it is most likely that the Sidnokoveaja eskerwas
depositedduring the lastdeglaciationphase.However,
theexistenceofa till coveron the topofAkuharjuesker
(see e.g. Syrilä 1970) suggests that it was deposited
before the last deglaciation phase (see e.g. Johansson
& Kujansuu 2005).Abundant observations of eskers
having a till cover have been made in southern and
centralFnnishLapland(seee.g.Kujansuu1967,1975,
1994, Johansson&Kujansuu 1995, Johansson 2005).
The remote location of the Paistunturit area has so far
hindered research into the age, origin and structure of
the esker systems.

The Akujärvi ice lake

As theundulatingglaciermargin reached thecentral
parts of the study area (Stuorra-Mavdna-Tuoddar-
Mavdna-Răsoaivi-Kămajokkeädšeoaivi-Kamaoaivi-
zone), the northern and northeastern parts of the study
area became free of the ice cover. Ice-dammed lakes
were rare in the northern and north-eastern part of the
study area resulting from the flow of the meltwaters
away from theglaciermargin following thedownward
sloping gradient of the relief in the valleys. In the
central parts of the study area, small bodies of water
gathered at the glacier margin forming ice-dammed
lakes, because the glaciermargin receded fromhigher
to lower elevations. The marginal ice-dammed lakes
were relatively small andshallowbodiesofwaterwith
relatively poorly developed shore marks that can be
at best followed for rather short distances (see e.g.
Penttilä 1963, Kujansuu 1967, 1992, Seppälä 1980,
Johansson 1988, 1990, 1995, Kujansuu & Hyyppä
1995, Johansson et al. 1997). This is due to the short
life spanof the lakes.Thebest-developed shoremarks
were formed relatively close to the glacier margin
(see e.g. Lundqvist1969, 1972, Johansson 1995).The

shoremarks can be described aswashing lines or sur-
faces and are generally quite hard to detect both from
aerial photographs and in the field. In some cases, the
slopes that lie under the shore lines are visibly darker
in colour because the vegetation cover is denser. This
is due to thedepositionoffiner lake-bottomsediments
that are more able to withhold water.
In some cases the water bodies could be regarded

asmerely enlarged outlet channels or, as described by
Kujansuu (1967), lateral bodies of water dammed up
along the edge of the glacier margin. The existence
of the lakes is best recorded in the presence of small
delta-formations deposited at the end of spillways
leading to the lakes. The largest of the ice lakes was
dammed between the south-west retreating glacier
margin and the Juohko-oaivi and theAhkojavrkielas
Fell in the low-lyingTšulloveijeäggi area.Thesurface
altitudes of the ice-lake can be reconstructed on the
basis of spillways crossing the central and north-east-
ern part of Juohko-oaivi fell at the altitudes of 402.5
m and 395 m. The spillways crossing Juohko-oaivi
are quite shallow and therefore the meltwaters have
flowed through them for only a short time period.As
the retreat of the glacier margin proceeded towards
the south-west, the surface of the ice lake sank. New
spillwaysopenedupon thesouth-westernandsouthern
side of the Ahkojavrkielas fell at the altitude of 375
m. While the glacier margin lay on the southern and
south-western side of theAkuvaara fell, the ice lake
filled the whole Tšulloveijeäggi basin, forming two
lake basins that were connected by a narrow channel
located on the eastern side of Luovdijeäggi fell (Fig.
5). New outlet channels opened up at the altitude of
360mon the eastern side of theAkujärvi lake through
which the meltwaters flowed towards the east. The
deep and steep-walled channels show evidence of
severe fluvial erosion.
Shoremarkswere formedon thewestern andnorth-

western flanks of Eärnavâdda fell at the altitudes of
360–345 m and on the northern side of Akuvaara
lake at the altitude of 360 m. During the final stages
of existence of the ice lake its surface level dropped
by 5 m to 355 m.
Small bodies of ice were cut off from the ice sheet

margin during the deglaciation phase. Largemarginal
lobes typical of western Lapland (see e.g. Kujansuu
1967, Johansson 1990, 1995, Kujansuu & Hyyppä
1995) were not formed because of constrains caused
by the relief. The valleys that open up in the direc-
tion of the retreat of the margin are relatively short in
the study area. Small separate ice lobes lay on valley
floors of the Mavnna river valley and the Mavnna-
avdši-river valley in the northern part of the study
area, leaving behind typical dead ice features in the
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form of hummocky moraines as the lobes gradually
melted.Although small bodies of ice were separated
from themargin of the ice sheet, themargin remained
generally uniform throughout the deglaciation phase.
During the final stages of deglaciation the valleys of
the southern and south-western part of the study area
were deglaciated.

Final remarks

Because there are too few well-developed series
of lateral channels in the study area, it is difficult
to estimate the exact mode and rate of retreat of the
glacier margin in the mountain area. At present it
is not exactly known when the deglaciation of the
Paistunturit area took place. In view of the absence of
research into the timing of the deglaciation, estima-
tions regarding the event must be made on the basis
of studies conducted in the near vicinity of the study
area.According toJohansson(1990) theglaciermargin
retreated to central and western Lapland during the
following 1200–1500 years after the Younger Dryas
Stadial. Johansson’s findings are consistent with esti-
mationpresentedbyKujansuuetal. (1998), according
to which the Inarijärvi basin was liberated from the

ice around 9500 BP (Cal BC 8933–8693; Stuiver &
Reimer 1993). According to Seppälä (1980), the re-
treat of the glacier margin from the Tromso-Lyngen
formation to the Kaamasjoki river basin area south
west of the Paistunturit area took approximately 500
years. The results of in this investigation indicate
that the glacier margin retreated by 60 m per annum
at the beginning of the deglaciation and 100 m per
annum towards the end. Therefore, the deglaciation
of the area took approximately 200–300 years. These
results fit wellwith the estimated timelines presented
by Johansson and Seppälä.
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Fig. 5. A small deltawas deposited in an ice-dammed lake south east of theAkuvaara fell. The delta is approximately
400 m long and 250 m wide and its surface altitude is 355 m a.s.l. (Copyright Topografikunta, permit n:o 55/2005).
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Introduction

Landslides are common features innorthernFenno-
scandia, and those have been linked to seismic events
in association with postglacial rebound (Kujansuu
1972, Lagerbäck 1990,Dehls et al. 2000) (Figs. 2–3).
Even though lithostratigraphicevidencesuggestsneo-
tectonic faulting to be generated during late-glacial or
post-glacial time period (Lagerbäck 1979), the age of
the landslides has remained obscure.

TIMING OF EARLYHOLOCENE LANDSLIDES IN KITTILÄ, FINNISH LAPLAND
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Northern Fennoscandia has experienced high-magnitude (>Mag 7) neotectonic fault

deformations that are attributable to intra-plate glacio-isostatic rebound. According to
this conceptual model, landslides have been linked to these postglacial seismic events.
The age of the landslide features, however, has remained obscure. Two landslide sites
(Hanhilaki and Pyhävaara) in the vicinity of the Suasselkä (-Homevaara) fault line in
Kittilä, western Finnish Lapland were investigated for texture, fabric and age. The sites
differed with respect to clay fraction content, but no evidence was found to indicate that
clayey Tertiary weathering products to have contributed to sliding mechanisms. Fabric
was either non-oriented (Pyhävaara) or preferred to slide direction (Hanhilaki), but was
inconsistent with known ice-flow phases. Buried fragments of subfossil downy birch
(Betula pubescens) trunks were found beneath the landslide materials at the Hanhilaki
site, and the sampled wood yielded 14C-age of 8,720±170 yrs B.P. (9,730 cal B.P.) The
age of Pyhävaara slide still remained unclear. The present study demonstrated that only
a part of landslides in Lapland are formed in the proximity of retreating continental ice,
but a substantial number of slides occurred during the next 2,000 years after the ice dis-
appearance. Evidently the earlyHolocene landslides, triggered by seismic tremors,were
associated with inter-seasonal soil saturation, but with snowmelt as a major contributor
to sediment instability.

Key words (GeoRef Thesaurus, AGI): landslides, neotectonics, fabric, textures, plant
macrofossils, Betula pubescens, C-14, Holocene, Kittilä, Finland

A number of SW-NE trending neotectonic fault
lines have been recognized in northernFennoscandia,
among others Suasselkä and Pasmajärvi faults in Fin-
land, Pärvie fault in Sweden as well as Stuorragurra
fault inNorway (Kujansuu 1964, Lundqvist&Lager-
bäck1976,Lagerbäck1979,Dehlsetal.2000) (Fig.1).
Neotectonic deformations have been associated with
glacio-isostatic rebound (Dehls et al. 2000, Olesen
et al. 2004, Ojala et al. 2004), but even though the
high-magnitude (>Mag 7) seismic tremors evidently
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occurred soon after deglaciation 9,000–10,000 years
ago (Lagerbäck 1979), the age, however, has been
inconclusive in the intra-plate Fennoscandia. Off-
shore sediments in the Norwegian fjords as well as
lake sediments, however, provide evidence about the
seismic events, datedwith the aid of radiocarbon ages
of the marine fauna and gyttja sediments. Until now
no dating has been presented for any of the landslides
in Finnish Lapland (cf. Kujansuu 1972, Lagerbäck
1990). The objective of this study was to find out i)
if the slideswere attributed to texture of slide materi-
als, e.g. clayey Tertiary weathering products initially
susceptible for sliding and ii) to discuss the age and
timing of the slides in western Finnish Lapland.

Materials and methods

Study sites

Stereoscopic airphoto interpretation and digital
elevationmodel (DEMby the National Land Survey)
wereapplied torecognize landslides.Forfield surveys
the sites selected on the basis of the morphological
features (slide scars and accumulation forms) and
location lie within the 500-m forest logging roads.
Easyaccessallowed tractor trenching/ testpits through
the slidematerials, originallyglacial tills ofundefined
stratigraphic position. Two sites targeted for test pits
and trenching: Hanhilaki (3435136, 7525372, 233
m a.s.l., Fig. 2) and Pyhävaara (3400684; 7521243;

240 m a.s.l.) (Fig. 3). Both sites are located in the
vicinity of the Suasselkä fault, previously reported
by Kujansuu (1972), such that Hanhilaki is located
17 km SE from the Suaselkä fault and Pyhävaara
site is in the immediate proximity of the Homevaara
(associate with Suasselkä) fault in Kittilä, northern
Finland (Fig. 1). The slopes were as follows, ca.
15% at Pyhävaara site and 10–12% atHanhilaki site,
respectively. The size of the slide scars varied from
300 by 500 m at Pyhävaara (Fig. 3) to 500 by 1200
m at Hanhilaki (Fig. 2). The back-wall of the scar at
Pyhävaara site is approximately 10m demonstrating
a rotational NW-NE-oriented slide. At Hanhilaki it
appears that much of the slope of the hill had been
slided roughly to thewest (Fig 2). The slidedmaterial
was originally till in both cases. These seismically
induced slide materials, ‘seismites’, were piled up as
mounds and ridges morphologically similar to those
of hummocky moraines (Figs. 2–4). The landslide
hummocks varied from 4 to 6 m in height. Test pits
and trencheswere excavated for fabric analyses (Figs.
5–6), for sampling and particle-size analyses with
sieving and conventional sedimentation (aerometer),
and for sampling of buried organicmaterial for radio-
carbon dating in the Radiocarbon Laboratory at the
Geological Survey of Finland.

Fig.1.Study sites inKittilä,FinnishLapland.H=Hanhilaki,P=Pyhävaara,
S=Suasselkä,Ho=Homevaara,A=Aakenustunturi,Av=Akanvalkko,Thick
line shows Suasselkä-Homevaara neotectonic fault line. (Details for A
andAv, see Kujansuu 1972)

Fig. 2.Airphoto showing Hanhilaki landslide features in Kittilä, Finnish
Lapland. B=Backwall, TP1=Test Pit 1, TP2=Test Pit 2. Size of the slide
scar 500 by 1200 m.
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Results and discussion

Fabric of landslide ‘seismites’

Fabric analyses made from thewalls of the test pits
revealed that landslidematerials, ‘seismites’,couldnot
to be connected to theWeichselian ice-flow phases in
theKittiläarea.On thebasisofglacialdispersalpatterns
of magnetite-bearing stones at Suasselkä (location in
Fig. 1) three ice-flow phases, NW-SE (EarlyWeich-
selian), N-S (Mid-Weichselian) and SW-NE (Late
Weichselian) trending phases have been identified
(Sutinen 1992). Particularly the Pyhävaara slide (Fig.
4) exhibitednon-orientedpattern of fabric in thehum-
mocks (Fig. 5). Hanhilehto ‘seismites’ had preferred
orientation (Fig. 6) that appeared to be sediment flow
indicator rather thanattributed to the ice-flowpatterns.
This iscoincidentalwith theobservationsbyKujansuu
(1972) indicating the orientation of the slided materi-
als to deviate from that of adjacent ‘non-slided’ tills.
However, it is not known if large-magnitude (>Mag
7) earthquakes (Lagerbäck 1990, Dehls et al. 2000)
are able to impact on the primary glacigenic fabric of
tills. Lagerbäck (1990) for example presentedvertical
grading of till due to seismicity in northern Sweden.
However, lowmagnitude(<Mag3.8)seismiceventhad
not impactedon till fabric beyond the landslide scar as
observedbySutinen(1992)at themarginofBurroughs

Glacier inAlaska. Except tills, primary structures of
waterlainsedimentsareknown todramaticallydeform
during the seismic events (Lagerbäck 1990, Menzies
& Taylor 2003, Bøe et al. 2004).

Texture of landslide ‘seismites’

Particle-size analyses revealed that fine fraction
contents (<60 μm) were rather similar at both sites,
32–46% for six samples from Hanhlaki and 34–49%
for two samples from Pyhävaara, respectively. Clay
fraction content (<2 μm), however, was significantly
higher (6–11%) forHanhilaki samples as compared to
those for Pyhävaara (3–4%), respectively. Thematrix
of Pyhävaara ‘seismite’ was similar to those in tills
from the landslide scars elsewhere innorthernFinland
and Sweden as presented previously by Kujansuu
(1972) andLagerbäck (1990).Noevidencewas found
to indicate soil sequences with higher clay content
to have acted as ‘gliding base’ at the Pyhävaara site.
In the case of Hanhilaki site texture was not consist-
ently higher in deeper sequences, either.Clay fraction
content in Pit 1was as follows: 8.9% at 4.5-m-depth,
6.3% at 3-m-depth, and 6.7% at 1.2-m-depth, but in
Pit 2 as follows: 11.4% at 3-m-depth and 10.8% at
1.5-m-depth, respectively.

Buried subfossils

Buried organic material was found as a dark grey
intermixture with clayey ‘seismite’ at Hanhilaki
site, not at Pyhävaara. No signs of in situ soil profile
(Spodosol)were discernible in the excavated trenches
and the observed plant remnants were incorporated
into ‘seismite’ to 3–4.5-m-depth. Evidently the slide
event had deformed the original stratigraphy of the

Fig. 3.Airphoto showing Pyhävaara landslide features in Kittilä, Finnish
Lapland. B=Backwall, H=Landslide Hummocks. Size of the slide scar
300 by 500 m.

Fig. 4. Outcrop of the Pyhävaara ‘seismite’ hummock in Kittilä, Finnish
Lapland. (Photo: R. Sutinen, 1985)
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till sequences.Among well-preserved leaves of trees
and shrubs,moss fragments aswell as twigs ofBetula
ssp., also fragments of subfossil tree trunks were
found. The sampledwood, even though decomposed,
was recognized as Betula pubescens ssp. pubescens

or tortuosa and yielded 14C-age of 8,720±170 yrsB.P.
(9,730 cal B.P.) (Su-1517).
The 14C-age (8,720±170 yrs B.P.) of the buried

birch atHanhilaki providesfirmmacrofossil evidence
indicating that birch migrated Kittilä region as early
as during the Preboreal period. The age of subfossil
downy birch is also synchronistic with the age range
from8,140±180yrsB.P. to8,280±130yrsB.P.givenfor
peat deposits overlying the landslide scars elsewhere
in northern Finland and Sweden (Kujansuu 1972,
Lagerbäck 1990). However, one of the datings of the
overlying peat inKujansuu (1972)yielded6,610±175
yrsB.P. This site,Aakenustunturi (shown inFig. 1), is
located only 45 kmWWS fromHanhilaki, hence it is
not likely that these two landslideswere attributed to
retreating margin of continental ice. Rather the age-
gap of >2,000 years is the minimum timeframe for
the seismic activity that had contributed to landslides
in Kittilä.
The pre-landslide presence of birch forest atHanhi-

laki signifies that the slide event was not ice-marginal
feature. However, Akanvalkko site (location shown
in Fig. 1), only 18 km west of Hanhilaki, has been
indicated as occurred at the margin of the retreating
ice (Kujansuu 1972). Therefore, the postglacial faults
may have been active enough to trigger landslides
for more than 2,000 years since large-magnitude
event (earthquake >Mag 7) soon after deglaciation
9,000–10,000years ago (Lagerbäck 1979, 1990).The
reactivated fault zonesmayhave facedseveral seismic
deformations to be able to trigger landslides within
a time span of couple of years to several hundreds

Fig. 5. Fabric of two Pyhävaara ‘seismite’ hummocks in Kittilä, Finnish
Lapland.

Fig. 6. Fabric of two Test Pits excavated into the Hanhilaki ‘seismite’ in Kittilä, Finnish Lapland.
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of years or even thousands of years (Sutinen 1990,
1992,Dehls et al. 2000, Ojala et al. 2004,Olesen et al.
2004). It has been indicated that postglacial rebound
of app. 4 mm/yr associated with earthquakes (<Mag
4.4) inGlacierBay area of SEAlaska had contributed
to several ice-marginal landslideswithin few years in
the 1980’s (Sutinen 1992). In addition, sedimentmass
flows triggered by large-magnitude earthquakes in a
numberof fjords inwesternandnorthernNorwaydate
back to11,700–9,000yrsB.P. (Bøe et al.2004,Olesen
et al. 2004). Hence the landslide activity had time-
transgressively attributed to glacio-isostatic rebound
following retreating pattern of the continental ice in
Fennoscandia. It is likely that landslides in Kittilä
were triggered by seismic events of the neotectonic
Suasselkä (-Homevaara) fault.Thenumberof seismic
events, however, has yet to be studied e.g.with varve-
chronology of the lake sediments (Bøe et al. 2004).

Slide susceptibility

Studies on landslide susceptibility at the margin of
MatanuskaGlacier inAlaska have demonstrated that
excesssoilwatercontent (θv) isaprerequisitefactor for
the sediment instability (Hänninen & Sutinen 1994).
On the basis of four-step linear dielectric (ε) mix-
ing model, geotechnical resistance will significantly
decrease at full saturation of sediments, i.e. ε=30
(θv≈40%), butbeyond this critical point sediments are
highly susceptible for sliding (Hänninen & Sutinen
1994). In the case of Hanhilaki, covered by forest
dominated by downy birch, tills had not influenced
by melting ice, but the θv of tills followed intra- and
inter-seasonal climatic events prevailing during the
early Holocene. Since the annual precipitation was
not lower at the time of landslides as compared to
present climatic conditions (Bjune et al. 2004), one
would assume thatmost obvious timing for the slope
instabilitywaslatespring-earlysummer. Inter-seasonal
dielectricmonitoringof thesoilθvhas indicated that the
variationmagnitudes of the soil θv are site and texture
specific, but with snowmelt as a major contributor to
sediment instability (Hänninen 1997, Sutinen et al.
1997).Soil saturationε>30 (θv>40%)of silty tillsmay
last 2–8 weeks after disappearance of snow cover in
Lapland, but that of sandy tills is either totally lacking
or is a matter of only few days (Sutinen et al. 1997).
The slope (≈15%) at Pyhävaara site was not much
steeper as compared to that (10–12%) at Hanhilaki
site, hence the timing of the seismic event was of a
great importance with respect to landslides, particu-
larly in the case of sandy tills (see Kujansuu 1972,
Lagerbäck 1990) (Fig. 3). The findings at Hanhilaki
and Pyhävaara sites demonstrate that texturewas not

a primary factor for slide susceptibility, but rather the
slope stability was controlled by the seasonal varia-
tions in soilwater content (Hänninen&Sutinen 1994,
Sutinen et al. 1997). It appears likely that part of the
landslideswere ice-marginal features (Kujansuu1972,
Sutinen1990, 1992), butasubstantialnumberof slides
had occurred during the time-span ofmore than 2,000
years after the ice disappearance, and had resulted
fromcoincidental snowmelt saturationsand triggering
seismic tremors in Kittilä, Finnish Lapland.
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Introduction

The area of Peräpohjola in southern Finnish La-
pland (Fig. 1) was frequently situated in the central
area of former glaciations. Due to the close vicinity
of the glacier’s centre, the effect of glacial erosion
has varied greatly in places. The glacial drift sheet
is mostly thin, especially in the areas of active ice
streams, where glacial erosion has been strong. For
that reason, older glaciogenic deposits, for example
of Saalian age or older,were commonly eroded away.
However, under passive, non-eroding ice lobes, older
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Glacial morphology, stratigraphy, dynamics and glacial history were investigated in

the area of Peräpohjola, southern Finnish Lapland. Particularly, the areas of active ice
streams and passive interlobeswere distinguishedwith the help of glacial morphological
interpretations. The active ice streams were depicted as having a glacial morphology
composed of ribbed moraines, drumlins and flutings. In the interlobate area, cover and
ground moraines with no indication of glacial flow or morphology of younger glacial
phase were common.
As a result, twomodels of landform and till stratigraphical development are presented.

In the first model, two glacial phases occurred, the first one of which was during the
EarlyWeichselian. The secondmodel includes a new interpretationwhere the first larger
glaciation did not exist until the Middle Weichselian and the ice-free interstadial that
followed occurred before the Late Weichselian glaciation.
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deposits and even morphology could have been pre-
served (cf. Kleman 1994).
Glacial morphology, dynamics and history were

investigated as a joint project with the Geological
Survey of Finland (GTK) and the University of Oulu
from 1992–1996. Regional geomorphology was
studiedusing aerial photo interpretation andelevation
models. In case studies, test pit excavationswere used
to clarify composition, structure and stratigraphy of
moraine formations. The analysis of data continued
during the present decade at the GTK. Particular
interest was paid to the application of knowledge of

65
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Quaternary deposits and processes in ore prospect-
ing, because many Au-Cu rich boulders and metal
anomalieswere observed in till.Adetailed investiga-
tion was done in seven test sites in the area between
Rovaniemi and Tervola.

Glacial morphology and till stratigraphy

The glacial morphology of the area (Fig. 2) was
formed during two glacial phases. An older glacial
advance was depicted as a drumlin field deposited
during the glacial flow from the north-northwest to
the south-southeast (cf. Sutinen 1992). The follow-
ing melting phase is also seen as a series of marginal
formations from the southern side of Pudasjärvi to
the northwest (Mäkinen 1985). These formations are
mainly till-coveredasa resultofa laterglacial advance
which flow direction has generally been towards the
east.This glaciationwas represented as an association
of active-ice landforms from hummocky moraines
and ribbed moraines to drumlins and flutings (Aario
1977, Sarala et al. 1998). In the east, in the areas of
Kuusamo and Posio, streamlined moraines form the
largeKuusamodrumlinfield.Whenmoving to thewest,
ribbedmoraines transversal to thelatestglacialfloware
dominant in the area of Peräpohjola. Three large and
quite uniform ribbed moraine fields exist in the areas

of Tervola and Ranua and also on the western side of
Kemijärvi.All of those landform types are indicative
of active ice streams but between the ice streams is
the area of the passive Ranua lobe, where cover and
ground moraines are common without special mor-
phology or clear glacial flow indication.
Ribbed moraines consist of three subtypes in the

area; hummocky ribbed moraines, Rogen moraines
and minor ribbed moraines (Fig. 3) (cf. Hättestrand
1997, Sarala 2003). The Rogen moraine is the only
type that clearly has streamlined features, for exam-
ple drumlinized or fluted features superimposing the
ridges (cf. Lundqvist 1969).A convergent feature of
all ribbed moraines is their formation under the fast
flowing glacier and in the boundary of the cold- and
warm-based ice sheet during the early stage of degla-
ciation (Hättestrand 1997).
The composition, structures and till stratigraphy of

ribbedmoraines in Peräpohjola proved that the ridges
were formed in a two-step process (Sarala 2005).
During the first stage, a brittle mass of pre-existing
sediments and the bottommost part of the ice sheet
were fragmented due to tension seen as featherlike
cracksundercompressive iceflow.After the transition
of fragmented blocks, a rib-like morphology formed.
During the second phase, after the tension decreased,
moving ice transported and re-deposited pre-existing

Fig. 1. The location of the study area and test sites together with a generalized bedrock map of the Peräpohja Schist
Belt in Peräpohjola, Finland. The area is situated in the centre of Late Weichselian glaciation. (Topographic features
© National Land Survey of Finland, permission number 63/LA/05)
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Fig. 2. The occurrence of drumlins, ribbedmoraines and older marginal formations in southern Finnish Lapland. The older drumlin fieldwas preserved
under the cold-based, passive Ranua interlobate area. (Topographic features © National Land Survey of Finland, permission number 63/LA/05)

Fig. 3. Different types of ribbed moraines in the study area. a) Rogen
moraines in the Louepalo test site, b) hummocky ribbed moraines in the
Petäjäskoski test site, and c) minor ribbed moraine ridges in the Sihtuuna
test site. Classification according to Hättestrand (1997), cf. also Sarala
(2003). (Topographic features and elevation contours © National Land
Survey of Finland, permission number 63/LA/05)
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tills and sediments from the intermediate areas to the
surfaceof ridges as a resultof the freeze-thawprocess.
As glacial movement continued, the bedrock surface
was also quarried and boulders, which provided a
good indication of local bedrock, were deposited on
the surface of ribbed moraine ridges. Thus, the boul-
dery surface is a characteristic feature for all ribbed
moraines in the Peräpohjola area. Boulder fans are
short, only some tens or hundreds of metres long, and
they were proven to be a useful feature, for example,
in ore prospecting or bedrockmapping in the area (cf.
Sarala et al. 1998, Sarala & Rossi 2000).
During test pit excavations, ribbed moraine ridges

were found to be composed of four till units (1–4,Fig.
4). The lowest till unit (1)was composed of compact,
dark grey till, deposited under glacial flow towards
the south-southeast. The grey, massive till unit (2)
above that represented the advancing glacial phase
with a flow direction from the west-northwest. The
third, brownish grey, sandy or gravelly till unit was
depositedduring theearly stageofdeglaciation, that is
during the second phase of ribbed moraine formation
presented earlier. The third till unit is composed of
redeposited material and is a mixture of pre-existing
tills or sediments, englacial material and fresh rock

fragments quarried from the surface of local bedrock.
The glacial flow directionwas from thewest.During
the final melting phase at the end of deglaciation,
the uppermost, brownish grey and heterogeneous till
unit was deposited (4). It can be distinguished only in
certain places, because it has been reworked during
the post-glacialAncylus Lake and is usually difficult
to distinguish from the shore deposits.
The tills presented above correlatewith theWeich-

selian glaciation (e.g.Kujansuu 1967,Korpela 1969,
Hirvas1991,Sutinen1992). Inother studiespublished
by Mäkinen (1979) and Sutinen (1992), the fifth till
unit, interpreted to be of Saalian glaciation, was ob-
served under the Weichselian till units.

Landform development

The present study confirmed the opinion that the
Peräpohjola area in southern Finnish Lapland was
glaciated only twice during the Weichselian glacia-
tion.During thefirstglacial phase, dark grey till, older
drumlin field and marginal deposits were deposited
(cf. Mäkinen 1985, Sutinen 1992). That phase was
followed by thewarmer, ice-free phase,when Betula
dominant tundravegetationspread tonorthernFinland.

Fig. 4.Composition stratigraphy of ribbedmoraines in the study area showing various lithofacies and their interpreta-
tion.Arrows depict mean glacial flow direction in different till units.
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Thisphase is seenas inter-tillorganicdepositsbetween
the till units 1 and 2 thatKorpela (1969) described as
the Peräpohjola Interstadial deposit. The warmer in-
terstadial terminatedat thesecondWeichselianglacial
phase. The glacier advanced over wide areas, maybe
as far as theWeichselianmaximumduring that phase.
At its largest stage, core areaswere largely cold-based
and an ice divide existed above the present Bothnian
Bay, where it migrated to the northwest as deglacia-
tion progressed. During the melting phase, the outer
zone of the glacier was divided into lobes of active
ice streams and passive areas. Active-ice moraine
formations, such as ribbed moraines, drumlins and
flutings, are common in the areas of ice streams,while
cover and ground moraines or older morphology are
distinguished in the passive interlobate area.
The timingofWeichselianglacial phases is difficult

to estimate because of the small amount of determina-
tions and the lack of reliable dates in southernFinnish
Lapland.However, the comparison of stratigraphical
and morphological development in the area with the
present knowledge of timing presented in literature
(Korpela 1969, Kujansuu 1975, Siivonen 1975,

Fig. 5. The first model of landform development during the Weichselian in southern Finnish Lapland. a) Phase I - the EarlyWeichselian glaciation
advanced to the level of Oulainen and Pudasjärvi. Glacial flow directions of ice streams are depicted as arrows. b) Phase II - the Middle Weichselian
glaciation advanced at least to the level of southern Finland (cf. Svendsen et al. 2004) and may have continued to the end of LateWeichselianwithout
a break.

Mäkinen 1979, Punning & Raukas 1983, Hütt et al.
1984, Hirvas 1991, Mäkinen 1999, Helmens et al.
2000, Mäkinen in press) can be summarized as two
models:

Model 1

According thismodel, thefirstglacial phase existed
in the middle of the Early Weichselian (95–85 ka
ago) (Fig. 5), when the glacier advanced as separate
ice streams to the Ostrobothnian and Kainuu areas
(cf. Lundqvist 1992). The Peräpohjola Interstadial
followed that phase during the Odderade (85–74 ka
ago) (cf. Nenonen 1995, Lunkka et al. 2004).At the
beginningofMiddleWeichselian, the climatebecame
cold once again and the second glacial phase began.
Since the organic intermediate layers were observed
only in one interstadial phase in Lapland, the second
glacial phasemusthave lasteduntil the endof theLate
Weichselianwithoutoscillationof theglacier’smargin
to the southern Finnish Lapland level. However, the
stratigraphical and dating evidence does not agree
with this interpretation.
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Model 2

In the second model, almost all of Finland was
ice-free except central and northern Lapland during
the EarlyWeichselian (Fig. 6). The climatewas quite
cool and due to glacial isostacy, the groundwas about
90–100m higher than present at the end of the Early
Weichselian (cf. Nenonen 1995).
Thefirst largerglacial phasedidnotexisteduntil the

beginning of theMiddleWeichselian (74–55 ka ago).
The glacier reached southern Finland and Karelia in
Russia (cf. Saarnisto& Lunkka 2004, Svendsen et al.
2004).During that glacial phase, the dark grey till and
older drumlinswere deposited in the area of southern
Lapland. The marginal formations in Pudasjärvi and
towards the northwest were deposited during the
melting phase of that glaciation.
Following the melting phase, the climate became

warmer. The interstadial began about 55–50 ka ago
and lasted up to 30–25 ka ago, until the next glacial
phase of the Late Weichselian began. The spread of
the last glacier was rapid because the Weichselian
maximum was reached during the next ten thousand

years. Also, the melting phase was fast and shorter
than the advance stage.
This interpretation means that radiocarbon ages

presented in the literature (e.g.Korpela 1969,Hirvas
1991,Sutinen1992) thatclusteraround36–55ka from
organic inter-till layers are true. This idea is also sup-
ported by the TL ages clustering around 37 +/– 0.5 ka
– 55 ka and OSL ages clustering around 41 +/– 2 ka
– 66 +/– 5 ka, from which samples were taken from
the same sections as the radiocarbon samples (Hütt
et al. 1984, Mäkinen in press). This interpretation is
also supported by age determinations of mammoth
and reindeerbones (22.5–34ka) (Ukkonenetal. 1999,
Lunkka et al. 2001).

Discussion

Rapid warming of the climate during deglaciation
probably caused the strong melting of the glacier’s
margin and surface. Particularly, the increase ofmean
temperaturewas almost 10°C during the few hundred
ofyearsafter theYoungerDryas(12.8–11.6kaago)(cf.
Boultonetal.2001,Bard2002).Animbalancebetween

Fig. 6. The second model of landform development during theWeichselian in southern Finnish Lapland. a) Phase I - the EarlyWeichselian glaciation
covered only the areas of central Lapland while southern Finnish Lapland stayed ice-free. b) Phase II - the Middle Weichselian glaciation covered
the area of Peräpohjola, advancing at least to the level of southern Finland (cf. Svendsen et al. 2004). Marginal formations in northern Finland were
formed during the first deglaciation. The interstadial followed it in the oxygen isotope stage 3 before the Late Weichselian glaciation.
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the warm surface and cold bottom of the moving ice
sheet followed and might be the reason for the initia-
tion of ribbed moraine formation in the core areas of
the latest glaciers in the northern hemisphere. Similar
rapid climate change has not happened since then, so
it could be an explanation why the ribbed moraines
are not present in modern glaciated areas.
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Introduction

Finnish Lapland lies in the central part of the Fen-
noscandian glaciations, and has been completely

Mäkinen, Kalevi, 2005. Dating theWeichselian deposits of southwestern Finnish Lap-
land. Geological Survey of Finland, Special Paper 40, 67–78, 3 figures and 3 tables.
The Quaternary stratigraphy of Finnish Lapland iswell definedwhere till deposits are

concerned, but the comparative ages of the interstadial deposits between till beds have
long been the subject of inconclusive research. Interstadials have been correlated with
theBrörup andOdderade Interstadials of the southern edge of the Scandinavian ice sheet,
which have been interpreted as corresponding to marine isotope stages MIS 5c and MIS
5a.Deposits at Sokli have been divided into three stages, ofwhich the youngest has been
correlatedwith theMIS 3 interstadial. The Sargejohka Interstadial ofFinnmark,Norway,
has also been correlated with MIS 3. A common feature among these deposits is signs
of birch-dominated sub-arctic open tundra vegetation, exhibiting varying proportions of
Betula and Pinus pollen. Of a total of 43 dating results obtained for these deposits using
modernmethods, only9exceed59ka in age.Results obtainedusing 14Cdating are located
at the limit of the method’s range of accuracy, so some results are finite,while others are
infinite. These results may necessarily not be erroneous; rather they may indicate that
the deposits were actually deposited towards the end of the Middle Weichselian about
45 – 59 ka ago. Datings obtained using TL and OSL methods were much younger than
the expected ages corresponding to the EarlyWeichselian. Even after corrective coef-
ficientswere used in dating, the ages did not unambiguously coincidewith the expected
ages corresponding to MIS 5a and 5c.
The dating results obtained for the interstadial deposits of SW Lapland using modern

methods do not support the hypothesis that the depositswere deposited more than 74 ka
ago.Datings obtained using the 14C, TL and OSLmethods tend rather to indicate that the
Peräpohjola-type interstadial depositswere formed duringMIS 3. It has previously been
assumed that till bed IIIwas deposited duringMIS 5d, but if the Peräpohjola Interstadial
deposits of Finnish Lapland are interpreted as having been deposited during MIS 3, this
would infer that till bed III may only have been deposited during MIS 4. This would
indicate that Lapland was continually free of ice from the Eem Interglacial until the end
of the Odderade Interstadial.

Key words (GeoRef Thesaurus, AGI): glacial geology, stratigraphy, till, organic sedi-
ments, interstadial environment, absolute age, relative age, Pleistocene, Weichselian,
Lapland Province, Finland

covered by ice several times over the last couple of
million years. Six distinct till beds (I–VI) deposited
during different flow stages have been observed in
Lapland (Hirvas et al. 1977). These till beds differ
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both in their overall structure, and in the orientation of
stones indicating thedirectionof iceflow.Very little is
knownabout theearliestof theseglaciations,butmany
more observations have beenmade of the till deposits
and the interlaying silty, sandy, and organic deposits
deposited during theWeichselianGlaciation, (Hirvas
1991,Hirvasetal. 1976,Mäkinen1981,1985,Sutinen
1982, 1984, Kujansuu 1975, Kujansuu & Eriksson
1995, Ilvonen 1973, Helmens et al. 2000).
The Weichselian Glaciation in Lapland can be di-

vided into three flow stages,with the latter two stages
closely connected (Hirvas et al. 1977). During the
Middle Weichselian and the Late Weichselian, flow
stage II produced till bed II, which is widespread
throughoutFinnishLapland.Flow stage I is connected
to the deglaciation of flow stage II,which culminated
in the formation of till bed I, deposited during local
oscillations and by local ice lobes. Till bed I is mainly
found innorthernandeasternpartsofFinnishLapland
(Hirvas 1991). Till bed IIIwas deposited in the Early
Weichselian during flow stage III (Hirvas 1991). Till
beds IIand IIIarewidelydistributedoversouthwestern
Lapland (Korpela 1969, Mäkinen 1981).
The geomorphological landforms of S and SW

Lapland were partly formed during flow stage III
and flow stage II. During flow stage III ice flowed
from NNW, or N in places (Hirvas et al. 1976, Kor-
pela 1969, Mäkinen 1979), as far as Pudasjärvi, in
Ostrobothnia, where extensive marginal formations
mark its southernmost extent (Sutinen 1982, 1984).
Drumlin fields at Kemi and Ranua were formed dur-
ing this flow stage (III), with the drumlins aligned
NNW-SSE.During thedeglaciationphaseof thesame
flow stage, eskers alignedNW-SEwere formed inSW
Lapland, but these eskerswere subsequently covered
with till during the flow stage II in the Middle and
Late Weichselian (Mäkinen 1985).
During the Weichselian Glaciation, western and

southernLaplandwerefreeof iceat leastonce,whereas
eastern and northern Lapland may have been ice-free
twice (Hirvas 1991).Deposits surveyed at Sokli indi-
cate that the ice may have disappeared from certain
eastern areas during as many as three phases of the
Weichselian Glaciation (Helmens et al. 2000). Two
separately deposited series of organic deposits have
also been found in SwedishLapland and inFinnmark,
Norway, indicating that these regions were free of
ice twice during the Weichselian (Lagerbäck 1988,
Lagerbäck & Robertsson 1988, Hirvas et al. 1986).
The first organic deposits to be found beneath the

till in Laplandwere gyttja deposits at Permantokoski
(Fig. 1), as described byKorpela (1969). Their pollen
flora is dominated by Betula (birch), indicating the
presence of sub-arctic vegetation. Korpela (1969)

gave the name Peräpohjola Interstadial to the ice-free
periodwhen these gyttja depositswere deposited, and
compared it to thecontemporary Jämtland Interstadial
defined by Lundqvist (1967) in Sweden. Lundqvist
has correlated the Jämtland Interstadial to theBrörup
InterstadialdescribedbyAndersen(1961) inDenmark.
Manymore interstadialorganicdepositsof theWeich-
selian age have subsequently been found in Lapland
and northernOstrobothnia (Kujansuu 1975,Hirvas et
al. 1977, Mäkinen 1979, 1985, Sutinen 1982, 1984,
Forsström1988, Iisalo1992,Nenonen1995,Helmens
et al. 2000). The pollen flora of these deposits varies
greatly, with some rich in birch, others dominated
by pine, and some containing plenty of pollen from
shrubs and grasses.
On the basis of their pollen flora composition, or-

ganicdepositscanbeclassifiedas interglacialdeposits
containing pollen from birch, pine, alder, larch and
broad-leaved trees; interstadialdepositswithbirchand
pine pollen; or interstadial deposits more dominated
by birch pollen. Interglacial deposits were mainly
deposited during the Eem Interglacial that preceded
theWeichselianGlaciation (e.g. Tepsankumpu Inter-

Fig. 1. Localities of dated minerogenic and organic deposits in SW
Lapland (Map © National Land Survey of Finland, publication licence
number: 529/MYY/05).
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glacial, Hirvas 1991 and Saarenkylä Interglacial,
Sutinen 1992); although at least one set of deposits
was formed during the earlier Holstein Interglacial
stage(Naakenavaara Interglacial,Hirvas1991).These
deposits are stratigraphically located beneath till bed
III. The interstadial organic deposits lie between till
bed II and till bed III (Hirvas et al. 1977, Mäkinen
1979, Sutinen 1984).

Dating methods and results

Until the 1960s the main dating method used in
such analyses focussed on the composition of pollen
and siliceous algae, and the locations of deposits in
relation to stratigraphic till units. Since the 1960s
14C dating method has been morewidely used to date
organic deposits. The thermoluminescence (TL) and
opticially stimulated luminescence methods (OSL)
have also been applied, particularly to date minero-
genic deposits. 14Cdating techniques havemeanwhile
been improved more recently, and accelerator mass
spectrometry (AMS) can today be used for material
up to 75 ka old. Peat samples have also been dated
using the uranium/thorium method (U/Th).

Pollen analyses

Both organic and sorted deposits can be found in
SWLapland beneath till bed II,whichwas deposited
during theflow stage II (Korpela1969,Mäkinen1985,
Sutinen 1984). The composition of the pollen flora
within these organic deposits varies, but nevertheless
generally resembles that of the Peräpohjola Intersta-

dial deposits from Permantokoski and Ossauskoski
(Korpela 1969), where birch accounts for 83–99%
of tree pollen. In the pollen flora of the deposits from
Kauvonkangas in Tervola (Mäkinen 1979, Fig. 5),
birch accounts for 85 – 95% of tree pollen and some
55–75%of all pollen. In a newmore detailed analysis
of four samples from peat deposits, concentrations of
Betula tree pollen and Betula nana pollen were as-
sessed separately. The total proportions ofBetula tree
pollen were 0 – 35%, while Betula nana accounted
for 8 – 31% of all the pollen (Fig. 2). In the lowest
parts of the peat, all of the birch pollen consisted
of Betula nana. In the upper layers of the deposits,
the proportion of birch tree pollen rose to 35%. The
proportion of Betula nana pollen was highest in the
middle of the peat deposits, and declined to 8%higher
up. The pollen flora also contained notable amounts
of Cyperaceae herbs (38 – 60%) and Salix willows
(12 – 13%).

14C dating

In this research project a total of 20 samples of
organic deposits laid down in SWLapland during the
WeichselianGlaciation have been dated using the 14C
method, producing a wide range of results (Table 1).
The ages of dated samples of organic deposits from
beneath till bed II vary in finite age from 42,800
– 52,600 years BP, and in infinite age from >45,000
– >55,000 years BP. The drawback of this method is
that themaximumage forwhich this datingmethod is
reliable is onlyabout40,000–50,000BPyears. Finite
ageswereonlyobtained fornineof thedatings.Eleven
of the dating results were so close to the background
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values for the method that only infinite ages could be
ascertained (e.g. > 45,000 years BP).

Uranium/thorium dating

Vogel&Kronfeld (1980) introduced a newmethod
for dating peat, based on the preferential uptake of
uranium (U) by peat due to its high solubility in
groundwater relative to thorium(Th).Thismethodhas

subsequentlybeenused anddevelopedby researchers
including Van der Wijk et al. (1986), Van der Wijk et
al. (1988),Heijnis (1992) andHeijnis&VanderPlicht
(1992). The U/Th disequilibriummethod is based on
disequilibriumbetween 234Uanditsproduct 230Th.This
allows the dating of samples up to 350 ka old (Heijnis
1992). The most reliable results can be obtained for
samples taken from deposits formed as closed geo-
chemical systemswhere thoriumconcentrationswere

Locality Depth
(m)

Laboratory
number

Age years BP

Kauvonkangas 3,7 Su-657 >49,000
Kauvonkangas 3,55 Su-688 48,000 +

–
4
2
,
,
1
4
0
0
0
0

Kauvonkangas 3,8 Su-689 48,100 +
–
3
2
,
,
5
4
0
0
0
0

Orankiharju 3,20 Su-752A 40,500 +
–
2
2
,
,
9
2
0
0
0
0 (humiini)

3,20 Su-752B 45,000 +
–
4
3
,
,
5
0
0
0
0
0

Orajärvi I 4,10 Su-753A 49,500 +
–
4
2
,
,
0
7
0
0
0
0

4,10 Su-753B >45,800
Orajärvi II 2,50 Su-754A >51,700

2,50 Su-754B >51,300
Orajärvi III 5,0 Su-1091A 20,900 ± 200

5,0 Su-1091B1 >46,800
5,0 Su-1091B2 39,300 +

–
3
2
,
,
4
4
0
0
0
0

Kunnittaja 3,0 Su-1185A >52,000
3,0 Su-1185B >45,000

Orajärvi IV 5,0 Su-1186A >45,000
5,0 Su-1186B 42,900 ± 1.600

Ajos I 5,50 Su-1187A 40,600 ± 1100 (humiini)
Ajos I 7,0 Su-1188A 38,700 ± 900 (humiini)

Su-1188B 46,000 +
–
2
2
,
,
9
1
0
0
0
0 (humus)

Kunnittaja Su-1280 51,600
Orajärvi V Su-1282 >55,000
Ajos II 1,90 Su-1283 >53,000
Ajos III 2,70 Su-1284 42,800 ±1100
Kielisenharju I 4,0 Su-1782 >54,300
Kielisenharju II 3,20 Su-1797 >49,200
Jokimaa 3,0 Su-2234 51,500 ±3000
Jaivuoma 4,70 Su-2454 >54,900
Jaivuoma 7,85 Su-2455 52,600 ±2300

Permantokoski I-1139 >28,000 (Korpela 1969)
Permantokoski K-722 >35,000 (Korpela 1969)
Permantokoski GrN-4543 >42,700 (Korpela 1969)
Ossauskoski I-1138 >30,000 (Korpela 1969)
Kostonniska,
Taivalkoski GrN-4491 45,400 ±2000 (Korpela 1969)

Marrasjärvi Su-236 42,300 +
–
6
1
,
,
0
7
0
0
0
0 (Heikkinen 1975)

Marrasjärvi Su-237 48,000 +
–
4
2
,
,
7
3
0
0
0
0 (Heikkinen 1975)

Marrasjärvi Su-263 >55,000 (Heikkinen 1975)

Table 1. 14C ages from SW-Lapland (A = humin fraction and B = humus fraction).
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zero, or at a known level, when the peat was formed
(Ivanovich &Harmon 1982,Heijnis 1992,Heijnis &
Van der Plicht 1992).
U/Th dating results for samples from peat deposits

at Kauvonkangas in Tervola have been published in
several articles. Van der Wijk et al. (1986) dated two
peat samples fromTervola, ofwhich onewas dated at
45 ± 5,1 ka old. The chemical properties of these two
samples differed so much from each other that they
could not prove that the peat samples from Tervola
had come from a closed system. This means that the
dating results are more subject to chance. Van der
Wijk (1987) interpreted the sampling environment as
opengeochemical systemwhere samples could notbe
reliably dated. Heijnis (1992) has also examined op-
portunities todatepeatsamplesfromopengeochemical
systems using special corrective coefficients. It has
not been possible to date the peat deposits at Tervola
accurately, but the results indicate they are 80–100
ka old (Heijnis 1992). Three further peat samples
from Tervola have been dated (in the Laboratory of
Niedersächsisches Landesamt fuer Bodenforschung
C-14 andH-3,Geyh personal communication 1990),
giving age results of 92,7 ± 3,4, 95,0 ±5,2 and 93,0
± 3,5 ka old, with a corrected average value of 93,0
± 2,2 ka old.

Thermoluminescence and optically stimulated lumi-
nescence dating

Luminescence dating methods are based on meas-
ures of the radiation doses contained in quartz and
feldspar crystals in sediments. In the natural environ-

ment, these mineral crystals are able to absorb and
accumulate radiation energy when they are exposed
to alpha, beta and gamma radiation from radioactive
materials in their surroundings.When these minerals
are exposed to light, the stored energywill be released
andemittedasablue-violetsignalcalledluminescence.
The signal is calledTLif the energy is releasedbyheat
(500oC) and OSL if the release is by light (Olsen et al.
1996). When theminerals areexposed tosunlightdur-
ing the transportor sedimentation in nature the energy
is released and the latent signal is reduced to zero (or
almost to zero). When the zeroedminerals are buried
deeper inside deposits, their continuous exposure to
radiation in their surroundings again increases their
energy. If the intensity of the irradiation is constant,
the radiation dose absorbed (called paleodose) will
be proportional to the time elapsed since the zeroing
even took place. This time period (the age) is given
by the following equation: Age = Paleodose/Annual
dose (Olsen et al. 1996).
TLdatingshavebeenconductedat theNordicLabo-

ratory for Luminescence Dating, in Risö, Denmark
(Mejdahl 1991), and at the Dating Laboratory of the
Academy of Sciences in Tallinn, Estonia (Hütt et al.
1982). The TL dating results are compiled in Table 2.
The ages of the samples dated atRisöwere calculated
at between 37 ± 5 ka and 55 ± 5 ka. The ages of the
samples dated inTallinn varied from 55 to 120 ka old.
OSLanalyseswere also conducted inTallinn,with the
resultsshowninTable3.Theyoungestsample,datedat
20 ± 9 ka old, came from an ice-marginal formation at
Mellajavaara inPello;while theoldestsample,datedat
117 ± 15 ka old,were from a till-covered glaciofluvial

Locality Depth
(m)

Laboratory
number

TL-age
(ka)

Corr. age
(ka)

Kontiomaa 1,7 R-893203 38 ± 5 52 ± 7

Ajos A 3,5 R-893204 49 ± 5 67 ± 7

Ajos B 2,0 R-893205 46 ± 5 63 ± 7

Ajos B 3,5 R-893206 52 ± 5 71 ± 7

Orajärvi A 1,9 R-893207 45 ± 5 61 ± 7

Orajärvi B 2,3 R-893208 50 ± 5 68 ± 7

Kielisenharju 2,5 R-893209 44 ± 5 60 ± 7

Kielisenharju 2,8 R-893210 55 ± 5 75 ± 7

Kauvonkangas 5,5 T- 55 75

Kauvonkangas 7,4 T- 74 102

Kauvonkangas 12,0 T- 120 163

R- (Mejdahl 1991, Olsen et al. 1996)
T- (Hütt et al.1982)

Table 2. TL ages from SW-Lapland (R=Risø, T=Tallinn).
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marginal formation at Laivakangas in Tornio. Most
of the dating results fell within the age range 41 – 69
ka.A significant exception was a set of datings from
Elijärvi, Laitilanvaara, Jokimaa and Laivakangas,
which fell within the age range 86 – 117 ka.

Discussion

It is widely believed that during glaciation in the
central and eastern parts of Fennoscandia there were
one or two interstadials, linked to the EarlyWeichse-
lianBrörup Interstadial (MIS5c) and/or theOdderade
Interstadial (MIS5a) (Hirvas etal. 1986, Lagerbäck&
Robertsson1988,Nenonen1995,Saarnisto&Lunkka
2004, Svendsen et al. 2004). In northern Sweden, two
interstadials have been described, of which the older
correlates with the Brörup Interstadial, while the
youngerTärendö Interstadial hasbeencorrelatedwith
the Odderade Interstadial (Lagerbäck & Robertsson
1988).Earlier research inFinnishLapland has largely
focussed on a single interstadial (Hirvas et al. 1977,
Sutinen 1984, Mäkinen 1985, Hirvas 1991), gener-
ally thought to correspond to the Brörup Interstadial
(Donner et al. 1979). Nenonen (1995) has correlated
Peräpohjola with Odderade Interstadial. Helmens
et al. (2000) have nevertheless described a series of
deposits at Sokli in eastern Lapland indicating the
occurrence of three interstadials. The most recent of
these is believed to have occurred during MIS 3. It is

thought that till beds III and II from the Weichselian
Glaciation in Laplandwere deposited during MIS 5d
and MIS 4-MIS 2, respectively.
The vegetation during the Peräpohjola Interstadial

has so far been described as birch tree dominated
(Betula 85–99 %), since earlier analyses focussed
mainly on tree pollens,with pollens of all birch varie-
ties, including Betula nana (dwarf birch), calculated
together as birch tree pollen. The composition of
the pollen flora varies, but nevertheless generally
resembles that of the deposits from Permantokoski
and Ossauskoski (Korpela 1969), where birch ac-
counts for 85–99% of tree pollen and some 50–80%
of all pollen. In the pollen flora of the deposits from
Kauvonkangas in Tervola (Mäkinen 1979), birch ac-
counts for 85–95% of tree pollen and some 55–75%
of all pollen. In a later more detailed analysis of four
samples from Kauvonkangas peat deposits, concen-
trations of Betula tree pollen and Betula nana pollen
were assessed separately. The total proportions of
Betula tree pollen were 0 – 35% of all pollen, while
Betula nana accounted for 8 – 31% of all the pollen
(Fig. 2). In the lowest parts of the peat, all of the
birch pollen consisted of Betula nana. In the upper
layers of the deposits, the proportion of birch tree
pollen rose to 35%. The proportion of Betula nana
pollenwas highest in the middle of the peat deposits,
and declined to 8% higher up. The pollen flora also
contained notable amounts of Cyperaceae herbs (38

Locality Depth
(m)

Laboratory
Number

OSL-age
(ka)

Corr. age
(ka)

Mellajavaara 1,5 91040 20 ± 9 28

Kaijansuo 2,7 91393 41 ± 2 56

Teuravuoma 2,5 91407 43 ± 6 59

Venejärvi 2,2 91408 68 ± 9 93

Sieppijärvi 1,8 91412 69 ± 9 94

Jokimaa 2,3 91433 104 ± 13 141

Laitilanvaara 3,0 91437 106 ± 11 144

Laivakangas 1,5 91450 117 ± 15 159

Pikku Ristijärvi 1,5 91451 45 ± 6 62

Elijärvi 2,1 91453 86 ± 6 117

Kauvonkangas 3,0 91434-1 66 ± 5 90

Kauvonkangas 2,8 91434-2 –

Kauvonkangas 2,5 91434-3 57 ± 5 78

Sample 91434-2 was poor for feldspar’s grains = 100 microns

Table 3. OSL ages from SW-Lapland.
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– 60%) and Salix willows (12 – 13%). Pollen flora
analyses of the Kauvonkangas Interstadial, a type
locality for Peräpohjola Interstadial, indicate the
presence of willow stands and dwarf birch heaths, as
well aswatery, sedge-dominatedmiresandgrasslands
(Eriksson2005).Helmensetal. (2000)havedescribed
interstadial deposit (MIS 3) from Sokli, and its pollen
flora corresponds to shrub-tundra vegetation, with
Betula and Betula nana (c. 10%) accounting together
for 35% of all the pollen, Pinus 10%, Salix 5% and
Ericales 30–40%. Pollen flora of a similar composi-
tion has been found in organic deposits overlying
till-covered marginal formations atAjos. The pollen
in the lower parts of Ajos peat deposits is 40 – 60%
Betula (including Betula nana), >10% Pinus, 15 –
38%Ericaceae and15–20%Cyperaceae of all pollen.
In the upper parts the proportion ofBetula pollen rises
to about 80% (including Betula nana). Pollen flora
compositions inmostof theorganicdeposits fromSW
Lapland correlate with those of Permantokoski and
Ossauskoski foundbyKorpela (1969).Analysisof the
pollen flora fromMaaselkä Interstadial (Hirvas 1991)
indicates thepresenceofvery similarvegetation, even
thoughBetulananapollenwasnotanalysedseparately
from other types of birch pollen (Eriksson 2005).
The pollen flora profiles of the interstadial deposits

in Lapland and Ostrobothnia differ considerably. The
pollenfloraof the interstadialdeposits inOstrobothnia
ismainlydominatedbyPinus,whereas inLapland it is
dominated byBetula.Forsström (1988) has discussed

thesedifferences, andcorrelated thePinus-dominated
interstadial deposits in Oulainen and Ruottisenharju
with theBrörup Interstadial;and theBetula-dominated
deposits in Permantokoski (Korpela 1969), Koston-
niska (Korpela 1969) and Kauvonkangas (Mäkinen
1979)with theOdderade Interstadial.Nenonen(1995)
has correlated both the Peräpohjola Interstadial and
the Betula-dominated Mertuanoja Interstadial in Os-
trobothnia with the Odderade Interstadial.
Researchers examining Lapland’s interstadial de-

posits have repeatedly encountered doubts about how
many separate interstadial stages occurred inLapland
during the Weichselian glaciation, and about which
marine isotope stages these interstadials correspond
to. Where dating is concerned, researchers have long
depended on 14C dating, andmany deposits of infinite
age assessed on the basis of their pollen flora com-
position have been assigned to the EarlyWeichselian
interstadials described for the southern fringes of the
glaciatedregionsofScandinavia (Donner1983,Hirvas
et al. 1986, Forsström 1988, Hirvas 1991, Nenonen
1995). Only since the late 1980s have interstadial
deposits beendatedusingnewmethods, in somecases
giving results that have differed considerably from
their expected ages.
When dating results obtained for deposits fromSW

Lapland using the 14C, TLandOSLmethods are com-
pared with the deep-sea oxygen isotope stages (Fig.
3), it becomes evident that their ages correspondwith
MIS 3,with ages ranging 37 – 57 ka,with the excep-

Fig. 3.Ages obtained through 14C, TL and OSL dating from SW Lapland compared with the deep sea isotope curve
(Martinson et al. 1987). Symbols 1 = finite 14C age, 2 = infinite 14C age, 3 = TL age and 4 = OSL age. Chronostratig-
raphy in Finnish and Swedish Lapland after Hirvas (1991) and Lagerbäck & Robertsson (1988).
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tion of eight OSL datings and two TL datings, which
produced results of 20 ka (MIS 2) and of 66 – 68 ka
(MIS 4), 74 ka (MIS 5a), 86 ka (MIS 5b), 104 ka (MIS
5c), 106 ka (MIS 5d), 117 – 120 ka (MIS 5e).
Till-covered glaciofluvial formations are common

in SW Lapland (Mäkinen 1985), and organic depos-
its whose pollen flora is dominated by Betula have
been found both in the lower parts of till bed II, and
between till bed II and the underlying glaciofluvial
formation. These organic deposits have been dated
by the 14C method. All of the nine finite ages (from
42,800 – 52,600 years BP, Table 1) corresponded to
the deep-sea oxygen isotope stageMIS 3. The eleven
infinite datings (from >45,000 – >55,000 years BP)
indicate the minimum ages of samples, but cannot
revealwhether samples are for instance 45 – 60 ka old
or 74 – 105 ka old. Since these interstadial deposits
havewidelybeenassumed tocorrelatewith theBrörup
Interstadial or possibly the Odderade Interstadial on
the southern edge of the ice sheet, they have been
assumed to be at least 74 ka old, and at most 105 ka
old. The 14C dating results from the same till-covered
glaciofluvial ice-marginal formation vary between
finite and infinite ages. For instance, the ages of the
gyttja deposits at Ajos range from 42,800 ±1,100
(Su-1284) to >53,000 (Su-1283) years BP (Mäkinen
1985). At Kauvonkangas, the interstadial peat layer
was initially dated at >49,000 years BP (Su-657) and
later new samples from the same peat layer gave ages
of48,000 +–42,,140000 (Su-688) and48,100 +–32,,540000yearsBP(Su-
689,Table1). Fivedatingshavebeenconductedon the
gyttja deposits at Orajärvi, all of which gave infinite
ages from>45,000 to >55,000 yearsBP.Only the gyt-
tja deposits at Orankiharju (40,500 +

–
2
2
,
,
9
2
0
0
0
0 (Su-752A),

45,000 +–43,,500000 (Su-752B)yearsBP)and Jokimaa(51,500
±3,000 (Su-2234) years BP) gave finite ages, which
are very near the background values of the 14C dating
method. Both Kujansuu (1975) and Hirvas (1991)
have dated Weichselian organic deposits from Lap-
land. The 14C dating gave an age of >55,000 yearsBP
(Su-263) for organic deposits found in a till-covered
interstadial esker at Marrasjärvi (Kujansuu 1975,
Heikkinen 1975). Hirvas (1991) has published 8 ra-
diocarbon dates from interstadial-type deposits from
Lapland, only one ofwhich is infinite – >49,500 years
BP (Su-874). The other datings vary between 41,900
±3,000 years BP (Su-508) and 49,000 +

–
4
3
,
,
6
0
0
0
0
0 years BP

(Su-725). 14C datings have, however, been shown to
be unreliable for samples more than 40,000 years
(BP) old (Mangerud 1991,Donner 1995). In 40,000-
year-old samples, the amounts of radiation that can
be measured are so small that slight fluctuations can
lead to great variations in age estimates. Moreover,
just a small amount of younger organic matter (e.g.

plant roots) in a sample will result in its dating being
considerably younger than its real age (Kankainen
& Huhta 1986). The large number of infinite ages
obtained through the 14C method do not necessarily
indicate that the dated interstadial samples are con-
siderably older than the ages calculated; rather they
show that the samples’ ages are either very near the
maximum age that can be verified using this method,
or older. Due to these factors, it seems evident that
the 14C method alone cannot give reliable ages for
the Peräpohjola interstadial deposits. Therefore other
dating methods should also be used to produce more
accurate dating results.
The ages of the peat samples from Kauvonkangas

obtained using the U/Th method are fairly random,
since the samples came from an open geochemical
system.ThepeatdepositsatKauvonkangasarecovered
by thin layers sandy littoral deposits and sandy till,
throughwhichwater can seep into the peat.Although
these peatdeposits have been dated at92ka old (Geyh
1990),withcorrectivecoefficients allowing for anage
range of 80 – 100 years (Heijnis 1992), this author
would prefer to disregard these results, since they are
too unreliable.
Ages obtained through TL dating indicate that the

luminescence signals in the dated deposits were last
reduced to zero about 38 – 55 ka ago, during MIS 3,
with the exception of the silts (74 ka) and sands (120
ka) from beneath theKauvonkangas peat deposits. In
both theTLandOSLmethods it isvital to takesamples
fromdeposits thatwereadequatelyexposed tosunlight
when they were previously deposited, thus ensuring
that their luminescence signals were completely re-
duced to zero. If this did not occur, the dating results
will indicate that the deposits are considerably older
than their true age (Olsen et al. 1996). Since the sandy
deposits beneath the peat deposits at Kauvonkangas
are of glaciofluvial origin, their luminescence signal
may not have been completely reduced to zero before
theywere last redeposited, and thiswouldexplainwhy
their dating results indicate they are dated as being so
much older than samples taken from other deposits in
the same place in the stratigraphic sequence.
The ages obtained using OSL dating have a wider

range than those calculatedusing theTLmethod.Four
sampleswere dated as corresponding to MIS 3, three
toMIS 4, and one sample for each of MIS 2, MIS 5b,
5c, 5d and 5e. The youngest sample (20 ka) is thought
to have been deposited during the Late Weichselian
deglaciation stage, although its OSL signal had prob-
ably not been completely reduced to zero, so the age
obtained probably pre-dated the deglaciation. The
samples dated as corresponding to MIS 5 may simi-
larly not have been sufficiently exposed to sunlight to
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remove all their older radiation and reduce their OSL
signals down to zero. Their calculated ages would
indicate that they are from a stage that considerably
predated their expected ages, and these ages do not
always fit in with the stratigraphic location of their
formations.
Since the ages obtained through the TL and OSL

dating methods for the interstadial deposits thought
to have been deposited during the EarlyWeichselian
have been considerably younger than their deep-sea
isotope stage ages, reasons for this discrepancy have
been sought. One possible reason may be the effect
on the dating of shallow traps in the surfaces of the
mineral structures being dated. Mejdahl et al. (1992)
have shown that dating results should be corrected
for the shallow trap effect according to the formula
Y = 1.35X + 0.70, where X is the uncorrected age,
andY the corrected age. Corrected TL ages (Table 2)
for deposits from SW Lapland have been calculated
using this formula and subsequently published by
Olsen et al. (1996). They point out that the need for
age corrections is greatest for older samples (ages
above 80 – 100 ka). It is uncertainwhether significant
underestimation of ages normally occurs for low ages
(Olsen et al. 1996).
The corrected TL and OSL dating results for SW

Lapland correlate their deposits with MIS 3 (for 2
samples), MIS 4 (for 8 samples), MIS 5a (for 3 sam-
ples),MIS5b (for 2 samples),MIS5c (for 2 samples),
MIS 5e (for 1 sample) andMIS 6 (for 3 samples). The
greatest readjustments in theagesobtainedconcern the
reallocation of 8 datings to stadialMIS4. Since all the
dated samples have come fromstratigraphic locations
between till beds II and III, the corrected results are
still inconsistent. Although Olsen et al. (1996) have
corrected the dating results for fading, they suspect
that their correction coefficient may have been too
large. This hypothesis is backed up by Visocekas’s
(2000) research, which indicates that luminescence
signals in Finnish feldspars fade less rapidly than has
been assumed.
As the interstadial depositsofSWLaplandare com-

pared toeither theBrörup Interstadial or theOdderade
Interstadial, their expected ages should be at least 74
ka old. Of the 23 dated samples from SWLapland, 17
uncorrected TL or OSL datings are younger than the
minimumexpected age for theOdderade Interstadial;
one result places a sample at the lower boundary of
MIS 5a; one corresponds to MIS 5c; and one to MIS
5d.After correcting all the TL and OSLdating results
using the formula described above, eleven of the dat-
ing results still fall below the minimum age for the
Odderade Interstadial , and only three of the results
that exceed this age are placed in the age range cor-

responding to the Odderade andBrörup Interstadials.
Thirteenuncorrectedresultsand threecorrectedresults
correspond to MIS 3.
Dating results have been published for 24 OSL

samples, 23 TL samples and 1 U/Th sample from
Ostrobothnia (Jungner1987,Donner1988,Aaltoetal.
1989, Gibbard et al. 1989, Niemelä & Jungner 1991,
Kujansuuetal. 1991, Hüttetal. 1993,Nenonen1995).
All theages,with theexceptionofoneobtained through
TLdating, indicate that the luminescence signal of the
dated sediments were last reduced to zero during the
Late Saalian (MIS 6) and the Eemian (MIS 5e). The
divergent sample was deposited during the Brörup
interstadial (MIS 5c). The ages obtained using OSL
dating have awider range than those calculated using
the TLdatingmethod. Six sampleswere dated as cor-
responding toMIS6 andMIS5e; ten toMIS5c; one to
MIS 4; and three toMIS 3.Acomparison between the
results obtained using the two dating methods shows
that the OSL dates are generally younger than the TL
dates for the same samples (Hütt et al. 1993).
There are clearly great differences between the TL

and OSL dating results from SWLapland and Ostro-
bothnia.This difference cannotbe the consequence of
methodologicaldifferences, andcanonlybeexplained
as being an indication of a real age difference between
the dated samples. In Ostrobothnia, the signals in
most of the dated deposits were last reduced to zero
during MIS 6, MIS 5e and MIS 5c; while for most of
the dated samples in Lapland this did not occur earlier
thanduringMIS3.Thisdiscrepancymaybeexplained
by the fact thatOstrobothniawas free of ice from the
deglaciation of the Late SaalianGlaciation to the end
of MIS 5c (Nenonen 1995), or possibly even to the
end of MIS 5a. SW Lapland was covered by ice at
least once during the Early or Middle Weichselian,
and the dated samples from this region were depos-
ited after this stadial, probably during MIS 3 or MIS
5a. This could mean that SWLaplandwas free of ice
from the deglaciation of the Late Saalian Glaciation
to the end of MIS 5a, and also after theMIS 4 stadial,
during MIS 3.
Helmens et al. (2000) have shown through the 14C

-AMSdating ofwood fragment that the region around
Sokli in eastern Laplandwas free of ice duringMIS 3.
Samples fromsouthernandwesternFinlandhavebeen
dated using various methods as originating fromMIS
3. Deposits from the Mertuanoja Interstadial (Iisalo
1992, Nenonen 1995) have also been dated, with 14C
dating indicating that the humic fraction of the peat
is 36,600 ± 700 years BP old. The OSL-dated age of
the fine sand found in the Mertuanoja Peat was 64 ±
6 ka, and the sandy deposits covering the peat were
dated as being 38 ± 6 ka old.According to Ukkonen
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et al. (1999) dated mammoth bones from Iijoki,Haa-
pajärvi, Nilsiä and Helsinki and Espoo (ages from
ca. 32,000 to 22,500 years BP) and a reindeer antler
from Tornio, in northern Finland (34,300 years BP;
Siivonen 1975), both show that there was probably
a large ice-free area in the SE part of Fennoscandia
during theMiddleWeicheslian substage (Ukkonen, et
al. 1999).The age of layer IIa in SusiluolaCave,Kris-
tiinankaupunki, calculated through infrared optically
stimulated luminescence (IRSL)atapprox.35ka, also
indicates the occurrence of a corresponding ice-free
period during MIS 3 (Schulz et al. 2002). The age of
the Sargejohka Interstadial in Finnmark (Olsen et al.
1996) has been calculated through 14C -AMS dating
as about 35,000 years BP, and through TL dating as
37 and 41 ka; and these ages also support the concept
of a Middle Weichselian Interstadial.
According to Nenonen (1995) and Donner (1995),

western and southern Finland was free of ice dur-
ing the EarlyWeichselian, and the same areas were
covered by an ice sheet during the Middle and Late
Weichselian. According to Hirvas (1991), Lapland
was glaciated during the Early Weichselian (MIS
5d), when the ice sheet spread as far as Pudasjärvi,
in Ostrobothnia (Sutinen 1992). When Peräpohjola
Interstadial and its type localityKauvonkangas is cor-
related with MIS 3 so it opens the question, was till
bed III deposited during the MIS 5d as proposed by
Hirvas (1991) or during MIS 4 as proposed by Sarala
(2005). If deposition took place during MIS 4 so it
means that in SWLapland, deposits fromEemian and
possible subsequent Early Weichselian interstadials
would situatebetween the tills of theSaale andMiddle
Weichselian (MIS 4).

Conclusion

It is not possible to define more than one series of
interstadial deposits (Peräpohjola) in SW Lapland
on the basis of their position in the stratigraphic se-
quence and their pollen flora. Pollen flora analyses
of the Kauvonkangas Interstadial, a type locality for
Peräpohjola Interstadial, indicatesubarcticopen tundra
vegetation with the presence of willow stands and
dwarfbirchheaths,aswellaswatery, sedge-dominated
mires and grasslands. Dating results obtained using
various methods indicate that the dated samples from
Peräpohjola InterstadialweredepositedduringMIS3.
Till bed II,whichoverlays thedatedorganicandsorted
deposits, was deposited during the Late Weichselian
(MIS2).Till bed III,which liesbeneath thesedeposits,
is older than MIS 3, and was deposited during either
the Middle (MIS 4) or the Early Weichselian (MIS
5d). If till bed III was deposited during the Middle

Weichselian, this would mean that the Eem Intergla-
cial and the possible subsequent interstadials of the
EarlyWeichselian form an uninterrupted continuum,
during which SW Lapland remained free of ice until
the beginning of MIS 4.
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Introduction

Radiocarbondatingoforganicmaterial is a standard
method also oftenused in palsa studies. Palsas are one
of the marginal permafrost features of the permafrost
zone (e.g. Zoltai 1971, Seppälä 1988). They are peat
hummocks with a permanently frozen core rising
above the mire surface. Frozen peat samples can be
cored through the palsas and the cores can readily
be used to investigate, for example, pollen and peat
stratigraphy (e.g.Ruuhijärvi1962,Salmi1970,Vorren
&Vorren 1975) and to perform macrofossil analyses
(e.g. Oksanen et al. 1998, 2001). However, it is then
a different matter to determine what these analyses
tell us about the date of formation of palsas that have
gone through several stages before the present phase
of their development.
Themain aimof this paper is todiscuss,with exam-

DATING OF PALSAS
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Department of Geography, University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 64, FIN- 00014, FINLAND
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Seppälä, Matti, 2005. Dating of palsas. Geological Survey of Finland, Special Paper
40, 79–84, 13 figures and 1 table.
The dating of palsas is based on changes in ecological conditions caused by the uplift

of the mire surface. When a hummock rises, peat formation on the palsa differs from
that of the wet mire. Xerophilic peat is formed on the dry palsa surface. Material for
dating is sampled from both sides of the contact between peat layers. Surface peat can
be eroded by wind-blown ice and snow crystals. If the contact betweenwet fen peat and
xerophilic Ericales-Bryales peat is eroded thenwe cannot date the formation of a palsa.
Palsas in Finnish Lapland are mainly less than 1000 years old. Some new palsas have
been observed that are only two to four years old on mires with old palsas.

Keywords (GeoRefThesaurus,AGI): palsas,genesis, peat, absoluteage,C-14,Holocene,
Lapland Province, Finland

ples from Finland, themain problems in the sampling
of palsas and the interpretation of palsa datings.

Palsa formation

The formation of palsas has been experimentally
studied in the field (Seppälä 1982) and observations
have also been made of palsas in different stages of
formation (Seppälä 1986, 1988).
The rise of a palsa hummock leads to changes in the

ecological conditions of the plants forming the peat
(Figs. 1 and 2). The wet palsa surface dries and new
plants colonize the rising hummock. In this stage, a
xerophilouspeat layer covers theuppermostflarkpeat
(e.g. Vorren & Vorren 1975).
Samples for dating the initial stage of palsa forma-

tion should be collected from the contact between
these two peat layers (Vorren 1972, Seppälä 1988).
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Sphagnum, Carex and Eriophorum species grow on
the wet mire surface. The conditions are similar to
string (aapa) mires.
Shrubs grow on the uplifted, mature palsa surface

(Fig. 3), such asEricales species,Bryalesmosses and
Cladina lichens, which form poorly humified peat at
a very slow rate.
Problems arise in dating when the palsa surface is

subject to abrasion. In thewinter,when palsa surfaces
areuncovered from thesnow, icecrystalsblownby the
wind (e.g. Seppälä 2004) abrade the peat (Fig. 4), and
fen peat forms the present palsa surface.Dating of the
surface peat does not tell us the age of the palsa.
Thefurtherdevelopmentofapalsacanoccur through

block erosion, when large pieces of peat slide down
the steep edge of the frozen core and the palsa loses its
insolation and starts to melt and collapse.As a result
a peat rim is formed, which surrounds a wet pool or
new growth of flark (Fig. 5).
Palsas sometimes lose their frozen core as a result

ofmelting from thebottom, and thepalsa slowly sinks
into the wet mire surface (Fig. 6).
Apalsa is an ecological island that is under continu-

ous development. This should be kept in mind as the
basis for the dating of palsas.

Fig. 1. Some new 1.5-year-old palsas on Vaisjeäggi palsa mire, Utsjoki.
(Photo: M. Seppälä, 2003)

Fig. 2.A new some-years-old palsa on Luovdijeäggi palsa mire, western
Utsjoki. (Photo: M. Seppälä, 1999)

Fig. 3.Amature palsa in Iitto, Enontekiö. (Photo: M. Seppälä, 1996)

Fig. 4. An uncovered palsa surface on Vaisjeäggi palsa mire, Utsjoki.
(Photo: M. Seppälä, 1994)

Fig. 5. Remains of a former palsa with a peat rim, Abisko, northern
Sweden. (Photo: M. Seppälä, 1985)
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Examples of palsa datings in Finland

Salmi (1972) reported twodates, 4150±50B.P. and
3650 ± 170 B.P, for the surface peat of palsas from
western Finnish Lapland. However, these datings
do not tell the age of the palsa formation. We have
dated several peat samples fromonemire,Vaisjeäggi,
in northern Lapland and the dates ranged from 840
to 1630 B.P. (Table 1). The age of peat depends on
the amount of abrasion. On Luovdijeäggi mire the
present abrasion of peat is very intensive, c. 40 cm
peateroded (Seppälä2003).Mostof thepalsa surfaces
are not covered by vegetation (Fig. 7). Surface peat
of one palsa was dated to 2710±70 B.P. (Fig. 8) and
the contact of the xerofilic peat and the fen peat could
be found from an erosion remnant and the dated peat
above the contact was only 380±60B.P.while the fen
peat below the contact gave 930±70 B.P. (Seppälä
2003,Fig.7).Thereprobablyhashappenedsomeearly
abrasion before the final deposition of xerofilic peat
on the palsa. Normally the age differences between
these contact samples are not so big (Fig. 9).
If we take only one sample from the contact layer

wecannotbesosurewhen thepalsawas in fact formed
(Fig. 10). The samplewill be amixture of fen peat and
xerofilic surface peat formed on the palsa.
Peat on a silt-core palsa can be reasonably old, as

inMunnikurkkio,Enontekiö,wherewehaveprobably
the highest palsas in Finland (7 to 8m in height) (Fig.
11). There, a peat sample c. 30 cm below the surface
gave an age of 7740 ± 260 B.P. The peat lying 50–70
cm below the surface is often about 6000 radiocarbon
years old (Figs. 11 and 12).
The ages of the bottom layers of organic deposits

under the palsas often range from 8000 to 9700 B.P.
(Fig. 11, Seppälä 1971), but they tell nothing of the

Fig. 6 .A sinking palsa that is thawing from the bottom. Vaisjeäggi palsa
mire, Utsjoki. (Photo: M. Seppälä, 1985)

Fig. 7. Abraded mature palsas on Luovdijeäggi palsa mire, western Ut-
sjoki. In the foreground some pounus and a thermokarst pond. (Photo:
M. Seppälä, 1999)

14C ages BP Lab. code calAD
(Intercal98)
(1sigma)

840 ± 100 (Hel-1041) 1160–1280

1070 ± 90 (Hel-1040) 860–1040

1210 ± 110 (Hel-1038) 760–900

1630 ± 130 (Hel-1039) 320–560

Table 1. Dated surface peat samples from palsas on Vaisjeäggi, Utsjoki,
Finland. 0.5 cm thick layers of peat sampled from abrasion surfaces of
four different palsas.

Fig. 8. Dating of the contact layer of fen peat and xerofilic peat in a
erosional remnant on an abraded palsa and dating of peat of the abrasion
surface. (Seppälä 2003).
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Fig. 9. An example of palsa dating from the contact layer of different
peats.

Fig. 10. Datings of two palsa exposures with contact layers.

Fig. 11. Dated palsa material from two silt-cored palsas.

Fig. 12. Two dated palsa sections with rather old peat. No dates from
the contact layers.
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age of palsas and merely correspond to the beginning
of the peat formation.
During the thawing of a palsa the wet peat is com-

pletely mixed and its strata are destroyed. If a new
palsa is formed in this type of location, the material
is not suitable for dating or pollen analyses.
We sampled one good exposure on the edge of a

very largepalsaabout5minheight inTsulloveijeäggi,
western Utsjoki. The five datings differed unusually
little (Fig. 13). The uppermost date from the depth of
35 cm was 3680 ± 70 B.P. and the two samples from
the depths of 50 and 65 cm gave almost exactly the
same date of 4420B.P.,while from85 cmdepth a date
of 4700 ± 100 B.P was determined. An explanation
for the dates being so close might be that the samples
were taken from a steep edge and the peat layers, even
thoughverticallydistant fromeachother, had inclined
strongly when the palsa was formed and rose from
the mire surface.

Fig. 13. Stratigraphy of dated peat from the edge of a very large palsa. The
sampled layers have probably been tilted by the frost heave and therefore
the samples have similar ages.

Discussion and conclusions

Thisarticle illustrates thatwehave tobeverycareful
in sampling when dating palsas. We should consider
the processes affecting palsa formation and finally
make interpretations according to this knowledge.
If we can identify the contact between fen peat and
xerofilic peat above it then we have a possibility to
date the rising of the peat hummock from the wet
mire surface.
By using pollen analyses, Ruuhijärvi (1962) con-

cluded that palsa formation started in the Subatlantic
period after 5000 years B.P. This seems to be much
too early. Vorren (1972, 1979) carried out careful
stratigraphic studies of palsas in northern Norway.
At first, Vorren (1972) proposed that the transition
to ombrogenous peat deposition probably took place
between 3000 and 2500 B.P. Three more dates from
Norwegian palsas not far from Finland gave ages of
about 1000 BP to 450 B.P. (Vorren 1979).According
to our observations, palsas in Finnish Lapland are
mainly less than 1000 years old. Palsas are currently
forming in Finnish Lapland andwe have small palsas
that are only some years old; if the conditions remain
suitable they will grow larger. Old palsas often disap-
pear because of strong winter storms that abrade the
palsa surfaces (Seppälä 2003, 2004) and as a result
of the cyclic development of palsas (Seppälä 1986,
1988).
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Introduction

Thepurposeof thisstudy is toanalysepollen-climate
and pollen-vegetation relationships quantitatively at
a high spatial and temporal resolution, in order to
reconstruct climate and human-induced changes in
the vegetation of the Nellim area during the last 300
– 500 years.
This study concentrates especially on Scots pine

(Pinus sylvestris L.) (Hämet-Ahti et al. 1998) since
the study area in northern Finnish Lapland is situated
in the middle of pine dominated forest and is north of
the forest limit of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.)
H. Karst.) (Hämet-Ahti et al. 1998). Pine pollen is

QUANTITATIVEANALYSIS OF PASTAND PRESENT POLLEN-CLIMATEAND
POLLEN-VEGETATION RELATIONSHIPS IN THE NORTHERN BOREAL

FOREST ZONE OF FINNISH LAPLAND,A PROGRESS REPORT
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1 table.
The pollen-climate and pollen-vegetation relationships atNellim, in northern Finnish

Lapland, are examined at a high spatial and temporal resolution and in a quantified man-
ner. The peat profile to be analyzed is dated byAMS 14C-analyses of solely Sphagnum
remains andwiggle-matching the resultswith the atmospheric 14C curve. Sampling for
pollen analysis is at a near-annual resolution on the basis of the age-depth chronology.
The study also incorporates the latest developments in modelling pollen loading and
reconstructing the vegetation coverage around the site being studied. Preliminary simu-
lation results suggest that the relevant source area of pollen in the Nellim pine forests is
about 1 km. This indicates that a reconstruction of the vegetation is possible within a 1
km radius around the study site. Further research is still required since the simulations
aremade using pollen productivity estimates fromDenmark and southern Swedenwhich
will, in all likelihood, be different from those in northern Finland.

Key words (GeoRef Thesaurus,AGI): paleoecology, paleobotany, peat, pollen analysis,
pollen influxes, models, Holocene, Inari, Finland

also suitable for investigating whether a temperature
signal can be attained from peat since earlier studies
have shown that the pollen production of Scots pine
correlates with July temperature of the last growing
season (Autio &Hicks 2004). The research is closely
related to an EU 5FP project called PINE (Predicting
Impacts on Natural Ecotones, Contract no: EVK2-
CT-2002-00136) which focuses on northern boreal
vegetation and produces similar data from other parts
of the pine forest belt.
Apeat profile for pollen analysiswas taken close to

thecentreof thevillageofNellim in theadministrative
district of Inari. The sitewas chosen to be close to the
village centre so that the effect of human influence
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on the vegetation could be detected in the pollen as-
semblages. Nellim is also a focus for socio-economic
research within the PINE project and it, additionally
has a continuous record of annual pollen deposition
monitored by modified Tauber traps (Tauber 1974,
Hicks & Hyvärinen 1986) since 1983 (Fig. 1).
Throughout, the research aims at quantification,

a high spatial resolution and a near-annual temporal
resolution. To this end, in the pollen analysis pollen
accumulation rates (PAR; number of palynomorphs
per square cm per year) are used instead of the tra-
ditional percentage representation. PAR’s enable a
better explanation of the vegetation on site since the
representation of each species is unaffected by the
changes in the abundance of other species (Davis &
Deevey1964).Especially in areaswhere ahighpollen
producing species, such as Scots pine, is so abundant,
using PAR’s insures that the changes happening in the
abundanceof lowpollenproducingspeciescanalsobe
detected.With the percentagemanner of presentation
pine simply swamps everything.
Alongwith the pollen analysis I am using different

modelswhichdescribe thespreadandaccumulationof
pollen (Parsons & Prentice 1981, Prentice & Parsons
1983, Sugita 1994). These models can be used to re-
construct thequantitativevegetation coverage around
the sample site from the fossil pollen assemblages
(Sugita et al. 1999, Nielsen & Odgaard 2005).

Materials and methods

For the pollen analysis a peat profile was collected
with a spade near the centre of the village of Nellim.
The sample site was chosen so that it is possible to
detect the anthropogenic influence on the vegetation
resulting from the development of the village through
changes in the pollen assemblages. Previous work
has shown that, in this type of environment, changes
are only visible within 100 to 200 m of where they
occur (Hicks 1993).
In order to construct a robust age-depth model for

the peat profile AMS 14C-analyses were conducted
on pure Sphagnum remains. Sphagnum is a moss and
because it grows from the same apex all the time the
amount of redeposited oldermaterial is minimised by
using only its’ leaves and stems for dating. In order to
obtain high-resolution results the samples for dating
were taken from slices less than 5 mm thick and pure
Sphagnum was picked by hand and cleaned from all
other plant remains such as rootlets etc. which could
affect the results. There were seven samples in total
and they were taken at depths of 2.5, 3.5, 5, 7, 9, 11,
and 13 cm. The AMS 14C analyses were carried out
at the PoznańRadiocarbon Laboratory and the results
compared to the atmospheric 14C concentrations in
pre-andpost-bombperiods.Anage-depthchronology
(Fig. 2) was then constructed with PozCal software

Fig. 1. The study area and location of the latitudinal forest limits of the main tree species in Finnish Lapland.
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which uses a standard algorithm for calibration of 14C
ages (Goslar et al. in press).
Using the age-depth chronology, pollen samples

were cut from a frozen 4x4 cm block such that the
thickness of each sample was as close to one year
as possible. Pollen preparation followed a standard
procedure of heating for 10 minutes in 10 % KOH
followed by acetolysis for 2 minutes with staining
and mounting in silicone oil. A known number of
Lycopodium tablets (Stockmarr 1971, 1972) were
added to the samples before preparation so that it
was possible to calculate the pollen concentrations
and accumulation rates. Aminimum number of 500
arboreal pollen grainswere counted for each sample.
The counts were made in such a way that always an
entire slide or a half slide was counted so that the
sorting of the grains would not affect the results (see
explanation in Hicks 2001). Results are presented as
PAR’s (grains cm-2 year-1). The confidence limits on
such calculations depend on the relationship between
the number of Lycopodium spores added and the
number counted (Maher 1980, 1981) and also on the
accuracy of the age-depth chronology.Attention has
been paid to both of these factors.
Thevalidityof the annual PARs calculated from the

peat will be tested by comparing the results with the
monitored annual pollendeposition fromapollen trap
within the same vegetation belt (N7 inHicks 2001).A
complete1:1agreement isnotexpectedsince,although
the peat sliceswere cut to represent a single year, this
may not be a single flowering season but could be part
of one season and part of the following one.
The Extended R-Value (ERV) model relates pol-

len percentages to vegetation composition within a

certain area, by taking the pollen productivities and
fall speed of different taxa into account. (Parsons &
Prentice 1981, Prentice&Parsons 1983, Sugita 1994)
TheERVmodel incorporatesabackgroundcomponent
for each species toaccount for pollenoriginating from
outside the area of the vegetation survey.
The basic assumption of the ERV model is that

the pollen loading of taxon i at site k (yi,k) is linearly
related to thedistance-weightedplantabundance (ψi,k)
of taxon i around site k:
yi,k = αi · ψi,k+ ωi (1)
where αi is the pollen productivity of taxon i and ωi

is the background pollen loading of taxon i, both of
which are taxon-specific constants (Fig. 3) (Prentice
& Parsons 1983).
With the ERV models and the HUMPOL software

package developed in POLLANDCAL network
(NorFA), it ispossible tomakequantitativereconstruc-
tions of vegetation around the study site. Within the
network there are several ongoing studiesutilising the
methodandsofar theresultshavebeenconvincing, see
for example Sugita et al. (1999), Nielsen & Odgaard
(2005). The models enable the delineation of a rela-
tive source area of pollen (RSAP) which marks the
radius of the local pollen loading and gives the spatial
resolution for the vegetation reconstruction.
To calculate the pollen loadingwithin a vegetation

community that resembles that of Nellim a 50 km by
50kmsimulatedlandscapewithcomparablevegetation

Fig. 2. The age-depth chronology of the Nellim peat profile.

Fig. 3. The linear relation of pollen loading to the distanceweighted plant
abundance according to equation 1.The offsetof thegraph from theorigin
depicts the proportion of background pollen.
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communitieswascreatedusing theHUMPOLPackage
software Mosaic v 3.0 (Middleton & Bunting 2004)
(Fig. 4, Table 1). For calculating the pollen loading
at selected sampling points (23 in total) the simulated
landscape was loaded into PolFlow software along
with files containing information about the composi-
tion of the vegetation units and Pollen Productivity
Estimates (PPE). The pollen productivity estimates

Fig. 5 a-c. Maximum Likelihood Scores (MLS) relative to distance from
sample point derived from ERV models 1, 2, and 3 and the Relevant
SourceAreas of Pollen (RSAP’s).

Fig. 4. 50 km x 50 km simulated landscape around Nellim created with
HUMPOLPackage softwareMosaic v 3.0. (Middleton&Bunting 2004).
Orange star marks the site of the pollen profile.

Mire (yel-
low)

Pine forest
(green)

Mixed for-
est (bluish
green)

Disturbed
ground
(white)

Water
(blue)

Urban ar-
eas (red)

Pinus 0% 75% 40% 0% non-pollen
producing

non-pollen
producing

Picea 0% 0% 50% 0%

Betula 0% 10% 10% 0%

Juniperus 0% 5% 0% 0%

Salix 5% 0% 0% 35%

Calluna 5% 10% 0% 0%

Poaceae 15% 0% 0% 45%

Cyperaceae 75% 0% 0% 0%

Filipendula 0% 0% 0% 20%

Table 1. Vegetation communities and their composition in the simulated landscape.

C

A
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used in thesimulationwere fromsouthernSwedenand
Denmark (Broström et al. 2004, Nielsen & Odgaard
2005). For the calculation of Relevant SourceArea of
Pollen (RSAP) the HUMPOL Package has PolERV
software, which uses the pollen loadings and vegeta-
tion abundances obtained from PolFlow to run the
ERV models 1, 2 and 3. From the PolERV output
calculatedmaximum likelihood scores can be plotted
against the distance from the sample point in order
to delimit the extent of the Relevant Source Area of
Pollen (Fig. 5).

Results

The pollen counts from the Nellim peat profile are
still at a relatively early stage. So far 29 samples have
been analysed and their time span goes back to the
mid 1950’s. Since the amount of data will increase,
it is not practical to publish a partial diagram here.
Neithercan thepollen-climatecalibrationbeattempted
at this stage. A complete diagram will be published
later in another paper.
Some idea of the spatial extent of the pollen profile

can be made, however. Using the preliminary simu-
lation based on an air photo image of the landscape
around Nellim the Relevant Source Area of Pollen
(RSAP) obtained from the ERV model’s maximum
likelihood function score (MLS) when it reaches
asymptote plotted against the distance from sample
point is 1300mformodel 1.ERVmodel 2 gives some
fluctuation in the MLS and reaches the asymptote at
950 m distance while ERVmodel 3 gives a RSAP of
1100 m (Fig. 5 a–c).
The simulation results suggest that the spatial reso-

lution of the pollen data is about 1 km in the Nellim
area. In other words the spatial reconstruction of the
vegetation seems to be possible to 1 kmdistance from
the sample point. However, it would be rash to make
anyfirmconclusions from theseresultssince thePPE’s
used in the modelling are from southern Sweden and
Denmark and they are likely to be a different from
the actual PPE’s of northern Finland. To date PPE’s
havenotbeencalculatedfornorthernFinlandbut these
should be available in the near future.

Discussions and plans for the future

Models are an effective way to test different sce-
narios. They are especially useful when the aim is to
simulate radical changes and extremities since these
are impossible to implement in ’real life’.As shown
above the modelling can also give some insight into
the limitationsandpossibilitiesof the researchdata. In
viewof this andcomparing the results from theNellim

simulationswithSugita’s (1994)simulation results the
radius of RSAP in Nellim is a little bit higher than
those calculated by Sugita for theoretical landscapes
in the Midwest of the United States.
Thequestion remains, however, ofwhat is theeffect

on the model of having such a very restricted flora,
withScotspinebeingdominantbothinsideandoutside
the RSAP. Since Scots pine is a high pollen producer
this may cause some problems and it is clear that this
aspect must be studied further. This also highlights
the importance of obtaining PPE’swhich are accurate
for northern latitudes.
The investigations will continue with defining the

PPE’s for northern Finland. It is also important to
know the overall amount of background pollen in
the study area so that the fossil pollen record can be
used effectively to reconstruct the vegetation around
the site. Plans have been made to sample large lakes
in the study area in order to analyse the proportion of
current regional i.e. the background pollen from the
sediment surface samples. Lakes have to be chosen
in a way that they have a radius larger than the theo-
retical RSAP so that the pollen loadingwill represent
the amount of pollen coming from outside the RSAP
(Sugita 1994). With these results the overall picture
of the relationship between pollen and vegetation
and pollen and climate in Nellim will most certainly
become clearer.
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Introduction

The southern part of Ostrobothnia, the Suupohja
region, has diverse Quaternary lithostratigraphy
with several clearly distinguishable sedimentary
units. These lithostratigraphical features have been
described in several papers since the 1970’s (see e.g.
Niemelä & Tynni 1979, Saarnisto & Salonen 1995,
Donner 1995, Nenonen 1995). The Suupohja region
consists of the municipalities of Isojoki, Jurva, Kari-
joki,Kauhajoki,Teuva,Kaskinen,Kristiinankaupunki
and Närpiö (Fig. 1).
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The Suupohja region in southern Ostrobothnia, western Finland, has diverse Qua-

ternary lithostratigraphy. Former and recent observations of the lithostratigraphical
units have been compiled and formal names for them proposed. Altogether seventeen
identified units (excluding the Holocene clay, peat and eolian deposits) are included
to the Suupohja Group. It consists of the following formations, from bottom to top:
Karhukangas Formation (nine different lithofacies observed), Kankalo Sand (two or
three different lithofacies),KariluomaTill,Harrinkangas Formation,Kauhajoki Till and
Lumikangas Formation. In addition, to the Paleozoic lithified sandstone, which locally
has been observed at the bottom above the crystalline Precambrian bedrock, the name
“Lauhanvuori Sandstone” is proposed. Majority of the Quaternary sediments have been
deposited inglacial (till) or ice-marginal environment (glaciofluvial andglaciolacustrine/-
marine sediments). In the upper parts also shore and eolian deposits can be observed.
The sediments below the surficial Kauhajoki Till are older than the MiddleWeichselian
Substage, and the oldest sediments in the deeper parts may originate from the Middle
or even Early Pleistocene Epoch.

Key words (GeoRef Thesaurus, AGI): glacial geology, sediments, lithostratigraphy,
stratigraphic units, lithofacies, Quaternary, Pleistocene, South Ostrobothnia, Finland

Former studies have been concentrated almost
exclusively on eskers, which usually have distinct
geomorphology and where abundant open sections
are observable. During the inventory of sand and
gravel resources in the Kauhajoki district (Kurkinen
et al. 1994), also other types of accumulations with
multiple stratigraphy were found, and which do not
have the geomorphological form of an esker. In
these accumulations different types of till units and
both coarse- and fine-grained sorted deposits can
be observed superimposing upon each other. The
drilling made by the Geological Survey of Finland
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at Karhukangas penetrated 95.3 m thick Quaternary
sediment sequence and ended into sandstone (Huhta
1997). The drill core revealed twelve distinguishable
lithofacies, which obviously have been deposited
in different sedimentary environments. Up to five
glacial-deglacial phases can be constructed accord-
ing to the drilling, although it is possible that some
of the multiple layers have been deposited during a
single glaciation due to glacier oscillation or from
different parts of a glacier (see e.g. Brodzikowski &
Van Loon 1991). Different till layers, glaciofluvial,
shore and eolian sediments, permafrost structures and
paleosoils refer to two separate glacial and deglacial
phases (before theHolocene) interpretable even in the
uppermost few metres (Fig. 2). The interpretation of
different lithofacies in the drillings, open sections and
test pits is based on grain-size composition, texture,
color, organic content, sedimentary structures and
directional elements (whenobservable/measureable).
In addition, refraction seismic and ground-penetrat-
ing radar measurementswere utilized (see Pitkäranta
1996, Pitkäranta submitted).

All the observed sedimentary units in the Suupo-
hja region have been grouped to form the Suupohja
Group, which consists of six Quaternary formations.
The sedimentary units have been described recently
in Pitkäranta (submitted) and in previous papers (see
e.g. Niemelä &Tynni 1979,Donner 1988,Gibbard et
al. 1989,Bouchard et al. 1990, Nenonen 1995,Huhta
1997, Kujansuu & Uutela 1997). Four new and two
previous formationnameproposalsarepresentedin the
following. In addition, formal name for the Paleozoic
sandstone (see Simonen & Kouvo 1955, Lehtovaara
1982) is proposed.

Formal lithostratigraphy in glaciated areas

Utilizing formal lithostratigraphy helps in commu-
nication. It is a tool when dealing with more or less
complex lithostratigraphy, andalsoclarifiescorrelation
betweenunits in different areas.Thepresupposition is
that theunits,whicharegoing tobenamed,willbeduly
defined, characterized, described and proposed (see
instructions in the International Stratigraphic Guide,

Fig. 1. The Suupohja region with the thick multilayer accumulations (grey areas). The “till-covered eskers” (see
Niemelä 1978) are marked as black and eskers without till cover as white. Sites described in previous papers are
also indicated.
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Hedberg 1976 [1st edition] and Salvador 1994 [2nd
edition]). Using formal names diminishes confusing,
subjective and nonconsistent descriptive terms.
Assigning formal names to lithostratigraphical

units has been rarely used in Finland and in Fenno-
scandia as a whole (cf. Gibbard 1992). Reasons for
this are probably lack of tradition to name units and
the fact that Quaternary deposits in Fennoscandia
are relatively thin and heterogenous, and particular
lithofacies associations occur usually in only limited
area. This may lead to a jungle of lithostratigraphic
names, because both litho- and chronostratigraphic
correlation between different areas is difficult, and
hence combining units from different areas is often
impossible.Deposits from the same time interval and
even the same sedimentary eventmay vary a lot from
one place to another.Also sediments originating from
a single sedimentary event can vary a lot in a vertical
section (see e.g. Eyles et al. 1983, Johnson & Hansel
1990,Brodzikowski&VanLoon1991).Furthermore,
the lack of organic sediments and fossils make the
correlation uncertain. If they are present, possible
redepositionmust be considered.Finally, detailed de-
scriptions of the deposits have concerned only limited
areas, andeven then thedescriptionsareheterogenous.
They don’t necessarily fill the requirements, which
should be taken into account when assigning formal
names (see Salvador 1994).

One problem in the procedure of formal naming is
the designation of stratotypes (type sections). Natural
sections, such as river terraces and seaside cliffs, are
rare in these areas. Observations have been made
usually at artificially made open sections (e.g. quar-
ries, construction sites), where excavation is going
on and the original description sites will easily be
destroyed. On the other hand, where excavation has
ceased, section walls will collapse or they have been
filled.Consequently, designated stratotypes lose their
information/position as a representative observation
site for particular lithostratigraphic units. Thus, in ad-
dition to thedesignationof theoriginal primary strato-
type (holostratotype), also supplementary stratotypes
(parastratotypes) should be indicated if possible (see
Salvador 1994). One possibility is also to establish
rules, how to preserve valuable geological sections.

Proposed formal names for the Suupohja Group

Up to seven different till units, three glaciomar-
ine/-lacustrine units, three glaciofluvial, two wave-
generated and three eolian sediment units (including
Holocene sediments) have been interpreted in the
Suupohja region.All theobserved lithofaciesand their
formal names are summarized inTable 1.Generalized
cross-section fromKarhukangas to Lumikangaswith
identified lithofacies is illustrated in Figure 2. Five

Lithostratigraphic
names

Observable units Short description of the sediments
with interpretation

Chronostratigra-
phy

Type section
or type area

Lumikangas
Formation

Stratified sand and gravel, shore deposit Holocene X=6910.00
Y=1559.80
Z=165

Kauhajoki Till Two different
types (see Bou-
chard et al. 1990)

Dark massive basal till, high content of
fines (35 – 60 % < 0.0625 mm)

Middle or Late
Weichselian

X=6915.50
Y=1560.45
Z=140

Harrinkangas
Formation

Several different
units (see Gib-
bard et al. 1989)

Glaciofluvial gravel, sand and silt, com-
pact, deformed, permafrost structures

Late Saalian
– Eem

X=6915.50
Y=1560.45
Z=140

Kariluoma Till At least two
different types

Light compact sandy lodgement till, 10
– 30 % < 0.0625 mm

Late Pleistocene
(Late Saalian)

X=6909.71
Y=1549.02
Z=140 *

Kankalo Sand Three units Stratified, cross-bedded and ripple cross-
laminated medium-grained glacioflu-
vial, shore and eolian sands, compact,
deformed, permafrost structures

Middle or Late
Pleistocene (Mid-
dle Saalian) (?)

X=6914.42
Y=1547.56
Z=125 *

Karhukangas
Formation

Nine units (see
Huhta 1997)

Mainly tills and glacilacustrine/-marine
sediments superimposing each other

Early or Middle
Pleistocene (?)

Type area:
central part of
Karhukangas

Lauhanvuori
Sandstone

(see Simonen &
Kouvo 1955,
Lehtovaara 1982)

Lithified sandstone (minor occurences of
conglomerate)

Paleozoic Type area:
Lauhanvuori hill

* Also supplementary type sections designated.

Table 1. Summary of the lithostratigraphy, brief description of the deposits and tentative chronostratigraphy of the Suupohja
Group sediments. The locations of the type sections are indicated in the Finnish co-ordinate system, Zone 1. Elevation (Z) in
meters above present sea level.
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new formation names have been proposed: Lauhan-
vuori Sandstone, Karhukangas Formation, Kankalo
Sand, Kariluoma Till and Lumikangas Formation. In
addition, two formations have been described and
named earlier: the Harrinkangas Formation and the
Kauhajoki Till (Gibbard et al. 1989, Bouchard et al.
1990). Furthermore, the Ostrobothnia Geosol (Ku-
jansuu et al. 1991) has been proposed as the formal
name for the paleosoils found in the Suupohja region.
All the formations mentioned above are included to
the Suupohja Group.

Age estimations of the Suupohja Group
sediments

Chronostratigraphy of the Suupohja Group sedi-
ments is by far unknown at present (see Table 1).
Several thermo-andopticallystimulatedluminescense
datings have been made on the deposits correlative
to the Harrinkangas Formation (see Nenonen 1995
with references). They refer to ages ranging from
around 160 ka to 70 ka, i.e. from the Late Saalian to
the beginning of the Middle Weichselian Substages.
Consequently, it canbe assumed that all the sediments
below the Kauhajoki Till are older than the Middle
WeichselianSubstage(Table1andFig.2).Also lithos-
tratigraphy and particular post-depositional features
suggest older than theMiddleWeichselian age for the
sediments below the Kauhajoki Till (see Pitkäranta
submitted). Two TL datings made from the Kankalo

Sand referred to infinite ages (Kujansuu & Uutela
1997), although there were some uncertainties with
the timing. The Kankalo Sand is probably older than
theHarrinkangasFormation, andpre-LateSaalianage
can be estimated for that formation. The ages of the
different lithofacies of the Karhukangas Formation
remain unknown, as no datings are available. Middle
and even Early Pleistocene age can be estimated for
the deeper layers. Microfossil and organic contents
in the fine-grained sediments are negligible, and they
don’t reveal the sedimentation environments.
Thepaleosoils (OstrobothniaGeosol)are interpreted

to originate from the prolonged ice-free period ex-
tending from the Eemian to the Middle Weichselian
Substage, i.e. ~ 125 – 74 ka before present (see also
Kujansuuetal.1991,Kujansuu1992,Hüttetal.1993).
Permafrost structures in theHarrinkangas Formation
and the Kankalo Sand indicate fairly long and cold
ice-free period in theEarlyWeichselian, although it is
alsopossible that thepermafroststructures in these two
formationsoriginate fromdifferentcoldperiods.Both
paleosoils and permafrost features are good marker
horizons in lithostratigraphic and chronostratigraphic
correlation.

Conclusions

The Suupohja Group consists of six Quaternary
formations. This division is based on the interpreta-
tion that the named formations have been deposited

Fig. 2. Generalized cross-section with observed lithostratigraphy through Karhukangas, Kivistönkangas and Lumi-
kangas.
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in different sedimentary environments and probably
in different glacial-deglacial phases. The lowermost
Karhukangas Formation has been observed only
in drillings and indirectly in refraction seismic and
ground-penetrating radar measurements. Tills and
glaciolacustrineorglaciomarinedepositspredominate
in that formation. The upper parts of the Kankalo
Sand, as also the other formations above it, can be
detected at open sections. They are mainly tills and
glaciofluvial deposits. Relatively thin layers of shore
and eolian deposits have beendetermined in theupper
parts, too. The Kankalo Sand, Kariluoma Till, Har-
rinkangasFormation,KauhajokiTill andLumikangas
Formation are clearly distinguishable units and prob-
ably of different origin, and hence they have been
separated into different formations. The majority of
the Suupohja Group sediments have been deposited
in glacial or near-glacial environments.
Fine-grainedwaterlainsedimentsoccur in thedeeper

parts of the deposits, because during the time of their
deposition, the area was relatively low-lying terrain.
Shallow water, glacial and terrestrial sediments pre-
dominate in the upper parts.
Because there is a rich diversity of Quaternary

stratigraphy in the Suupohja region, it is particularly
suitable area for formal lithostratigraphical examina-
tion.
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TheKvarkenArchipelago is situated in the centre of theFennoscandian glacioisostatic

land uplift area, with an overall net uplift rate of 8 to 8.5 mm per year.At a maintained
uplift rate Finland and Sweden will become connected with a land bridge across the
Kvarken strait in about 2500 years. The Bothnian Bay will then become the largest
freshwater lake in Europe.
The rapid land uplift gains approximately 100 hectares of new land emerging from the

BalticSeaannuallyat theKvarkenarchipelago,Western lowtopographycoastofFinland.
TheKvarkenArchipelago is characterized by extensive moraine ridge topography and a
shallow brackish sea (= low salinity 4–5 per mil). The area includes approximately 7000
islands and islets and a total shoreline of approx. 3000 kilometres. The bedrock is eroded
to a peneplain already during the late Proterozoic thus forming unique platform for the
study of rapid isostatic land uplift and its effects on geological and coastal processes as
well as the biological successions of plant communities.
The Quaternary deposits on top of crystalline bedrock is composed of moraine

formations, dating back to the last deglaciation. The major geomorphologic feature,
which makes the Kvarken Archipelago area extraordinary, is the spectacular De Geer
moraine fields, deposited during the gradual deglaciation of the continental ice sheet.
The De Geer moraines are exceptionally abundant, well formed and representative and
frequently appear in large fields within the area. Also, hummocky moraines and other
types of transversal moraine ridges occur.
At the modern sea bottom in theKvarken Strait,where the moraines have not yet been

exposed to wave and current activity, the moraines have their original form created by
the inland-ice. Owing to the ongoing land uplift process these are rising above the sea
surface, as further invaluable geological records. Finland has made application of The
KvarkenArchipelago to UNESCO`s World Heritage Committee on January 2005 to be
nominated as aWorldHeritage object on Natural criterion (i):“be outstanding examples
representing major stages of the earth’s history, including the record of life, significant
ongoinggeologicalprocesses in thedevelopmentof landforms,or significantgeomorphic
or physiographic features”.

Key words (GeoRef Thesaurus, AGI): archipelagos, geomorphology, glacial features,
moraines,DeGeer moraines, hummockymoraines, stratotypes, uplifts, marine geology,
Quaternary, Merenkurkku, Kvarken, Finland
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Introduction

The Kvarken Archipelago has undergone a long
sequence of geological processes. What we can see
today isonepartof thegeologicevolutionof theearth’s
crust: crystalline bedrock from ancient times and
overburden representingyounggeologic processes as
a heritage of the ice age. Ongoing geologic processes
are rapidly and invariably changing the face of this
unique area over the course of a human’s lifetime.
Theglacial eventsand formationsof theQuaternary

ice age have built up the unique landscape and land-
forms of the KvarkenArchipelago (Fig. 2). The long
lasting erosion and peneplanation of the Precambrian
bedrock form a peculiar platform for the dynamic,
ongoing geological processes. Since the early days of
glacial geology, the Kvarken area has been the focus
of scientific research dealing with postglacial land
uplift, moraine morphology and deglaciation.
The Northern Kvarken is the narrowest part of the

Gulf ofBothnia in thenorthernBaltic Sea, connecting
Finland’s Ostrobothnia (Pohjanmaa) and Sweden’s
Västerbotten. The distance from the Finnish to the
Swedish coast is 80 km, with only 25 km between
the outermost islands (Fig. 1). NorthernKvarken also
forms a submarine sill,which separates theBothnian
Sea in the south from the Bothnian Bay in the north.
The Kvarken Archipelago is situated at the eastern

part of the NorthernKvarken. There are more islands
than at any other archipelago in the Gulf of Bothnia.
However, only few islands are located along the
Swedish coast.
The bathymetry of this area has changed consider-

ably since the last deglaciation, mainly due to the
relatively strong land uplift.At present, the Northern
Kvarken is very shallow (0–25 m) and shoaly, but
during and just after the last deglaciation (around 10
000 years ago) it was submerged 250 – 280 meters.
The area includes 6,550 islands and a total shoreline
of 2,840 kilometres, a large number of peninsulas and
bays, and extensive stony seashores in the Kvarken
Archipelagoarea.The land increase in thearea isabout
100ha/year based on calculations from1:20000 scale
digital base maps of different ages. The highest hill
peak (17.5 m a.s.l.) is situated on Replot Island.
During the last glaciation, the Northern Kvarken

was located close to the centre of theWeichselian ice
sheet, which reached ~2800 m thickness during the
glacial maximum (Svendsen et al 2004). The islands
of the region are smooth, glacially eroded, low rocky
islands,whichare characterizedby till boulders on the
shores.Also typical for the very special landscape of
theKvarken area are boulder-rich ridges so-calledDe
Geer moraines. On the Swedish side of the Northern
Kvarken, the shoreline is steeper and the archipelago
smaller with just a few islands. The landscape in

Fig. 1. Location of the proposed world heritage area (Ollqvist & Rinkineva-Kantola 2004).
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Swedish side is dominated by streamlined till ridges,
drumlins and flutings and elevated shore deposits,
shinglefieldonshore slopes thoughDeGeermoraines
occur there too but more sparsely.
The World Heritage application of The Kvarken

Archipelago is stated by arguments of outstanding
universal value for the understanding of how glacial
and deglaciation processes form a landscape. The
KvarkenArchipelago is also the most representative
area in the world for studying moraine archipelagos
and the landupliftphenomena.TheHighCoastWorld
Heritage and the Kvarken Archipelago represent
complementary examples of post-glacial uplifting
landscapes (Ollqvist & Rinkineva-Kantola 2004,
Breilin et al. 2004) (Fig. 1).
As a complement to the High CoastWorld Herit-

age Site, TheKvarkenArchipelago is proposed to the
WorldHeritage List based onNatural criterion (i):“be
outstandingexamples representingmajor stagesof the
earth’s history, including the record of life, significant
ongoing geological processes in the development of
landforms,orsignificantgeomorphicorphysiographic
features”(Ollqvist&Rinkineva-Kantola2004,Breilin
et al. 2004).

Glacial formations

The most widespread surficial and seafloor sedi-
mentary deposit in the Kvarken area is glacial till
and its moraine formations. Till consists of varying
amounts of boulders, stones, gravel, sand, silt and

Fig.2.Thedivergingof thedeGeermoraine and large transversalmoraine
ridge clusters in the north shown by geographical elevation model. The
Söderfjärdenmeteoriteimpactcrater(S) isshownnearVaasain thesouthern
partof the image. 1=deGeermoraine and large transversalmoraine ridge,
2 = hummocky moraine. Star dots I and II = locations of excavations on
moraine ridges (see Figs. 6 and 7) (Compilation: M. Paalijärvi).

GEOLOGICAL FEATURES OFTHE KVARKENARCHIPELAGO

QUATERNARYDEPOSITS
o Quaternary deposits consist of young mainly glacial sediments approx. 13 000 – 10 000 BP years old.
Maximum thickness up to 50 m, average 5 m.

o Complex deglaciation pattern with several ongoing ice-flow stages.
o Main soil types are glacial till, boulder fields and marine/littoral sediments and young organic deposits
like gyttja and peat bogs.

o Typical glacial formations are De Geer moraines and large traversal “Rogen type” moraines, which
form large moraine fields with hundreds of formations. Also, some hummocky moraine fields and
minor drumlins occur.

o Rapid glacial isostatic land uplift (8 – 8.5 mm/year) and new land emerges from under the sea with an
area of 100 ha/year.

BEDROCK
o The hard crystalline bedrock belongs to the Precambrian Svecofennian schist belt.
o The bedrock consists mainly of gneiss, diatexite, granites and diabase.
o The history of bedrock contains 11 different phases, aging from 1,9 Ga to 520Ma.
o Palaeozoic sediments began to deposit on the eroded Precambrian peneplain 520 million years ago.
o The main part of these sediments is also missing (due to peneplanation erosion processes).
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clay. Till generally lies directly on the bedrock and
largely follows its surface configuration. Till also
commonly forms surficial configurations like various
moraine ridges andhummocks (Fig.3).NumerousDe
Geer moraines are a specific feature of the Kvarken
Archipelago.Thebest area to studyDeGeermoraines
is in the Björkö Svedjehamn area (Fig. 4).

Moraines parallel to the ice direction

A drumlin is the oval-shaped streamlined ridge
formed beneath an ice-sheet as itmoved over the ter-

rain. Drumlins and drumlinoid formations are often
found in groups and the ridgesmay extend for several
kilometers.Drumlinsarecomposedmainlyofbasal till
or lodgement till.Fluting ridgesareeitherdepositional
or erosional small glacial features on the basal till
surfaces, indicating the last ice flow direction.
Both drumlins and flutings form a small field at

Norra Vallgrund where the younger transversal mo-
raines cover the streamlined parallel moraine forms.
In the Swedish side of theKvarken both drumlins and
flutings are the major moraine forms on till areas.

Fig. 3. Schematic figure of the moraine formations in theKvarken area. 1.Drumlins, 2. Flutings, 3. Large transversal
moraines (Rogen type), 4. De Geer moraines, 5. Hummocky moraines, 6. Boulder-rich surface, 7. End moraines, 8.
Latest ice flow direction (Drawing: H. Kutvonen).

Fig. 4. Helicopter view of the De Geer Moraines. Björkö Svedjehamn. (Photo:A. Hämäläinen, 2000)
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Moraines parallel to the ice margin

Endmoraines belong to this class andmay either be
large or small, short or long. The end moraines were
formed along the ice margin and often have an asym-
metrical shape with a gentle stoss-side and a steeper
lee-side.Aclosely related typeofmoraine, theDeGeer
moraine, occurs in clusters in lowland areas (Fig. 4).
Earlier, it was thought that the moraineswere formed
at the ice margin and were a type of end moraine. De
Geer moraines are most commonly till ridges up to 5
m high, from 10–50m wide and a couple of hundred
meters long. In rare instances, the height exceeds 5 m
and length 1000m.Themoraines occur at 40 – 300m
intervals in largegroups,mostly in low-lyinglandscape
areas. The Replot and Björkö areas in the Kvarken
Archipelago are the best examples of clusters of De
Geer moraines in Finland (Aartolahti 1988).
In the Kvarken Archipelago area, the amount of

De Geer moraine ridges is greatest and they occur
in very compact formation swarms. The width of the
formations is often over 50m and the formations are
symmetrical (Laaksonen 1994). In some areas, the
formations seem to be related or deposited on top of

drumlin formsandotherhummockmoraine forms like
large transversal Rogen type ridges. In the Märaskär
and Köklot areas, De Geer moraines are deposited
on top of larger Rogen type moraine formations and
the long axis of both moraine formations forms a
network pattern in the terrain and archipelago. Laak-
sonen (1994) put forward a competing hypothesis of
stabile laminar basal flow of ice as an explanation of
the wave like pattern and symmetric forms of the De
Geer moraines and swarms. It is evident that bothDe
Geer moraines, transverse basal till ridges (Rogen
typemorainesor ribbed ridges) and radial streamlined
moraine ridges (drumlins) occur in the same area of
Replot and Björkö islands. There may also be a con-
nection between the clusters ofDeGeermoraines and
tectonic features (Lundqvist 2000).
TheDeGeermoraine formationwerefirstdescribed

in Sweden by De Geer (1889) and called De Geer
moraines by Hoppe (1957) or washboard moraines
by Mawdsley (1936). In the case of the Kvarken
Archipelago, thewater depth during deglaciation and
formation of the moraine ridgeswas 250–280m.Ac-
cording to thecurrentmorainegenesisexplanation, the
moraine ridgeswere formed in the crevasses running
parallel to the ice margin in sub -aquatic conditions.
Huge icebergs calved at the ice front and theDeGeer
moraine reflects theprobablepositionof the retreating
ice margin (Fig. 5).

Hummocky moraines

Hummocky moraines principally occur in valleys
andinflat-lyingareas.Hummockymorainesare irregu-
lar andnon-oriented formations,usually5–20mhigh,
and form a mosaic of lakes, tarns, and peatlands. The
moraineswere deposited in theKvarken area beneath
the melting and thinning glacier front in sub-aquatic
conditions. Material in these formations is usually
washed and coarse grained till (melt out till). Most of
the hummockymoraine formationswere deposited in
the final stage of the last deglaciation. In a way, they
witness the non-oriented deposition character of till
material during the formation of De Geer moraines.
In some localities, the texture of the faulted and fis-
suredglacier frontcanbeseen in thehummocky relief,
sometimes resembling ring-ridge type of deposition
like in Puljumoraines or ribbedmoraines in Northern
Finland (comp. Sarala 2003, 2004 and Johansson &
Nenonen 1991). Some hummocks are just heaps of
till that were deposited, squeezed or that flowed in a
crevasse or cavity beneath the melting glacier.
ARogen moraine is a type of hummocky moraine

or ribbed moraine characterized by ridges, that are
irregular in detail but largely at right angles to the

Fig. 5. The suggested formation of De Geer moraines (Drawings: Harri
Kutvonen).
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direction in which the ice was moving (comp. Lun-
dqvist 1989, Hätterstrand 1997 and Sarala 2003,
2004). Rogen type moraines are often composed of
basal till or lodgement till and deposited clearly in
sub glacial conditions probably in the same zones as
the drumlins. Transversal basal till ridges occurs in
swarms and often inside drumlin fields. Some Rogen
type moraine formations in the Kvarken area have
developed elongated tails parallel to the last ice flow
directions, thus showing a relationship to the drumlin
forming processes. Rogen-like transversal moraine
formations occur in the Köklot, Mickelsörarna and
Valsörarna areas.
The drumlins and large transversal moraine ridges

(Rogen type) were formed below the ice sheet, some
200 – 700 km inside ice margin. At that time, huge
ice lobes filled theBothnianBay area and the ice flow
was roughly south-southeast as shown by striations
and drumlin orientations on maps (comp. Bargel et
al. 1999). The term hummocky moraine is used to
describe all kinds of moraine hummocks. Cuts in the
morainesanddocumentationsof thesectionsgive tools
for a more detailed classification. In recent investiga-
tions, new evidence of complex ice flow directions
have been discovered (Geonat 2004). Therefore, the
Kvarken Archipelago might become one of the key
areas for understanding the Early- and Mid- phases
of Weichselian glaciation.
One striking phenomenon in the Kvarken Archi-

pelago is the boulder rich till surfaces even in shal-
low sea areas, like in the Ikmo Lillön area, Halsön
Island and the Bergö Gaddarna rocky islets. Some of
the boulders are huge erratics transported by flowing
glacier ice or floating icebergs in the Ancylus Lake.
The granitic rock types are susceptible to intensive
cubic cracking and thus large boulders and erratics

are easily carried by the glacier from rock outcrops
and possible preglacial inselberg or tor like bedrock
formations. This boulder rich undulating moraine
terrain is an example of glacioaquatic and subaquatic
till deposition and represents the youngest till deposit
and moraines in the area.

Structure of the De Geermoraine and large
transversal moraine ridge at Björköby and
Köklot

Three representative moraine formations in the
GEONAT research areawere chosen for further stud-
ies.TheBjörköSkagbackDeGeermoraine formation
represents a well-shaped prominent higher moraine
ridgewitha smoothproximal side and steeplydipping
distal side.Two testpitsandone trenchwereexcavated
in this formation. The Björkö Ohls De Geer moraine
formation represents a lower moraine ridge were the
proximal and distal sides are both smoothly dipping
(location II inFig.2).One study trenchwas excavated
in this formation. Both De Geer ridges are located
within theBjörköbyDeGeer moraine fieldwhere the
terrain is covered with numerous higher and lower
moraine ridges at less than 100- meter intervals. The
thirdchosenformationatKöklotFuruskäret represents
larger,moreprominent transversalmoraineformations
of Rogen type (location I in Fig. 2).DeGeer moraine
formationsareona transversalpositionandoverlie the
largerKöklotmoraines especially north fromKöklot
in the Mickelsörarna area.
Three test pits were excavated in the formation

at Köklot. The cuttings and trenches in the Björkö
Skagback and Björkö Ohls De Geer moraine forma-
tions revealed that both lodgement till and melt out
till are present in the formations. The till fabric in

Fig. 6. Schematic cross section from test pit excavated in the low-lying De Geer moraine Björkö Ohls. Ice flow
direction from left to right in drawing. 1= sandy loam, 2= melt out till with deformation structures and 3= basal till
with some deformation structure (location II in Figure 2, Drawing: H. Kutvonen)
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both moraine types showed relatively good preferred
orientation along the latest ice flow direction though
some fabric analyses also showed transversal peaks
or were not oriented (Fig. 6).
The structure of the tillmaterial shows that shearing

and deformation was present during the depositional
process. Shear planes, glaciotectonic folds, thrust
structures and good preferred orientation in the till
fabric shows the presence of actively flowing ice and
deposition in a subglacial environment. The texture
of the till material is a matrix supported in the lodge-
ment type till and both the matrix and clast were
supported in the melt out till type, which also shows
sorting of sand and gravel material. The sorting and
coarser texture of the melt out till type demonstrates
the presence ofwater in the depositional process. The
petrographiccompositionof the till types in theBjörkö
formations showsquite similar transportconditions in
both formations and moraines and results are typical
of subglacial basal tills.
Results of the excavations of the largerKöklot Fu-

ruskäret moraine formation differ considerably from
the Björkö formations. The till type in the Köklot
formation is of amelt out type.The structure of the till
shows sorting, sandywrappingsunderandover stones
and boulders, abundantly sorted sandy and gravelly

lenses, bed and layer structure in till and some fold-
ing and bending of the sorted layers (Fig. 7). The till
fabric is poorly oriented. One fabric analysis shows
a northerly fabric, which coincides with younger
northerly striations and De Geer moraines deposited
by a northeastern ice flow. The moraine in the Kök-
lot formation is over consolidated and was clearly
deposited in subglacial conditions. The petrographic
composition differs clearly from the Björköby area
showing abundant granites and porfyric granodirites
in the ice flow direction.
The studied moraine formations in Björkö and

Köklot are clearly of subglacial and subaquatic origin
(comp. Benn & Evans 1998). The Björkö De Geer
moraine formations shows actively flowing, deform-
ing and pushing behavior of the ice edge rather than
the melting, loading and convoluting, crevasse fill
phenomena of subglacial ice crevasses (Fig. 8). The
depositional environment indicates sub marginal
formation of parallel moraine ridges at a calving ice
margin(comp.Aartolahti1995andLindenetal.2004).
TheKöklot large transversalmoraineformationsshow
abundant subglacialmelting, glacial loading, consoli-
dating of melt out till and probably reactivation of the
glacier sole. The Köklot formations probably have a
complex origin and there are still riddles to be solved

Fig. 7. Schematic profile and photograph from the test pit excavated in
large transversal moraine ridge in Köklot. The length of the red knife
grip is 10 cm (location II in Fig. 2) (Drawing: H. Kutvonen). (Photo: J.
Ojalainen, 2003).
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in these formations (comp. Benn & Evans 1998 and
Aartolahti 1995).

Svedjehamn gyttja

Excavations at Svedjehamn, Björköby in the
northern part of the archipelago discovered a new
till covered organic deposit under a 3 – 4 meter thick
till cover (Matti Räsänen, personal communication)
(Fig. 9).A test pit was excavated at the De Geer mo-
raine’s distal site. Later also several sediment core
drillings where made to the spot. The till cover over
the organic deposit is composed of a sandy till of melt
out type.After preliminary laboratory investigations,
the organic deposit is interpreted to be gyttja depos-
ited in fresh water conditions. Pollen flora is mainly
Betula, representing interstadial conditions of Early-
or Mid-Weichselian stages (Matti Räsänen, personal
communication).Thegyttja is just a fewmeters above
the present sea level and is in the lowest topographic
position compared with any other till covered or-
ganic deposit in Ostrobothnia (Nenonen 1995). This
deposit is clear evidence of a much lower sea level
stage in the Bothnian Bay area before the last glacial
maximum (see Fig. 10).Drillings and earth penetrat-
ing radar surveys where made in the location during
fall 2004.A detailed study of the biostratigraphy and
litostratigraphy of Svedjehamn Gyttja is under work
in the University of Turku.

Fig. 8. Schematic picture of the De Geer moraines in the Björkö area.
Arrow indicates the last ice flow direction, which is perpendicular to the
De Geer moraine ridges. Wedge-like brown basal moraine in the forma-
tions illustrates shearing andpushingbehaviour of ice edge.Graymoraine
inclusions illustrate the melt out facies of the basal till at the distal side
of moraine formations (Drawing: H. Kutvonen).

Fig. 9. Svedjehamn gyttja site and example of the gyttja sample. Blue
areas in sample shows vivianite –mineral,which is typical for till covered
organic deposits. (Photo: J. Ojalainen, 2004)

Fig. 10. Bothnian Bay and Baltic Sea area during Weichselian intersta-
dials (Nenonen 1995).
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Complex Ice flow pattern in the Kvarken
Archipelago

Based on field observations, the phenomena of
weakglacial erosionandcomplex iceflowpattern
in the Kvarken Archipelago are strong (Geonat
2004). Evidence of these phenomena is formed
in different phases of glaciations. Part of striae
and the Svedjehamn organic layer could be of
Mid or Early Weichselian age. Field observa-
tions of several boulder fields show that rock
types are local and in many cases boulder fields
are interpreted as erosional remains. This sup-
ports the theory of weak glacial erosion in the
Kvarken area.

Glacial striaes

Onfreshoutcrops,glacialstriaesareclearlyseen
in shore areas of thousands of islands and islets
(Fig. 11). Faceted, polished surface also appear
in some outcrops. Based on field observations of
these glacial striae (Fig. 12), ice flow direction
has been between 330° – 80° degrees. In the same
outcrops, the angle of different directions could
be nearly 90° degrees.Also, a direction near 360°

degrees has been observed. In some outcrops,
the youngest and oldest directions are not same
through the area (Geonat 2003, 2004). In some
outcrops, the youngest direction is 40° – 65° and
in some outcrops 335° – 360°.

Geomorphology

DeGeermorainesandlarge transversalmoraine
ridges are the main formations of the Quaternary
deposits in the KvarkenArchipelago. The direc-
tionof the longitudinalaxisofmoraineformations
is complex, which supports the complex glacial
striae directions (Figs. 2 and 8). Moraines over-
lying each other can be seen in some areas. The
angle of overlying formations could be up to 90°
degrees in northeast parts of the Mickelsörarna
area of the archipelago. On the Swedish side, the
deglaciation morphology is different. The main
feature is a large and intensive drumlin field,
which continues from the mainland to the sea
bottom (Geonat 2003). The morphology of the
sea bottom changes rapidly from drumlin fields
to De Geer and large transversal moraine fields
approximately 5 km east of Holmö Island on the
Swedish coast.

Fig. 11. Crossed glacial striaes (350° – 65°) on a bedrock outcrop on Storskäret Island.Direction of theGPS receiver
is 65°. (Photo: O. Breilin, 2003)
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Land uplift – historic, present and future

Land uplift studies have a long and respectable
history in Finland and Sweden. Changes in shoreline
during a human lifetime can be easily observed and
hadbeennoticedearly.ThewriterZachrisTOPELIUS
depicted late 19th Century the land uplift thus:
“Most noticeable are the effects of this, partly still

unexplained, phenomenon. The land rises from the
sea, the sea flees, shores are exposed, and the slope
is moving forward. Where in days of old ships were
sailing, now hardly a ship can travel; where once the
fisherman cast his net, now his cows go grazing on
the coastal meadow. Banks and rocks appear out of
the water, of which no sea chart has had knowledge
before; banks expand into islets, these grow together
and connect with the mainland. Beaches expand;
harbours dry up, seaports mustmove after the fleeing
sea. Every generation of men, new arable land rises
from thesea, everycenturygrantsFinlandakingdom”
(Edlund 1893).
Oneencountersmanyare-ownedscientist’snamein

the field of land uplift research, like the SwedeGerard

Fig. 12. Location and direction of glacial striations at Kvarken Archipelago (Compilation: J. Ojalainen, Geonat
2003).

DE GEER who proved land uplift to be a residual
rebound phenomenon from the ice ageFinnish geolo-
gistWilhelm RAMSAY,who separated conceptually
the isostatic land uplift and the eustatic change of sea
level fromeach other (TheFinnishGeodetic Institute,
http://www.fgi.fi/yleis/historia_eng.html).
The total depression of the earth surfaces is cal-

culated at 800-1000 m (Taipale & Saarnisto 1990,
Eriksson &Henkel 1994,Kakkuri & Virkki 2004). It
is assumed that the land uplift will continue some 10
000 to 12 500 years in theKvarken area and it will still
probably result in 100-125 m of isostatic land uplift
(Kakkuri 1991). So the uplift will continue until the
depression of the geoid is reversed or the next oncom-
ing glaciation begins to load and submerge theEarth’s
crust in the Kvarken area. The sub-aquatic Kvarken
area is a shallow sill with a maximum water depth
of 30 m. According to the shore level displacement
curve, the sill will be just a strip of water in about 2
500 years (Figs. 13 and 14).
The land uplift had already begun during the melt-

ing and thinning of ice 15 000 years ago during the
glacial retreat from the Baltic area. During the first
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thousand years, the land uplift in the deglaciated
areas was calculated to be up to 10m in 100 years or
100mm/ year (Saarnisto1981).According to the latest
Weichselian ice sheet LGM models, the maximum
thickness of the ice had been approximately 2 800m
(Svendsen et al. 2004).
The isostatic land uplift creates not only new land

but also many practical problems for the northern
Kvarken area. All old harbours are, at present, dry
land. The Vaasa-Korsholm harbour that was founded
in 12th century is situated 10 km inland from the
presentVaskiluoto harbour that was founded in 1890.
New land emerges from the shallow sea at a rate of
several hectares for individual villages per year. For
example, in Replot and Björkö villages 35 hectares
of land emerges annually (Palomäki 1988). In the
proposed Kvarken Archipelago world heritage area
new land emerges from the sea approximately 100 ha
annually (Geonat2004,Ollqvist&Rinkineva-Kantola

Fig. 13. Present isobases of land uplift (mm per year) in Eastern and
Central Scandinavia (Alalammi 1990).

Fig. 14.Future of theBothnianBaywhich is the northern part of theBaltic
Sea (DEM Seifert et al. 2001, processing: H. Virkki).
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2004). It is estimated that the total new land gain is
approximately 7 square kilometres along the Finnish
coast (Kakkuri & Virkki 2004).
Also, the construction of deeper harbour basins

and canals is a continuous struggle against sea and
marine routes that are becoming shallower. A typi-
cal phenomenon is summer cottages and their boat
shelters lying far inland from the present day shallow
shoreline of many low lying islands and peninsulas
along the Finnish side of theKvarken area (see Osala
1988). The land virtually rises from the shallow sea
during the span of a human’s lifetime.At first, some
elongated boulder rich ridges and reefs emerge and
seabirds begin nesting there, then the moraine ridges
growtogether toformelongatedbushymoraine islands
and finally close into small lagoons. The new soil is
fertile and plant cover appears to become established
on the shores almost immediately.As land uplift con-
tinues, the lagoonsbecome separated from the sea and
develop as freshwater ponds or “fladas” and lakes that
occasionally get saline intrusions of flooding water
from the sea during stormy days. As the vegetation
occupies the freshwater ponds wetland development
begins, which continues to form raised peatlands in
a span of thousand years.
The current relative uplift is about 8.0 mm on the

Finnish side of Kvarken area and about 8.5 mm on
the Swedish side according to the current postglacial
land uplift information from three precise surveys in
Finland (Ekman 1996, Mäkinen & Saaranen 1998)
(Fig. 13). On the basis of gravimetric surveys of the
Geodetic Institute, the Fennoskandian land uplift is
associated with some mass flow in the deep mantle
layers of theEarth.When, for example, the land uplift
in the Vaasa area in relation to the centre of the Earth
is approximately 10mm/y, gravity has diminished in
26 years (0.24×10×26microgals), or about 0.06mil-
ligals. (The Finnish Geodetic Institute, http://www.
fgi.fi/yleis/historia_eng.html)

Marine geology of the KvarkenArchipelago

The narrowest part of theGulf ofBothnia,Kvarken
area, forms a submarine sill (25 m) that separates the
Bothnian Sea in the south from the Bothnian Bay in
thenorth.TheKvarkenArchipelagoalso includesareas
outside the sill where greater depths occur sparsely
(~83matmaximum).Due to the relatively rapid land
uplift, thebathymetryof theKvarkenArchipelagohas
changed dramatically since the last deglaciation. The
majority of the Kvarken Archipelago is very shal-
low (0–25 m) and shoaly. The fairways are shallow,
boulder-rich, and mostly less than 10 meters deep.
During, and just after the last deglaciation (around

10,000 years ago), the archipelago was submerged
more than 200 m.
Seafloor geologic information was obtained using

acoustic-seismic investigationmethods and sediment
sampling. Acoustic-seismic methods used include
echo sounding (MeriData MD 28 kHz transmitters);
single-channel seismic reflection (Electro Magnetic
implosion type sound source, ELMA, 400–700 Hz,
depth resolution of ± 2m) and side scan sonar (Klein
SA 350, 100 kHz) surveys.
Theseafloormorphology ischaracterisedbytectonic

lines in Vaasa granite, and hummocky and De Geer
moraines. The crystalline bedrock is similar on both
sides of the Northern Kvarken and thus it is assumed
that this is true also for the sea area, althoughno actual
data are available (Winterhalter 2000). Sedimentary
rocks exist on the seafloor of the Bothnian Sea and
the Bothnian Bay but the rocks have not yet been
found in the KvarkenArchipelago. However, Lower
Cambrian sedimentary rocks occur in the coastal area
(Söderfjärden), close to the city of Vaasa.
The entire Baltic Sea basin has undergone several

Fig. 15.Echosounding (A) and acoustic reflection profiles (B) ofDeGeer
moraines (Compilation:A. Reijonen).
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glaciations during the Late Pliocene and Pleistocene
(the past ~2.7 million years). During this time, the
Kvarken and Baltic Sea areas have been repeatedly
subjected to glacial erosion and accumulation. How-
ever, information on possible interglacial deposits
in the present marine area is still very scarce. From
earlier geological stages, there are indications of land
uplift in theBothnianBay areaof 100mabovepresent
level, anda loweringof theoceansea levelwouldhave
changed the hydrography of the whole area.
The Bothnian Bay and the entire Baltic Sea were

isolated from the ocean during the Early and Mid-
Weichselian sub stages, 115 000 – 50 000 years ago,
when theocean levelwas lower than it is today and the
areawas undergoing uplift after the Saalian andEarly
Weichselian glaciations (Lundqvist 1992, Lundqvist
& Robertsson 1994, Nenonen 1995). Old preglacial
river channels, tens of metres deep, have been found

on the seafloor of the Bothnian Bay and the Bothnian
Sea as extensions of present-day rivers (Tulkki 1977).
The channels extend to the central parts of themarine
area, to a depth of 80m below present sea level, thus
showing the probable ancient shoreline (Fig. 10).
The seafloor consists mainly of till. Due to strong

currents andwave action, varved clay and postglacial
clay sediments are often absent. Postglacial clays and
gyttja-clayscover theseaflooronly inbasins,protected
fromcurrent activity (Ignatius et al. 1980).According
to the available data, the thickness of the Quaternary
deposits in the Kvarken area is relatively low.
Thegeomorphologicfeature thatmakes theKvarken

Archipelago unique is the occurrence of spectacular
De Geer moraines (Aartolahti et al. 1995). These
moraines also occur on the seafloor in the Kvarken
Archipelago (e.g. Nuorteva 1988, Reijonen 2004)
(Fig. 15 and 16).

Fig. 18. Splitting the sediment core onboard r/v Geola. White line in
Figure indicates the onset of the Litorina Sea stage in lithostratigraphy.
(Photo: J. Hämäläinen, 2003).

Fig. 16. Side-scan sonar profile of De Geer moraines. Side-scan sonar
presents the seafloor on both sides of the vessel and produces images
resembling aerial photographs.

Fig. 17. Early Holocene lithostratigraphy in vibrohammer core MGTK-2003–14 of the Kvarken Archipelago (A).
The onset of the Litorina Sea stage is indicated by L/A in Fig.. X-ray radiograph of sulphide clays and varved clays
(1.97–2.24 metres below seafloor, red bars in Fig.A) is shown in Fig. B (Compilation:A. Kotilainen).
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The glacial morphology of the seafloor has not
undergone coastal deformation, as is the case with
land areas. In the marine area, it is possible to study
the nature of glacial features more or less in the state
they were formed (Winterhalter 1972).
Despite the sparse occurrence of glacial and post-

glacial clays in theKvarkenArchipelago, theAncylus
Lake and the Litorina Sea stages of theBaltic Sea are
relatively well represented in submarine sediments
of sheltered basins as shown in Figures 17 and 18.
However, the latest history of the Baltic Sea is rarely
recorded in submarine sediments of the Kvarken
Archipelago.
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Introduction

Lake Vetsijärvi is the largest lake in the Kaldoaivi
region, the eastern wilderness of Utsjoki, northern
Finnish Lapland (Fig. 1). In 2002, the authors carried
out an archaeological survey at the lake (Rankama &
Kankaanpää2003).The results of the surveygave rise
to a few intriguing ideas about the history of the lake.
They also led to an excavation at one of the sites, pro-
ducingafindsassemblagenotpreviouslyencountered
in the inland regions of northern Scandinavia.

The Survey

The purpose of the survey was to test a model,
previously presented by Rankama (1996), accord-
ing to which the fish resources of the inland lakes in

HISTORYAND PREHISTORYOF LAKE VETSIJÄRVI

by
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An archaeological survey carried out in 2002 around Lake Vetsijärvi, Utsjoki parish,

turnedup twelveStone-Age sites, nine ofwhichwere locatedmore than sixmetres higher
than the present lake. The placement of the sites and certain other observations suggest
that the level of Lake Vetsijärvi may have been higher during the Stone Age than it is
today. One of the sites produced finds connecting it with the earliest occupation of the
northern Norwegian coast.A test excavation at this site in 2004 recovered evidence of a
core-and-blade industry based on foreign chert-like raw material. This type of industry
is previously known from the Varangerfiord in Norway but is unique in Finland. Finds
include blades, cores, and a tanged arrowpoint with parallels in northern Russia.
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Utsjoki parish played an important role in the pre-
historic economy of the region and could have been
actively exploited as early as the Mesolithic Period.
Lake Vetsijärvi was chosen for the survey because it
is rich in fish (Niemelä & Vilhunen 1987) and would
thus have been among the most likely locations for
seasonal occupation. It is also one of the largest lakes
inUtsjoki,with a surface area of ca. 8.2 km2. The lake
lies in a shallow depression between fell chains and is
surrounded by an extensive area of bogs. It is fed by
several small rivers that drain the plateau particularly
north and eastof the lake. LakeVetsijärvi empties into
theTenoRivervia theVetsijokiRiver,whichbegins at
the lake’s northwestern corner and – aftermeandering
for a while – runs nearly due north to meet the Teno
at Vetsikko.
Since thewater level of lakes in northernLapland is
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Fig. 1. Location of the research area.

Fig. 2. Sites located during the survey of 2002. The Sujala site is nr. 7.
considered tohave risenafter theendof thePostglacial
Climatic Optimum (e.g.Hyvärinen &Alhonen 1994,
Eronenetal.1999,Eronenetal.2002), itwashoped that
asurveyof theshorelinewould turnupinundatedStone
Age sites. The fact that the shores of Lake Vetsijärvi
are largely boggy presented the additional possibility
that shoreline sites might be partly covered by peat,
which would offer an anaerobic environment with a
chanceoforganicpreservation– somethingotherwise
extremely rare in Finnish archaeology.
Several kilometres of the Lake Vetsijärvi shoreline

were surveyed by kayak in the summer of 2002 for
thepurposeof locating shoreline sites, but the rewards
were few: only three sites were discovered near the
shore, and only one of thesewas actually in thewater.
However, nine further sites were discovered along a
dirt track running the length of a peninsula protrud-
ing into the lake from the south (Fig. 2).All of these
latter sites were located above the 280-metre mark,
or a good six metres above the present level of the
lake, which in early July 2004 lay at an elevation of
273.72mabove sea level.Horizontally, the sites lay a
minimum of 80metres from the present lakeshore, in
many cases much further.All of the sites – with one
exception – were marked by the presence of quartz
flakes, a characteristic feature of Finnish Stone Age
and Early Metal Age sites. The one exception, the
site named Utsjoki 226 Vetsijärvi 7 Sujala, produced
material that pointed in another direction but also
suggested an exceptional age. We will return to this
site later in the paper.

The Water Level Question

There appears to be no practical reason why the
campsites should have been located far from shore.
Level and dry shoreline locationswith sandy beaches
– the type of setting usually preferred by Stone Age
hunter-gatherers – are available nearby, at the base of
the peninsula and at its tip, but upon inspection these
sitesrevealednosignsofStoneAgeoccupation.Spring
flooding does not appear to affect the lake to any great
extent, at least judging from the fact that a cabin in
the southeastern part of the lake stands on top of a
geodetic benchmarkwith an elevation of 275.7 m, or
a scant two metres above the early July level.
Locating the campsites on high ground rather than

near the shore makes little sense from a use perspec-
tive. If the camps related to fishing, the natural place
would have been near the shore to minimize carrying
distances. If they related toreindeerhunting, thewhole
location is wrong. Higher, better, and more easily
hidden lookout posts could have been established on
the hills to the south. A campsite located on or near
the base of the peninsula would also preclude the
possibility of using the peninsula itself as a natural
“trap” where reindeer would have been lured by the
relatively insect-free windy location or where they
could have been actively driven by beaters.
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The most logical remaining explanation for the
clustering of nine sites above the 280-metre contour
would seem to be that the sites were in fact located
close to the shoreline in their time, in other words
the level of the lake during at least part of the Stone

Age was actually higher relative to the surrounding
area than it is today. Plotting the shoreline on the 280
-metre contour (Fig. 3) gives a much larger lake and
locates many of the sites on an island separated from
the mainland by a narrow and shallow strait.
A higher lake level during the Stone Age would,

however, be contrary to the apparent general trend
in the region. For this reason, future research at Lake
Vetsijärvi should include geological studies on the
lake’s history. Phenomena observed during previous
research thatmight figure in such studies include the
following:

Thick peat layers in elevated dry areas

A layer of peatmore than 50 cm thickwas observed
on top of a very narrow and steep-sidedmoraine ridge
that formsapeninsula in thenortheastern cornerof the
lake (Fig. 4). The ridge rises an estimated 5–6metres
above the lake. Due to the coarse soil and the sharp
contours of the ridge, the ground appears to be well
drained. Since the formation of peat usually requires
a large amount of moisture, the thick peat layer on
top of the ridge might suggest that the water level
has been higher.

Possible beach formations

Aformation resembling an eroded shoreline terrace
runs along the western side of the peninsula where
most of the sites are located; the eastern side has not
been surveyed. This formation has not been system-
aticallymapped, but it can be observed in the surface
profile plotted from the vicinity of the northern find
cluster of the Sujala sitementioned above down to the

Fig. 3. Potential size of Lake Vetsijärvi with water level at 280 metres.

Fig. 4. Thick peat on top of the Buolžanjarga ridge. (Photo: T. Rankama, 2002)
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lakeshore (Fig. 5) and also as a vegetation border on
an infrared aerial photograph of the area. The eleva-
tion of the feature in the surveyed profile is ca. 278.0
metres for the edge of the “terrace” and 276.8 metres
for the foot of the underlying slope. The latter eleva-
tion is more than a metre higher than the benchmark
under the cabin. Two smaller “terrace-like features”
may be observed in the surface profile at elevations
of 279.7 and 280.5 metres, but these have not been
investigated as of yet and may be just natural bumps
in the terrain. One further possible indication of an
ancientbeach linewasnoted inconnectionwith the test
excavation of the Sujala site in 2004: a concentration
of rocks found in the lowest test square of the northern
cluster at an elevation of ca. 282.0 metres. The other
– higher – test squares in this area contained mixed
sand and gravel with interspersed larger stones, but
this square contained almost pure rocks reminiscent
of a water-washed beach line.

Tilting basin

The topography of the Lake Vetsijärvi area itself
is rather flat. Though the lake is surrounded by fells,
the present 280-metre elevation curve outlines a vast
area that appears to continue both north and south.
The present outlet of Lake Vetsijärvi is to the north
through the Vetsijoki River, but isostatic rebound has
tilted the basin northward (Eronen 1979) and it is
consequentlyconceivable that theoriginal postglacial
outlet may have been towards the southwest and the
Utsjoki River. Geological and topographical studies

are needed to establish whether it would have been
possible for the level of the lake to have been higher
(relative to the present topography)when the surface
was tilted more towards the south.

The Sujala Site

The most intriguing of the sites discovered during
the 2002 survey was number 7, dubbed Sujala (offi-
cially,Utsjoki 226 Vetsijärvi 7 Sujala) after the cabin
owner in whose “backyard” it was found. As with
most of the other sites, the evidence of prehistoric
human activity consisted of a number of lithic flakes
and flake fragments discovered on the track leading
to the lake from the south. Whatmade the Sujala site
interestingwas the fact that both the rawmaterial and
the shape of the flakes differed from those of the other
Vetsijärvi sites and from those usually found at Stone
Age sites in Finland.
Instead of quartz, which dominates the Finnish

Stone Age, the flakes were made from a variety of
rawmaterialsmore common on theNorthNorwegian
coast, such as quartzite, flint, and chert. The shape of
the flake fragments suggested a specialized knapping
technology geared towards the production of long,
slender, parallel-sided flakes called blades. This tech-
nology is alien to Finnish StoneAge contexts and its
productsareusuallyconsidered tohavebeen imported.
In northern Norway, the technology is considered
Mesolithic, i.e., part of the earliest StoneAge of the
area (Olsen 1994, Woodman 1993, 1999).
Becauseof theseunusualfinds,a testexcavationwas

Fig. 5. Surface profile from the Sujala site.
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carriedoutatSujala in2004 (Kankaanpää&Rankama
2004).Acareful surface survey at the beginning of the
excavation revealed two main clusters of finds on the
track some 200 metres apart. Eight 1 x 1 metre test
squares were excavated around each of the clusters.
A total of 379 artefactswere recovered, both from the
track surface (50.7 %) and from the ten test squares
closest to the track (49.3%).Theclustersoffindswere
small in diameter and close to the soil surface, sug-
gesting short-term settlement, probably small single-
occupation campsites (see Rankama & Kankaanpää
in press for more details of the excavation).
The excavation finds bore out the unusual character

of both raw material use and technology at Sujala.
Only eight per cent of the findswere quartz,while the
dominating raw material (87 %) was a light brown
chert-likerock.Thisrock,whichused tobeerroneously
called “dolomite” byNorwegian archaeologists,was
commonly used during the StoneAge along the coast
of the Varangerfjord (e.g. Simonsen 1961: passim).
The current Norwegian name for it is “tuffaceous
chert” (e.g. Hood 1992).
Microscopicsurfaceexaminationrevealsaveryfine-

grainedmatrixwithevengrain size.This suggests that
the material does not originate in the Fennoscandian
Shield; the northern Norwegian Caledonides are a
moreprobablesourcearea (J.Välimaa,T.Manninen&
R.Kesola personal communication 2005). Pending a
proper mineralogical analysis, we will call the rock
simply “chert”. It is fairly easily worked and forms
very sharp edges. Its colour is dark grey or greenish
when fresh, but itweathers to a tan or lightgrey colour

and becomes brittle in the process. This rawmaterial
is very rare at Stone Age sites in Inari and Utsjoki
(e.g., Kankaanpää & Rankama in press). Because of
the commonness of the raw material in Stone Age
contexts along theVarangerfjord, the few discoveries
from Finnish Lapland have been considered imports
from the coast (e.g. Havas 1999).
Chert had been used at Sujala to produce blades

from carefully shaped blade cores. Two exhausted
cores were discovered, one conical in shape (Fig.
6:1), the other a one-sided core with two opposing
platforms and acute platform angles (Fig. 6:2). The
blades produced from these cores during their final
stage were not very large; however, the size of the
recovered blade fragments (e.g. Fig. 7) indicates that
the cores were originallymuch larger, or at least that
a large number of the blades were produced from
larger cores.
The total number of recovered blades and blade

fragments, includingimplements,was118. Inaddition,
more than 30 core tablets, i.e., platform rejuvena-
tion flakes, were recovered (Fig. 8). These are flakes
produced during blade production, when the striking
platform of the core needs to be renewed because of
damage to the platform edge or because of the in-
creasing curvature of the core face due to continued
blade production. Since these flakes can hardly be
used as implements of any kind, they are the most
unquestionable evidence that blades were, indeed,
produced at the Sujala site and not just brought there
from somewhere else.
About 50 % of the chert artefacts from Sujala

Fig. 6. Blade cores from Sujala. (Photo: J. Kankaanpää, 2004)
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Fig. 7. Blade fragments from Sujala.

relate indisputably to blade technology. The rest of
the artefacts consistmostly of small debris classified
as flake fragments because they are too small to be
reliably identified as deriving from blade production.
The majority of them, however, probably do.
The Sujala assemblage includes one tanged point

made of chert (Fig. 9). It is 42.1 mm long and made
from a large blade so that the central dorsal ridge of
the blade runs along the centre of the point’s long axis.

The tang is bifacially flaked and is diamond-shaped
in cross section; the tip has invasive retouch on its
ventral side, making its cross section also diamond-
shaped.
The combination of rawmaterial and technology at

Sujala is alien to Finnish archaeology. Since the site
lies in the inland region and has never been part of
the coastal sphere, it cannot be dated through shore
displacement chronology. The radiocarbon samples
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collected so far are too equivocal for reliable analy-
sis. Therefore, the only viable option is typological
dating.
The nearest area where a comparable large blade

technologyexists is theNorthNorwegiancoast,where
it is dated to the Preboreal, representing the earliest
Stone Age of the region. If the Sujala occupation
is associated with the coastal sphere, it is the first
discovered inland settlement of Phase I of the North
Norwegian Mesolithic, also referred to as theKomsa

Culture (see Olsen 1994, Woodman 1993, 1999). It
thus changes our view of the adaptation of the early
Komsa population,which has traditionally been con-
sidered completely maritime. At the same time, it
changes the chronology of the settlement of northern
Finnish Lapland: the earliest dates so far derive from
the Saamen Museo site in Inari, where two pieces of
birch bark pitch have been dated to 8835±90 BP and
8760±75 BP (Carpelan 2003). Phase I of the North
Norwegian Mesolithic is dated to 10 000–9000 BP
(Olsen 1994).
The tanged point from Sujala, however, fits poorly

in theKomsa sphere,where the tanged points are usu-
ally smaller, more irregular, and never have invasive
retouch on the ventral side. Instead, the point is very
well at home among the Early Mesolithic so-called
Post-Swiderian complexes of Northwest Russia (e.g.
Sorokin 1984, Volokitin in press, Zhilin 1996), and
so is the sophisticated blade technology as a whole.
ThesecomplexesarealsoPreboreal, but theycontinue
into theBoreal period. If this is the origin of theSujala
population, the site is very far from the core areas of
these complexes (e.g. Burov 1999) – the nearest site
with Post-Swiderian type material is Ristola in Lahti,
southern Finland (Takala 2005), itself an outlier. The
routes taken by the Post-Swiderian people to reach
Utsjoki, in that case, are totally obscure. It also re-
mains a mystery how, representing as they did an
inland adaptation, they came to find the rawmaterial
so typical of the coastal assemblages.

Conclusions

The survey and excavation demonstrated that the
Lake Vetsijärvi region had indeed been visited by

Fig. 9. Tanged point from Sujala. (Photo: J. Kankaanpää, 2004)

Fig. 8. Core tablets from Sujala.
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people during the StoneAge, although the details of
these visits – seasonality, utilized resources, group
size etc. – still require further research.Very little evi-
dence of occupationwas found on or near the present
shoreline in spite of the fact thatmost of the shoreline
of the main basinwas carefully inspected. Unless the
water level of the lake has risen several metres since
the end of the Stone Age and thus covered even the
latest sites, onewould have expected to find evidence
ofhumanpresence inplaceswhere themineral soil lay
bareon the shoreline, particularlyonsandybeaches.A
rise in the lake level, however,would not account for
the fact that a notable cluster of sites was discovered
some 6–7metres higher than the present shoreline. In
southern Finland, such a clusterwould automatically
be connected to shore displacement. At Lake Vetsi-
järvi, a lowering of the water level would go against
the current view of lake history in the region. The rise
of lake levels after the Climatic Optimum has been
connectedwith increasedprecipitation, but in thecase
of the Vetsijärvi basin the effects of the cooling trend
may have been nullified by isostatic tilting, which
could have opened a new outlet, as happenedwith the
Päijänne and Saimaa basins in Southern Finland. A
rise of the lake level could in itself have also caused
the opening and rapid erosion of a new exit channel,
leading to a quick drop in thewater level (M. Eronen
& M. Saarnisto, personal communication 2005).
Geological studies of Lake Vetsijärvi are necessary
for solving this question.
The Sujala site represents the earliest human oc-

cupation recorded so far in the LakeVetsijärvi region
and possibly in all of Finnish Lapland. The origin of
the occupation remains equivocal at the moment, but
whichever of the possible regions – coastal North
Norway or Northwest Russia – it came from, it has
the potential for profoundly changing archaeologists’
views concerning the colonization processes and
settlement systems of northern Lapland. A coastal
originwould indicate that the adaptation of the Early
Komsa populationwas not so purelymaritime as has
been thought so far. On the other hand, an origin in
NorthwestRussiawould force a rethinking of theway
the northwas settled as awhole: it would no longer be
possible to assume that all the settlers travelled along
the Norwegian coast from the south and ultimately
from Northwest Europe. On a smaller scale, the site
also changes the chronology of the settling of Finnish
Lapland, pushing it back in time potentially several
hundred years.
The history and prehistory of Lake Vetsijärvi and

its surroundings obviously merit further intensive
study.
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Introduction

During the summer season, solar radiation-induced
melting leads to thedevelopmentof supraglacial lakes
in the coastal areas ofGreenland andAntarctica. The
supraglacial lakes of Greenland are generated by
surface melting and streaming and the accumulation
of water in glacial depressions (Echelmeyer et al.
1991). Incontrast, thesupraglacial lakesofAntarctica,
which are commonly referred to as frozen lakes, are
associatedwith blue ice areas near glacial slopes and
nunataks (Winther et al. 1996, Bintanja 1999, Liston
et al. 1999a, 1999b). In Antarctica, the temperature
of the air-ice interface and the subsurface temperature
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Lehtinen,Anne & Luttinen,Arto, 2005. Chemical constraints on the influence of sub-
surface and surface melting on Lake Basen, western Dronning Maud Land,Antarctica.
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Solar radiation-induced subsurface melting has been suggested to account for frozen

lakes, i.e. blue ice areas characterized by a liquid interlayer, in the coastal regions of
Antarctica. LakeBasen, one of such frozen lakes and located adjacent to amajor nunatak
in Vestfjella, Dronning Maud Land, developed a distinctive (≤1.3 m thick) liquid layer
during the austral summer of 2003–2004. Thickening of the liquid layer was coupled
with a 4-fold increase in ion concentrations (Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Cl-, SO4

2-). The lakewater
can be distinguished from Antarctic snow by its different ion ratios, specifically by its
high Ca2+/Mg2+, which show a strong affinity to pond and stream water on the nunatak.
Surface melting on nunatakBasen has a profound influence on the lakewater chemistry,
even though the proportion of ion-concentrated surface melts may be limited to a few
percent. We associate the source of Ca2+ with the abundant carbonate precipitates on
Basen. Concentrations of K+ and NO3

- remained notably low in the lake, presumably
due to consumption by photosynthetic organisms in the drainage area.

Key words (GeoRef Thesaurus, AGI): ice sheets, thawing, hydrology, frozen lakes,
hydrochemistry, ions, Lake Basen,Antarctica

of the ice also remain below the freezing point in the
summer.According toBrandt&Warren(1993), short-
wave solar radiationpenetrates theblue ice,whichhas
a low albedo. The absorption of radiation produces
thermalenergy,which leads to thegenerationofa layer
of liquidwaterwithin the ice. The subsurfacemelting
process has been referred to as solid state greenhouse
effect (Brandt&Warren 1993). Towards themidsum-
mer, the subsurface liquid layer gradually becomes
thicker. Emission of long-wave solar radiation from
the ice surface keeps the air-water interface frozen
(Brandt &Warren 1993) and the thickness of the ice
cover typically exceeds 15 cm (Liston et al. 1999b).
The liquid layer has been reported toattain a thickness
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of 0.5 to 1 m in the midsummer; in winter, the lakes
are completely frozen (Liston et al. 1999b).
The frozen lakes ofAntarctica have so far remained

fairly little studied. Many of the lakes are located ad-
jacent to nunataks (Liston et al. 1999b). We consider
that the subsurfacemeltingmodelmay not be directly
applicable to such frozen lakes, because surfacemelt-
ing isenhancedonbedrockoutcrops. In thesubsurface
meltingmodel, frozen lakes thatare locatedaway from
nunataks result from the melting of blue ice in situ
(Bøggild et al. 1995, Liston et al. 1999a). Given the
negative mass balance and the consequent exposure
of ancient ice in blue ice areas (Bintanja 1999), the
composition of the melt layer should correspond to
that of the ascending old ice. By inference, a melt
layer that is generated by subsurface melting should
be chemicallymore akin to snow that is accumulated
further inland rather than the compositionally differ-
ent, near-coastal snow-cover in the vicinity of the
frozen lake (Stenberg et al. 1998, Isaksson et al. 2001,
Kärkäs et al. 2005).
This paper presents preliminary results of the first

author’s MSc project. We report field observations
and chemical data for a frozen lake that is located in
the vicinity of nunatak Basen, north Vestfjella, near
the coast of western Dronning Maud Land (Fig. 1).

Wealsoprovide compositional data forwater samples
from streams and ponds on the nunatak. We use the
data to constrain the contribution of surface melting
to the water budget during the austral summer of
2003–2004.Thefieldobservationsandsamplingwere
performed during the FINNARP (Finnish Antarctic
Research Program) 2003–2004 expedition.

Background and study area

Frozen lakes have been reported to form in the
coastal regions of Dronning Maud Land. They are
mainly located in the vicinity of nunataks but they
are also formed in nunatak-free areas (Bintanja 1999,
Liston et al. 1999a, 1999b). The lakes are a couple of
kilometers long and 0.5–1 km wide and are typically
located in places where the thickness of the ice sheet
exceeds500m(Listonetal.1999b). InnorthVestfjella,
a 4 km long and 2 kmwide blue ice field immediately
southwest of nunatak Basen constitutes a profound
local glacial feature. During the austral summer, a
subsurface liquid layer develops in the blue ice field,
which is hereafter designated as (frozen) LakeBasen.
Water from the lake has been utilized by Finnish and
Swedish Antarctic expeditions since 1988. The lake
is bounded to the west by a snow ridge that extends
from the nunatak some 2 km to southwest (Figs. 2
and 3). The eastern and southern limits of the blue
ice area are less conspicuous due to gentle glacial
topographyandseasonalvariations in thesnow-cover.
A 300 m long supraglacial till surfaces some 2 km
from Basen and strikes southwest near the eastern
margin of the lake (Figs. 2 and 3). The surface of the
lake is only partially snow-free during the summer.
Adjacent to the northern, western, and southwestern

Fig.1.Locationof thestudyarea (Basen) innorthVestfjella,westernDron-
ning Maud Land, EastAntarctica. Black areas indicate exposed bedrock.
Heimefrontfjella is located on the EastAntarctic plateau escarpment.

Fig. 2. The areal extent of Lake Basen, north Vestfjella, western Dron-
ning Maud Land. Also shown is the dominant wind direction (Photo:
TERRA/ASTER © Canadian SpaceAgency, 1997).
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bluffs of the nunatak, there is amoat-like narrowzone
which develops into a narrow pool during the summer
season (Fig. 4).

Objectives, materials and methods

Located adjacent to an unusuallyflat nunatak, Lake
Basenwas initially considered to be a promising area
for addressing the influence of surface melting on the
development of liquid layers in melt-induced blue
ice areas. The main objectives of this study were to
record 1) the surface morphology and 2) develop-
ment of the liquid water layer in Lake Basen during
the austral summer of 2003–2004, and 3) to establish
the chemical composition andpossible compositional
variations of the water. Objectives 1 and 2 were ap-
proached by field observations, photography, and
drilling during the period 15.11.2003–28.1.2004. For
the chemical analyses, the first author collectedwater
samples along four sampling transects (transect 1 on
10.12., transect 2 on 14.12., transect 3 on 19.12., and
transect 4 on 3.1.) in different parts of the lake (Fig.
3). The sampling interval varied between 50 and 200
m. A new set of samples (transect 5) was collected
along transect 3 on 21 January to monitor temporal
variations.Additionally,water sampleswerecollected
from ponds and streams on the high plateau and on
the slopes and cliffs of nunatak Basen in order to
constrain the compositional characteristics of surface

melts. Previous geological studies have reported salt
deposits on bedrock and underneath rocks on the sur-
face of the basal till on Basen (Lintinen & Nenonen
1997). Such precipitates were also sampled as refer-
ence material.
The water samples were collected according to

the guidelines delineated for ITASE (International
Trans-Antarctic Scientific Expedition) by Twickler
&Whitlow (2005). The main cations (Na+,K+, Mg2+,
Ca2+) andanions (Cl-,NO3

-,SO4
2-)wereanalyzedusing

aDionex ICS-1000andaDionexDX-120 ionchroma-
tograph, respectively, at the Finnish Forest Research
Institute,Rovaniemi.Theanalyticalmethodshavebeen
described byVirkkunen (2004). Themineral samples
were identifiedusinganX-raydiffractometer (Phillips
X’pert, PW1827/91) at theGeochemical Laboratory,
University of Helsinki. The albedo measurements
were performed with an EP 16 Pyrano-albedometer
sensor,manufactured byMiddleton,which covers the
300–3000 nm wavelengths.

Observations and results

At thebeginningof thefieldseason, from15.–29.11.,
no liquidwaterwas discovered indrill holes, butmelt-
ing had commenced in the moat which was utilized
by FINNARP as a source of householdwater (Petteri
JärmäläandPetriHeinonen,personalcommunication,
2003).Albedo measurements yielded average values

Fig. 3. Sampling transects in Lake Basen. View towards northeast. Transects 1 through 4 were sampled between
10.12.2003 and 3.1.2004,whereas transect 5was sampled on 21.1.2004.Transect 4 extends southwest outside the field
of the photo. The length of the supraglacial till (in the lower right corner) is 300 meters (Photo: E. Kärkäs, 2001)
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of 0.44 for the blue ice area (31.12.2003–2.1.2004)
and 0.76 for the adjacent snow-covered area (15.–
18.1.2004). The latter value is slightly lower than
the average value previously obtained by Kärkäs et
al. (2002) for north Vestfjella and Heimefrontfjella
(Fig. 1).
OnDecember1st, liquidwaterwasobserved indrill

holes in the snow-free parts of the lake, for example,
in the middle part of transect 2 (Fig. 3). The drill hole
wasfilledwithwaterwhichpercolated throughcracks
and air bubbles in the ice. Water was not found in
snow-covered parts of the lake.
In mid-December (13.12.2003), small streams ran

from thenunatak to the lakeandemptied into themoat.
Percolatingliquidwaterwasfoundinseveraldrillholes
in snow-free locations around the lake (Fig. 4a).
Aweek later (19.12.2003), a distinctive 15–40 cm

thick liquid layer was discovered in snow-free areas
below a 7–25 cm thick ice surface. Melting of the
surface icewas observed along the edges of columnar
ice crystals.
By the end ofDecember (30.12.2003), the areal ex-

tent and the thickness of the liquid layer had increased
notably (Fig. 4b). The size and lateral geometry the
liquid layer is reflected in Figure 4 by the deep blue

tint of the ice surface (cf.Fig. 2).At this point, a liquid
layer was also discovered in snow-covered parts and
in the southwestern reaches of the lake.
Bymid-January (15.12.2004), the lake attained its

largest areal extent. In places therewas no surface ice,
and elsewhere in the snow-free areas the ice thick-
nesswas less than 5–7 cm. In snow-covered parts the
thickness of the surface icewas 10–20 cm. The thick-
ness of the liquid layer ranged from 60 to 130 cm.A
current was observed in the open channel which ran
southwest and generated a supraglacial pond some 4
km away from Basen. The melt water streams on the
nunatakwere rapid.Awide outlet, separated from the
lake by the snow ridge,was developed and connected
the western moat with the lake near the supraglacial
till (Fig. 4c). The snow-covered parts and the shores
of the lake became slush and sludge.
Five days later (20.1.2004), the streams hadweak-

ened, some of them dried up, and the open water in
the central part of the lake froze over (Fig. 4d). In the
marginal parts of the lake, dark-coloured sediments
were deposited in subsurface channels. The south-
westerly flow continued and parts of the lake ran dry
and left behind large cavities beneath an undulating
ice surface.By 28 January the streams had frozen and

Fig. 4. Evolutionary stages of Lake Basen.A) In mid-December, percolating liquid water was observed in drill holes
in the snow-free parts of the lake at depth of ca. 20–60 cm below the surface. B) At the end of December, a 15–40
cm thick liquid water layer was found from all over the lake. The ice cover was ca. 7–25 cm thick. Note the narrow
mote-like feature at the base of the cliff. C) In mid-January, the lake had reached its maximum lateral extent. The
streams from the nunatak were rapid.An open channel had formed in the central part of the lake. The flow of water
towards southwest had formed a pond ca. 4 km away from the nunatak. The remaining ice cover in the snow-free
parts was 5–7 cm and the liquid layer was ca. 60–120 cm thick. D) Freezing over of the channel had commenced.
Streams were no longer rapid and the lake had frozen over. The liquid layer was still 60–120 cm thick. Sediments
had been deposited from the current near the eastern margin of the lake (near the left edge of the image) (Photos:A.
Lehtinen, 2003/2004)
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the channels and the pond froze over. The surface ice
in the central part of the lake was measured to be ca.
15cm thick,while the liquid layerunder the icesurface
was still 60–120 cm.
X-ray diffractometer analyses showed the pre-

cipitate samples to be CaCO3 (aragonite and calcite)
and Na2SO4 (thenardite). Chemical compositions of

representative water samples are listed in Table 1.
The prevalent ions in the lake samples areCa2+ (<950
ppb), Cl- (<450 ppb), and SO4

2- (< 320 ppb). Sample
BAV 3 from transect 1 was collected ca. 1 km away
from Basen on 10 December and is considered to
represent incipient subsurface melting. The overall
ion concentrations in this sample are markedly low

Specimen number (type) Distance
to Basen (m) Cl- NO3- SO42- Na+ K+ Mg2+ Ca2+

BAV 3 (Line 1) ~1000 8.6 bdl. 27.9 8.7 0.1 4.4 185.8
BAV 37 (Line 3) 600 62.3 20.7 52.0 45.7 17.2 15.4 130.0
BAV 38 (Line 3) 500 49.1 bdl. 64.1 35.9 10.7 4.0 75.0
BAV 39 (Line 3) 100 124.6 bdl. 99.7 93.6 10.0 39.3 270.1
BAV 51 (Line 5) 600 445.3 11.3 316.3 268.4 11.4 79.3 517.8
BAV 52 (Line 5) 500 339.8 17.1 321.0 217.3 7.4 70.8 518.7
BAV 55 (Line 5) 100 323.2 bdl. 262.4 214.2 11.4 135.6 948.3
BAV 35 (Stream) 14649.6 889.4 16309.7 9549.1 123.6 5329.4 34253.6

Ion concentrations are given in parts per billion (ppb). Line 1 was collected on December 10, Line 3 on December 19, Line 5 on
January 21, and the stream water specimen on December 17. Concentrations of NO3- in four specimens are below the detection
limit (bdl.).

Table 1. Chemical data for lake and stream water samples from Basen, north Vestfjella, western Dronning Maud Land.

Fig. 5. Chemical comparison ofwater and snow. Sample BAV 3 from transect 1 represents lakewater on 10.12.2003;
samples BAV 37, BAV 38 and BAV 39 from transect 3 represent lake water on 19.12.2003; and samples BAV 51,
BAV 52 and BAV 55 from transect 5 represent lake water on 21.1.2004. The average composition of snow from
north Vestfjella (Basen) and from the EastAntarctic plateau (South Pole) are from Kärkäs et al. (2005) andWhitlow
et al. (1992), respectively.
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(typically <30 ppb), and, apart from Ca2+ and NO3
-,

the composition resembles that of snow from theEast
Antarctic plateau (Fig. 5). Similarly, samplesBAV37,
BAV 38, and BAV 39, which were collected along
transect 3 on 19.12., have low ion contents and their
overall composition is clearly different from that of
snow samples from thestudyarea (Kärkäsetal.2005).
Specifically, the concentrations of Na+,Cl-, NO3

-, and
SO4

2- are clearly lower,whereas the concentrations of
Ca2+ are markedly higher in the lake samples (Fig. 5).
SamplesBAV51,BAV52 andBAV55were collected
along transect 5 on January 21. The highest Ca2+ and
Mg2+concentrations in transects3and5weremeasured
in samples that were collected closest to the nunatak
(BAV 39 and BAV 55) and the compositional ranges
for both transects are notably reduced when these
samples are excluded (Table 1). Comparison of sam-
ples from transects 3 and 5 indicates a marked 4-fold
increase in the averaged ion concentrations during the
sampling interval. The concentrations ofK+ and NO3

-

do not increase. Instead, they show low, but variable,
concentrations at all times. Ion concentrations in the
ponds and streams are markedly variable (e.g. Ca2+
1220–34250ppb)butconsistentlyhighandfrequently
over 5000 ppb (Table 1). The sample in Table 1 was
collected on 17December and records the highest ion
concentrations in our stream water samples.
Figure 6 shows a comparison between lake, stream

and snow samples, and average seawater. Snow from

the coastal region near Basen has a flat seawater-nor-
malized fingerprint, and, accordingly, near-seawater
ionratios.Bycomparison,snow from theEastAntarctic
plateau (South Pole) has clearly lower ion concentra-
tions, notably higher SO4

2-/Cl- and somewhat higher
Ca2+/Mg2+. The Figure indicates a similarity between
lakewater, streamwater, snow, and seawater in terms
of Cl-/Na+ which is always within the range 1.4–1.9,
i.e. similar to the corresponding ratio for seawater
(1.8; Riley & Chester, 1971). Otherwise, all water
samples can be distinguished based on their spiked
chemical fingerprints. The lake and stream samples
are most clearly differentiated from snow based on
their high Ca2+/Mg2+, which is approximately 20
times higher than in the seawater of Riley & Chester
(1971). Generalizing, the ion ratios in the lake water
remain rather constant during the season. For exam-
ple, Ca2+/Mg2+ is 7–8 on 19.12. and ca. 7 on 21.1.;
one sample of the 19.12. dataset is anomalous with
Ca2+/Mg2+ of ca. 19.

Discussion and conclusions

Chemical analysesof streamsandponds fromnuna-
takBasen showed them to be highly saline compared
with snow from the same region. In addition to high
overall ion concentrations, the chemical fingerprint
of the streamwater differs from that of snow by high
Na+/K+,Mg2+/K+,SO4

2-/Cl-and,specifically,Ca2+/Mg2+

Fig. 6. Seawater-normalized chemical fingerprints for lake water, stream water and snow. Sample descriptions are
presented in Fig. 5. Sample BAV 35 represents stream water on 17.12.2003. Normalization values are from Riley &
Chester (1971). Data sources as in Figure 5.
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(Fig.6).Thesecharacteristics facilitate thedetectionof
even a small quantity of streamwater in Lake Basen.
These key differences between the stream water and
snow most probably reflect the involvement of pre-
cipitates of calcium and magnesium carbonate and
thenardite from the nunatak. The principal source
of most ions in Antarctic snow and ice is the ocean
(Gjessing 1984, Mulvaney & Wolff 1994, Legrand
& Mayewski 1997). In Lake Basen, however, the
principal source of Ca and Mg is probably amygd-
ule-hosted carbonate in the Jurassic basalts which
make up the bedrock (Kallio 2003). The decoupling
ofK+ and NO3

- from other ions, i.e. their consistently
low concentrations, is readily associated with algae,
lichen, and moss growths that have been observed in
the ponds and streams on the nunatak. Magnesium is
also used up by the photosynthetic organisms, but the
effect is overprinted by the release of Mg from the
mineral precipitates.
The pronounced increase in ion concentrations

during the summer and the compositional similarity
between thestreamwaterand lakewaterdemonstrates
that surfacemeltinghasastrong influenceon the liquid
layer in Lake Basen. The low albedo of the blue ice
area (0.44) compared with adjacent snow-covered
areas (0.76) and the notably low concentrations of
ions in the first water samples indicate that the initial
melt is produced by subsurface melting, i.e. the solid
state greenhouse effect (Brandt&Warren 1993). We
conclude that during the austral summer of 2003
– 2004, Lake Basen evolved as an open system and
the liquid layer resulted from combined subsurface
and surface melting.
One of the pertinent questions with regard to the

evolutionary cycle of LakeBasen arises from the low
ionconcentrationsin thefirst lakewatersamples.Given
that thelastwatersamplesofour study representa thick
liquid layer of up to 120 cm, the late-stage evolution
of the lake remains poorly constrained.However,we
consider that the observed increase in ion concentra-
tions is probably an annual phenomenon in this lake.
Hence, a dramatic compositional change during the
fall is required toexplain the low ion concentrations in
the incipientmelt. Our field observations indicate that
surface melting already diminished in mid-January.
Subsurfacemelting probably continues for some time
after the influx of the surface melting component has
ceased to be significant and dilutes the ion concentra-
tions in the liquid layer as its volume decreases due
to freezing and outflow. However, the compositional
differences between the firstmelt andAntarctic snow
from the coastal area and from the East Antarctic
Plateau (Fig. 6) imply that a diluted surface water
component remains in the ice.

The high ion concentrations and, specifically, the
distinctive chemical fingerprint of the stream water
render itaneasilydetectablecomponent.Basedon ion
concentrations in the initial melt and the streamwater
(e.g. Mg), we estimate that the maximum proportion
of stream water in the liquid layer may be ≤2 wt.%,
although the highly variable compositions undermine
massbalancecalculations.Our studycastsnew lighton
the evolutionof frozen lakes inAntarctica.Our results
may be applicable to other near-nunatak frozen lakes,
although the example from Basen may represent an
epitomeof surfacemelt-influenced systemsdue to the
unusually flat topography of the nunatak.
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